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Abstract

With the development of automated reaction discovery (ARD) methods as a tool to
generate and describe chemical reaction networks, the need for rapid and accurate
screening of either undesirable or unfeasible chemical reactions has become essential.
Two common ways to screen through chemical reactions include using reaction rates,
typically determined using transition state theory (TST), and characteristics of the
minimum energy path such as energy barriers. Whilst TST is a popular method
for determining reaction rates, the no recrossing assumption can lead to important
differences in the dynamically correct reaction rate. As an alternative, the reaction
path Hamiltonian (RPH) coupled to reactive flux dynamics has been shown to be
able to account for recrossing occurring in the reaction, resulting in the dynami-
cally correct reaction rate. However, the determination of the dynamically correct
reaction using the RPH comes at a significant computational cost which makes this
method unfeasible in the context of ARD. As such, in this work, a novel way to re-
duce the computational cost associated with constructing the RPH by implementing
update Hessian schemes is used. The advantage of using update Hessian schemes to
construct the RPH lies within the significant reduction Hessian evaluations, which
are essential to the RPH. Results for this implementation were very positive, where
a significant improvement on the computational cost was demonstrated, while keep-
ing a similar level of accuracy depending on which update Hessian scheme was used.
In addition to this work, the RPH is used to investigate dynamical effects in the
Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene hydroformylation with a cobalt catalyst, both
in gas-phase and in solvent-phase. Moreover, the RPH reaction rates were com-
pared to the TST reaction rates in the determination of the rate law to assess the
importance of accounting for recrossing effects. Our results showed evidence of re-
crossing in the catalytic cycle, however, the kinetic simulations and the rate law
showed little to no difference between TST and RPH reaction rates. Finally, as a
way of improving on initial paths for nudged elastic band to determine minimum
energy paths, we present two novel methods which use a navigation function as a
driving force to determine a reaction path. The two novel methods are compared
to other popular methods with the same goal and their performance is assessed in
the context of computational cost required and overall accuracy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Impossible? We did a lot of
impossible things on this journey.
I’m tired of hearing that things are
impossible or useless. Those words
mean nothing to us.

JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure Stardust

Crusaders, Hirohiko Araki

Summary

This Chapter provides an overview of the field in which the work presented here

is set. The importance of the minimum energy path (MEP) as the lowest energy

reaction path from which essential dynamic and mechanistic properties can be de-

rived is discussed. Furthermore, an overview of the current work being done related

to chemical reaction networks (CRN), specifically using automated reaction discov-

ery (ARD) methods and the issues linked to screening the reaction network during

ARD, is also discussed. Finally, we outline the aims and objectives for this work

and provide a short overview detailing the contents and layout of the chapters to

follow.
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1.1 Introduction

Understanding the dynamics at play in chemical reactions has always been a key

issue to solve in chemistry. It was only during the second half of the 20th century,

where a “boom” in the atomic scale viewpoint of chemistry was witnessed,1 as exper-

imental methods to investigate chemical dynamics such as molecular spectroscopy,2

the laser3,4 and molecular beams5,6 established themselves. The development of

these experimental tools resulted in a growth in chemical dynamics insight, however,

it was the advent of high-power computing7 which propelled the field of chemical

dynamics to a new level. This was mainly due to the issue for experimental methods

to obtain detailed mechanistic and dynamic descriptions of more complex chemical

reactions. For example, being limited to detecting and describing reactants, prod-

ucts and stable intermediates, and failing to account for any other species with short

lifetimes. As such, combined with theoretical methods, a much clearer picture of

reaction dynamics could be obtained.

Central to the improvements in theoretical understanding of chemical dynamics

was the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, whereby, in the full electrons-plus-nuclei

Hamiltonian operator Ĥ shown in Equation 1.1, the time-scales with which the

electrons and nuclei move (vibrate and rotate) are usually quite different.8

Ĥ =
∑
i

{
− h̄2

2me

∂2

∂q2
i

+
1

2

∑
j

e2

ri,j
−
∑
a

Zae
2

ri,a

}

+
∑
a

{
− h̄2

2ma

∂2

∂q2
a

− 1

2

∑
b

ZaZbe
2

ra,b

}
,

(1.1)

where me denotes the mass of an electron, qi denotes the coordinates of the electrons,

Za denotes the charges nuclei and ma denotes the nuclear mass.

As such, the heavy nuclei move more slowly than the lighter electrons, with

even the nucleus in a hydrogen atom nearly 2000 times more heavy than what an

electron weighs, and so the electrons are able to essentially adjust their motion to

the slowly moving nuclei. With this approximation, the Schrodinger equation can

be solved for the movement of the electrons in the presence of fixed nuclei for a

few physical systems (e.g the free particle, the particle in the box, certain kinds of

rotating bodies, the harmonic oscillator) resulting in a representation of the fully

adjusted state of the electrons at any fixed positions of the nuclei.

The electronic Hamiltonian which relates to the allowed states of the electrons in

the presence of fixed nuclei, Equation 1.2, results in energies EK(qa) as eigenvalues

that depend on where the nuclei are located, {qa}, Equation 1.3. These energies are

what is known as the potential energy surface (PES).
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Ĥ =
∑
i

{
− h̄2

2me

∂2

∂q2
i

+
1

2

∑
j

e2

ri,j
−
∑
a

Zae
2

ri,a

}
, (1.2)

ĤψK(qj|qa) = EK(qa)ψK(qj|qa). (1.3)

Understanding the PES, which is a direct result of the Born-Oppenheimer ap-

proximation, is key in order to investigate chemical dynamics as it describes changes

in the potential energy of a chemical species during the course of the chemical reac-

tion. On the PES lie minima, points where the first derivatives of the energy with

respect to the coordinates is zero and the surface has a positive curvature, which

represent geometries of stable molecular structures. As well as minima, the PES will

contain multiple configurations and intermediate species, referred to as saddle-points

(where the first derivatives of the energy with respect to the coordinates is zero in

all but one direction, resulting in negative curvature) which connect the minima.

These features, which lie on the PES, are shown in the 2D Müller-Brown PES in

Figure 1.1. The Müller-Brown PES is defined in Equation 1.4;

V (x, y) =
4∑
i=1

Aie
ai(x−x0i )2+bi(x−x0i )(y−y0i )+ci(y−y0i )2 , (1.4)

where,

A = [−200.0,−100.0,−170.0, 15.0] a = [−1.0,−1.0,−6.5, 0.7]
b = [0.0, 0.0, 11.0, 0.6] c = [−10.0,−10.0,−6.5, 0.7]
x0 = [1.0, 0.0,−0.5,−1.0] y0 = [0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 1.0].

Whichever reaction path connecting the minima through a saddle-point is the

lowest in energy, the reaction path then corresponds to a minimum energy path

(MEP), where the saddle-point is known as the transition state (TS) for the given

reaction.

In this context, the TS corresponds to the highest energy point along the MEP

located between the reactant and product minima, and as such is crucial in chemi-

cal dynamics. It can be noted that extensive knowledge of the MEP (shape around

the reactant and product minima as well as the shape around the TS stationary

point) and at times the full PES is also required to investigate chemical dynam-

ics. However, despite its importance, calculating and characterising the MEP for

a given chemical reaction represents a significant challenge in the field of theoreti-

cal chemistry. Therefore, calculating an accurate MEP is essential if one wants to

derive accurate chemical reaction dynamics, such as reaction rates, which reflect
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Figure 1.1: Müller-Brown PES featuring the three minima labelled M0, M1, M2 and the two
transition states labelled TS0 and TS1. Parameters taken from Mehta et al.9

reality. As such, computational methods, such as nudged elastic band (NEB), grow-

ing string method(GSM) and their derivatives, have emerged in order to determine

the MEP for a given reaction. With the MEP determined, and the energy barrier

being known, reaction rates can be calculated using methods such as transition state

theory (TST) or its different variations and the reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH),

all of which will be expanded upon in the next chapter.

In the recent decades, the drive to generate and describe chemical reaction net-

works (CRN) capable of characterizing the full set of reactions and chemical species

in a reactive system in order to predict and explore how complex chemical systems

evolve has motivated the development of methods capable of doing so.10–21 One of

these methods developed to generate and characterise CRNs has been using auto-

mated reaction discovery (ARD).16,18,19,21–38 ARD methods can typically be split

into two branches, the first branch consisting of replacing the molecular structural

detail with string-based representations of molecular species20,38–43 and reactions

and the second branch, which has seen rapid growth, consisting of using molecular

structural models, in combination with ab initio quantum chemistry to generate and

characterise CRNs.

Within the second branch, a distinction can be made between methods where (i)

molecular dynamics or related sampling methods are used to generate new molecu-
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(a) PES-driven ARD Ab initio nanoreactor
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Figure 1.2: Overview of (a) PES-driven ARD schemes (e.g. AFIR, ab initio nanoreactor, SHS and
TSSCDS), and (b) graph-driven ARD schemes (e.g. single-ended and double-ended graph-driven
sampling (SEGDS, DEGDS respectively), NetGen, RMG, YARP)

lar species, and those that use (ii) discretised molecular representations, in the form

of adjacency matrices or bond-order matrices, also referred to as graphs, shown

in Figure 1.2. For methods using molecular dynamics or related sampling meth-

ods, multiple approaches have been developed including the ab initio nanoreac-

tor approach,27,44 the transition-state search using chemical dynamics simulations

(TSSCDS)30–33,45 and the artificial force induced reaction (AFIR) method.36 For

methods using concepts of molecular graphs, such as single/double ended graph

driven search (SEGDS, DEGDS) and dynamic string among others, graphs such as

bonding matrices allow for a simple description of the chemical bonding in a col-

lection of molecules identifying which atoms are bonded to which.24,46–50 With this

description, the chemical reactions can be viewed via the changes in the bonding

matrix which show new bond arrangements and new chemical species, and CRNs

can be generated through the sequence of the bonding matrix changes.

One can imagine that in complex chemical reactions, the sequence of the bonding

matrix changes can rapidly become very large and not an accurate representation

of the chemistry occurring in the reaction. One possible way to deal with this issue

and reduce the growth of the CRN, thus limiting exploration to the region of chem-
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ical interest, is to use thermodynamic (i.e enthalpy changes) and kinetic parameters

(i.e rate constants) to essentially filter out unfeasible or unrealistic bonding matrix

changes.51–53 In addition, machine learning methods have been used as a way for

the rapid determination of thermodynamic properties, such as activation energies,

however accuracy and more importantly transferability of the machine learnt model

remain a challenge, as models trained on specific CRNs will have to be re-trained

depending on the type of CRNs investigated.54–65 Another way to deal with the

problem is to generate targeted product species given a set of reactants using al-

lowed connectivity changes defined by the user and then use automated ab initio

schemes to determine and characterise the MEP and TS.28,29 This results in a com-

plete and detailed picture of the CRN within the region of chemical space by the

allowed connectivity changes. Lastly, sorting through reaction products based on

graph driven changes to connectivity by using semi-empirical methods is another

way to simplify the final CRN.59 These methods all showcase the need of an intu-

itive chemistry based way of screening connectivity changes in the bonding matrix,

but more importantly they highlight the need for accurate and fast ways to do such

screening.

1.2 Aims and objectives

The requirement for determining the MEP during typical CRN construction repre-

sents an essential piece of the puzzle in order to derive an understanding of chemical

reactions, in particular the dynamic and mechanistic properties. With ARD meth-

ods becoming more prevalent where screening techniques using some intuitive chem-

istry based way are common, the limitations linked to determining the MEP become

significant. Typical chemically intuitive screening methods include but are not lim-

ited to characteristics of the MEP such as barrier heights, or kinetic information

derived by the MEP.

Current methods used to determine the MEP for reactions are associated with

high computational costs, in the form of a large number of force evaluations required

to determine a reaction path even close to the MEP, as is the case for GSM and

NEB methods. This requirement, does not scale well with larger and more complex

systems but also with the level of theory used for the calculation. In addition to

MEP finding methods, determining reaction rates from the MEP using transition

state theory (TST) also has limitations in the assumptions used in the method but

also linked to the MEP. The primary limitation in terms of the assumptions lies

within the no-recrossing assumption which results in an ill-defined description of

the reaction rate which could lead to screening problems in the context of ARD.

This is why there is still a drive to address the limitations associated with MEP
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and reaction rate determination and to explore new methods for reaction path find-

ing and reaction rate determination but also possibly improving on current methods.

These will be explored and discussed in this work, where the aims and objective are

outlined below:

1. Implement the RPH into a functional code where transmission coefficients and

reaction rates can be determined.

2. Integrate several different update Hessian schemes into the RPH framework

in order to reduce the computational cost while keeping the accuracy of the

calculation.

3. Explore dynamical effects in organometallic catalysis using the RPH approach.

4. Develop novel methods to generate reaction paths which can be used as good

initial guesses for subsequent MEP refinement.

5. Compare and contrast the resulting reaction paths generated by the novel

methods developed to current initial reaction path finding methods.

6. Compare and contrast the TS optimisation capabilities using the resulting

reaction paths generated by the novel methods developed to current initial

reaction path finding methods.

We also note that accuracy of the electronic structure method has not been discussed

as we are exploring and using methods to either determine reaction rates or reaction

paths with the assumption that the underlying PES is sufficiently accurate with the

most appropriate level of theory.
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Chapter 2

Theory

“You’re going to be all right. You

just stumbled over a stone in the

road. It means nothing. Your goal

lies far beyond this. Doesn’t it?

I’m sure you’ll overcome this.

You’ll walk again. . . soon.”

Berserk, Kentaro Muira

Summary

This Chapter will be split into two sections. The first section will discuss the con-

ventional ways to determine chemical reaction rates using Transition State Theory

(TST) or other variations, molecular dynamics (MD) and reactive flux. The second

section will introduce and discuss the Reaction Path Hamiltonian (RPH) and its

role in determining chemical reaction rates.
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2.1 Transition state theory

TST has been around for nearly a century, since its initial publication almost si-

multaneously by Eyring, Evans and Polanyi in 1935,66–69 and has achieved a wide

spread acceptance as the go to method to determine chemical reaction rates. More-

over, the method itself has seen numerous improvements and extensions over the

years showing how relevant the underlying theory is to this day. The simplicity

of the resulting rate equation calculated via TST remains essential in providing a

framework for even complicated reactions to be understood.

The TST Rate Equation can be derived in a number of different ways, but

we present here the two most common derivations: the first derivation is that of

Wynne-Jones and Eyring,70 and the second derivation is that of Eyring and Evans

and Polanyi.66,69 Both of these derivations view the motion across the barrier dif-

ferently; be it vibrational or translational motion, however, they are essentially the

same derivation. The first derivation views the crossing of the dividing surface as

a very loose vibration, whereas the second derivation views this passage as a free

translation. Again, these two views are basically the same, because if a vibrat-

ing particle has a restoring force that is reaching zero then it can be treated as a

translation.

2.1.1 Derivation of the TST rate equation

In the Wynne-Jones and Eyring derivation, the equilibrium between the initial and

activated states is considered, and the motion through the dividing surface is de-

scribed as a very loose vibration.68 The equilibrium between two reactants, A and

B, and the activated complex, X‡, is given by Equation 2.1:

[X‡]

[A][B]
= K‡c , (2.1)

where K‡c is the concentration equilibrium constant. The equilibrium constant can

also be described using Equation 2.2, by relating the dimensionless equilibrium con-

stant to the molar partition function and the Gibbs free energy, assuming ideal gas

conditions,

K‡c =
q‡

qAqB
e−E0/RT , (2.2)

where E0 is the activation energy at absolute zero (Figure 2.1), and so

[X‡]

[A][B]
=

q‡

qAqB
e−E0/RT . (2.3)
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If we assume that both molecules A and B have NA and NB atoms, then the

activated complex, X‡, has NA+NB atoms. The activated complex then has, as well

as 3 degrees of rotational freedom, 3(NA +NB)− 6 degrees of vibrational freedom,

if it is nonlinear, or 3(NA + NB) − 5 degrees of vibrational freedom, if it is linear.

Of the vibrational degrees of freedom, one of them corresponds to a loose vibration

which results in no restoring force allowing the complex to freely form products. And

so, for this vibrational degree of freedom, ν, instead of using the ordinary partition

function (1 − ehv/kbT )−1, the value of this function calculated at the limit where ν

approaches zero can be used (under the condition that ν << T according to the

kinetic theory of gases), as shown in Equation 2.4 below;

lim
ν→0

1

1− ehv/kbT
=

1

1− (1− hv/kbT )
=
kT

hν
. (2.4)

This expression can then be included in q‡ as

q‡ = q‡
kbT

hν
, (2.5)

where q‡ is the product of factors. Note that this happens at low temperature for

loose vibrations. Substituting Equation 2.5 into Equation 2.3 results in

[X‡]

[A][B]
=
q‡(kbT/hν)

qAqB
e−E0/RT , (2.6)

and can be rearranged into the following equation

ν[X‡] = [A][B]
kbT

h

q‡
qAqB

e−E0/RT , (2.7)

where ν is the frequency of vibration of the activated complexes which corresponds

to the product forming.The rate of reaction υ is then given as

υ = [A][B]
kbT

h

q‡
qAqB

e−E0/RT , (2.8)

and finally, the rate constant, which is defined by υ ≡ k[A][B], is given by

k =
kbT

h

q‡
qAqB

e−E0/RT . (2.9)

To reiterate, the above derivation expressed the motion across the dividing sur-

face as vibrational motion, assuming ideal gases and weak coupling. The following

derivation is the original derivation by Eyring, Evans and Polanyi which views the

motion across the dividing surface as a translational motion.68
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If we imagine that all activated complexes lie on top of the potential energy

barrier, within the arbitrary length δ, and that the translational partition function

corresponding to the motion of a particle of mass, m‡, in a one-dimensional box of

length δ is given as

qt =
(2πm‡kbT )1/2

h
δ, (2.10)

The partition function, q‡, for the activated complexes is then given as

q‡ =
(2πm‡kbT )1/2δ

h
q‡, (2.11)

where q‡ is the partition function for all the motions except for the one which crosses

the dividing barrier, which is a point typically chosen to be where the TS lies on

the MEP for a given reaction. Substituting this partition function into Equation 2.3

results in the following expression

[X‡] = [A][B]
(2πm‡kbT )1/2

h
δ
q‡
qAqB

e−E0/RT . (2.12)

Kinetic theory states that the average speed of particles moving across the barrier

from left to right can be expressed as:

ẋ =

(
kbT

2πm‡

)1/2

. (2.13)

And so, the frequency at which the activated complexes cross the barrier corresponds

to the speed divided by the, length δ:

ν =

(
kbT

2πm‡

)1/2
1

δ
. (2.14)

Finally, multiplying Equation 2.12 by the frequency results in the rate constant:

[X‡] = [A][B]
(2πm‡kbT )1/2

h
δ

(
kbT

2πm‡

)1/2
1

δ

q‡
qAqB

e−E0/RT , (2.15)

k = [A][B]
kbT

h

q‡
qAqB

e−E0/RT . (2.16)

It is important to note that the length, δ, cancels out and so its magnitude is

irrelevant.
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2.1.2 Assumptions and limitations of TST

Fundamentally, TST is based upon a series of assumptions,71 which are the following:

1. Molecular systems that have crossed the dividing barrier, typically the tran-

sition state, can no longer recross this dividing surface to form the reactant

molecules again.

2. The energy distribution among the reactant molecules can be described with

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Moreover, it is assumed that even when

the whole system is not at equilibrium, the concentration of the activated

complexes that are becoming products can also be calculated using equilibrium

theory.

3. The motion of the system over the dividing surface can be separated from

other motions associated with the activated complex.

4. The chemical reaction can be described in terms of classical motion over the

barrier and quantum effects can be ignored.

A

B

X‡

E0

P
o
te
n
ti
al
En

e
rg
y

Reaction Coordinate

Figure 2.1: Potential energy diagram with the reactant (A), the product (B), the transition state
(X‡) and the activation energy (E0) labelled, all of which are necessary for reaction determination
using TST.
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Figure 2.2: Six schematic trajectories of molecules crossing the two different dividing surfaces at
the saddle point on a PES. The left hand side corresponds to the reactants and the right hand side
corresponds to the products.

In this section, we will explore these assumptions in more details and see how some

of these assumptions may act as limitations.

No-recrossing

The first two assumptions are perhaps the most essential to TST. These are: that

there can be no multiple crossings of the dividing surface by any one trajectory

and that the concentrations of activated complexes may be calculated using the

equilibrium theory. To understand how these assumptions can lead to limitations,

we consider an argument,72 shown in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2 shows six different

trajectories which cross the dividing surface on a PES. The first three trajectories

originate from the reactant valley, while the last three trajectories originate from the

product valley. Trajectories one and four correspond to a simple linear trajectory

which crosses the dividing surface and does not recross. Trajectory two starts in

the reactant valley and crosses the dividing surface but bounces back towards the

reactant valley having recrossed the dividing surface. Trajectory five is essentially

the same as trajectory two except it originates from the product valley and finishes

in the product valley. Lastly, trajectory three and six originate in the reactant

valley and product valley respectively and end in the other valley, however they

cross the dividing surface three times. TST assumes that any trajectory crossing

the dividing surface is essentially a trajectory which looks like trajectory one or four.
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However, we can see that for most of the trajectories in Figure 2.2 there are multiple

crossings and thus as a result of these re-crossings, reaction rates derived from TST

are typically higher than they should be.

To overcome this, the position of the dividing barrier can be changed in order

to better identify trajectories which end in either of the minima. Figure 2.2 also

shows an alternate dividing surface which is placed further away than the original

dividing surface. This alternate dividing surface reduces the error due to multiple

crossings of the dividing barrier as the trajectory doing the crossing would be closer

to ending. This method of varying the position of the dividing surface is the basis

of Variational Transition State Theory and will be expanded upon in Section 2.2.

There are multiple reasons as to why a trajectory may not finish in the product

valley when it has originated from the reactant valley. One possible reason is that

there might be a basin at the junction of the two valleys, and a system that enters

it might get stuck until it finds a way to leave the basin. Once it leaves it, it

is highly likely that the system would return to the reactant valley and so not

form a product. Another possible reason arises if the shape of the PES resembles

that of a wall resulting in the activated complexes to bounce back into the reactant

valley. Furthermore, if solvent effects are included in TST calculations, a system will

inevitably interact with the solvent, where energy is exchanged between the system

and the solvent. As a result, depending on when this energy exchange occurs during

the trajectory, the trajectory could recross and never make it back into the product

valley.73

Separability of motion

The third assumption of TST is the separability of the motion of the system, as it

crosses the dividing surface on the PES, from all the other motions. This assump-

tion is critical for both of the derivations shown in Section 2.1.1, as one particular

vibrational factor contributing to the partition function for the activated complex is

of a different character from the rest of them. In the first derivation, this particular

vibration is treated as a very loose vibration, whereas it is treated as a translation

in the second derivation.68

Quantum effects

The final assumption of TST is that the motion over the dividing surface on the

potential energy surface can be described as classical motion and any quantum effects

present can be ignored. As mentioned in 2.1.2, quantisation of the motion leads to

some errors with the separability of motion, however it also allows for the possibility

that the system may tunnel through the PES.74–76,76–78 When tunnelling occurs, the
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system does not have enough energy to go over the energy barrier and so it moves

part way up the entrance channel and tunnels through the energy barrier into the

exit channel. As a result, the effective activation energy is reduced compared to if

the system had gone over the energy barrier and the reaction rate is thus faster.

2.2 Variational transition state theory

Variational transition state theory (VTST) is a modification to the conventional

TST, first presented in a general context but subsequently developed by Truhlar and

co-workers79–82 in an effort to account for recrossing effects. The underlying theory

behind VTST is that instead of using the saddle point of the PES as the dividing

surface, the dividing surface can be varied at different positions along the reaction

path in order to try and reduce recrossing of the dividing surface. The dividing

surface which results in the lowest rate is then reported as it would correspond to a

dividing surface where recrossing has been minimised.

VTST can be expressed in three ways:

1. Microcanonical variational (NVE ensemble) transition state theory (µVTST).

This is when the microcanonical rate constant is calculated for various divid-

ing surfaces and the smallest rate constant is subsequently inserted into in

the canonical rate constant equation in order to determine the thermal rate

constant.

2. Canonical variational (NVT ensemble) transition state theory (CVTST). This

is when the canonical rate constant is calculated using the canonical rate con-

stant for various dividing surfaces and using the minimum value of canonical

rate constant as the best estimate.

3. Improved canonical variational (NVE ensemble) transition state theory (ICVTST).

This is a modification to CVTST where the position of the dividing surface

corresponds to the microcanonical variational transition state when energies

are below the threshold energy. As a result, microcanonical rate constant

values are equal to zero below the threshold energy and a compromise divid-

ing surface is then chosen in order to minimise the contributions to the rate

constant made by reactants having higher energies.

VTST has been shown to determine better reaction rates than conventional

TST, especially at higher temperatures where recrossing effects are more important.

When TST methods, such as conventional TST, µVTST, CVTST and ICVTST,

are used and compared to exact classical dynamical simulations in reactions where

recrossing effects are present,68 greater errors are found when conventional TST
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is used compared to any of the VTST methods. Moreover, in the example of a

hydrogen atom transfer between heavy atoms at high temperature, such as C4H9

+ H−C4H9 −→ C4H9−H + C4H9, TST overestimates the rate by a factor of 11.4

whereas mVTST, CVTST and ICVTST only overestimate the rate by a factor of 1.7,

2.0 and 1.9 respectively.68 However we do note that classical dynamical simulations

do not take into account tunnelling effects similarly to these TST methods.

2.3 Reactive flux method

The reaction rate can be expressed as the microscopic reaction rate which can ac-

count for recrossing effects in a better way than previously discussed. In order to

do so, the reaction coordinate, ξ(rN), is defined as a function of the coordinates of

the reacting system which is positive for products and negative for reactants. Fur-

thermore, the dividing plane, where ξ = 0, is defined as the transition state between

the products and reactants. If we consider a system with a low solute concentra-

tion, where the reacting molecules are not interacting, then each molecule behaves

identically and so we can focus on a single molecule. The probability, 〈p〉, for a

single molecule to be in the product state is then determined by summing over all

the trajectories where the product state is reached,

〈p〉 =

∫
θ[ξ(ΓN)]e[−βHξ(ΓN )]dΓN = 〈θ(ξ)〉 , (2.17)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and θ is the Heaviside step function,

θ(ξ) =

0 if ξ < 0

1 if ξ > 0
.

In order to get the expectation value of the fraction of reactants, a similar equation

as Equation 2.17 is used but with replacing ξ for −ξ. The expectation value of the

number of product molecules, and its time derivative, will hardly depend on the

chosen reaction coordinate, since the Boltzmann factor is very small near the top of

the energy barrier. The deviation from equilibrium for any realisation is then shown

in Equation 2.18,

∆p = ∆θ
[
ξ(ΓN)

]
= θ
[
ξ(ΓN)

]
− 〈θ(ξ)〉 , (2.18)

where ΓN is defined as a point on the reaction coordinate with coordinates and

momenta, ΓN = (r1, . . . , rN , p1, . . . , pN). By inserting Equation 2.18 into Onsager’s
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regression hypothesis,83 Equation 2.19, and using the macroscopic law, Equation

2.20, we get Equation 2.21,

〈∆f(t)∆f(0)〉 = 〈∆f 2(0)〉φ(t), (2.19)

where t is time, f is the microscopic analogue of a macroscopic property F and φ is

the macroscopic response function.

∆p(t) = ∆P (0)eλt, (2.20)

where λ is the rate constant.

〈∆θ
[
ξ(t)

]
∆θ
[
ξ(0)

]
〉

〈∆θ2
[
ξ(0)

]
〉

= e−λt. (2.21)

Differentiating Equation 2.21 with respect to time, t, gives,

〈θ̇
[
ξ(t)

]
∆θ
[
ξ(0)

]
〉

〈∆θ2
[
ξ(0)

]
〉

= −λe−λt. (2.22)

If this expression is evaluated at a time t in the interval of τv < t < 1
λ
, where

Onsager’s regression hypothesis does not hold on the short time scale of molecular

vibrations, τv, and where at time 1
λ

the numerator of Equation 2.22 will be unity,

then,

λ =
〈θ
[
ξ(t)

]
ξ̇(0)δ

[
ξ(0)

]
〉

〈∆θ2
[
ξ(0)

]
〉

, (2.23)

where ξ̇(0) is the derivative with respect to time of the reaction coordinate at the

dividing surface and the Dirac delta function, δ
[
ξ(0)] is due to the derivative of the

Heaviside function where,

δ(ξ) = 0 if ξ 6= 0, (2.24)

and
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∫ b

a

δ(ξ)dξ = 1 if a < 0 < b. (2.25)

From Equation 2.17, one infers that,

〈∆θ2〉 = 〈θ2〉 − 〈θ〉2 = 〈r〉 〈p〉 , (2.26)

using 〈∆θ2〉 = 〈∆θ〉 and 〈r〉 + 〈p〉 = 1. Finally, combining Equation 2.23, 2.26 and

the forward rate constant, kf , related to the overall relaxation rate defined as,

kf = λ
Peq

Req + Peq
, (2.27)

results in the reactive flux expression, kRFf (t), Equation 2.28, first proposed by

Yamamoto;84

kRFf (t) =
〈θ
[
ξ(t)

]
ξ̇(0)δ

[
ξ(t)

]
〉

〈θ
[
− ξ(0)

]
〉

, (2.28)

where the numerator corresponds to the average velocity of molecules that cross the

transition state at t = 0 and finish in the product minimum and the denominator

corresponds to the equilibrium reactant fraction.

We also note that in the limit of time t going to zero, Equation 2.28 now becomes,

kTSTf =
〈θ
[
ξ(t)

]
ξ̇(0)δ

[
ξ(0)

]
〉

〈θ
[
− ξ(0)

]
〉

, (2.29)

which can be shown to be the TST expression for the reaction rate. Unlike in

Equation 2.28, the flux is calculated by averaging over the molecules that cross the

transition state in the direction of the product minimum, which, corresponds to the

no-recrossing assumption discussed in Section 2.1.2.

To account for the no-recrossing assumption, the exact rate constant, kexactf , can

be expressed as,

kexactf = αkTSTf , (2.30)

where α is defined as the transmission coefficient, taking a value between zero and
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Figure 2.3: Typical plot of the transmission coefficient, α, as a function of time, t. The plateau
corresponds to the transmission coefficient which can then be used to determine the exact rate.

unity, which accounts for trajectories which do not end up in the product minimum

even after crossing the transition state.

Substituting Equation 2.28 and 2.29 into Equation 2.30 yields,

α =
〈θ
[
ξ(t)

]
ξ̇(0)δ

[
ξ(t)

]
〉

〈θ
[
ξ(t)

]
ξ̇(0)δ

[
ξ(0)

]
〉
, (2.31)

where the denominator corresponds to all molecules that cross the transition state

at time t = 0 in the positive direction averaged and the numerator corresponds to all

the molecules that cross the transition state at time t = 0 and finish in the product

minimum at a time t. This nuance essentially accounts for any recrossing of the

transition state barrier. At very short times, the ratio will be close to unity but as

the time evolves and as more chances of recrossing occur, the ratio decreases. After

a short time, all the molecules at the transition state at time t = 0 will have finished

at either the reactant minimum or the product minimum, and so the ratio arrives to

a plateau which then corresponds to the value of the transmission coefficient which

can be multiplied to the TST rate constant to determine the exact rate constant,

shown in Figure 2.3.
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2.4 Reaction path Hamiltonian

2.4.1 Background

The reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH) was first derived by Miller, Handy, and Adam

in 1980 in order to find a way to use a small but reasonable amount of calculations on

the PES of a many-atom system in order to be best used for dynamical purposes.85

At that time, most of the systems investigated, in the context of intramolecular dy-

namics, were tri-atomic due to the difficulty in calculating the PES using ab initio

quantum chemistry. The PES for an N atom system depends on 3N−6 coordinates

and typically requires approximately 10 points on the surface in order to completely

characterise it, resulting in 103N−6 ab initio quantum chemistry calculations. It

quickly becomes apparent how for N > 4 systems, the number of calculations be-

comes unfeasible and even impossible.86

The key idea behind the RPH lies in the concept of a reaction valley on the

PES which can describe all of the mechanistic and dynamic steps accompanying

a chemical reaction.86 Miller, Handy and Adams described the reacting system in

terms of a reaction path coordinate set which included a reaction coordinate s and

3K − L − 1 complementary harmonic reaction valley coordinates where K is the

number of atoms in a system and L is the number of overall translations and exter-

nal rotations. This reaction valley can be described by determining, at each point s,

the curvature of the valley floor in directions which are perpendicular to the reaction

path. This can be done by considering that for a point on the reaction coordinate s,

the energy V (R) corresponds to a minimum in the 3K−L−1 dimensional subspace

orthogonal to the reaction path subspace. Once V (R) is expanded to second-order,

both the curvature and the steepness of the valley can be calculated, however the

Hessian matrix at a point s is now expressed in mass-weighted coordinates and

constructed by projecting out the rotations and translations of the reaction com-

plex, and translations along the reaction path. The mass-weighted projected force

constant matrix, or projected Hessian, at a point s can then be expressed as:

K(s) = [I - P(s)]F(s)[I - P(s)], (2.32)

where K(s) is the mass-weighted projected force constant matrix, I is the identity

matrix, P(s) is a projection matrix and F(s) is the Hessian matrix.

By diagonalising Equation 2.32, one obtains 3K − L − 1 mass-weighted gener-

alised normal modes lµ(s), the normal mode coordinates, Qµ(s), which measure

the displacements along the directions of lµ(s), and their associated frequencies,

ω2
µ(s), and lastly L+ 1 frequencies equal to 0 which correspond to the translations,
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rotations and motion along the reaction path,

K(s)lµ(s) = ωωω2
µ(s)lµ(s). (2.33)

The resulting generalised normal modes vectors are then orthogonal to the reaction

path and span the 3K − L− 1 dimensional subspace. Therefore, the normal mode

coordinates, Qµ(s), are suited to describe the reaction valley, and the frequencies,

ω2
µ(s), can be used to describe the curvature and the steepness of the reaction

valley walls. The reaction valley is labelled as harmonic because the potential, V,

is expanded to second order, and so each point, xi, in mass-weighted Cartesian

coordinate space is expressed as:

xi = xi(s) +
3K−L−1∑

µ

lµ,i(s)Qµ, (2.34)

The original RPH of Miller, Handy and Adams,85 which is also the one used through-

out this work, is a classical Hamiltonian which is built around four assumptions.

1. The first assumption, which was briefly touched on, is that the reaction valley

can be described as a harmonic reaction valley where a mass-weighted pro-

jected force-constant matrix, K(s), can be calculated at any point along the

reaction path.

2. The second assumption ties in with the first with respect to the harmonic

reaction valley. Because of the harmonic expansion of the valley potential,

only the kinetic component of the RPH contains coupling terms. As a result,

the RPH is an adiabatic Hamiltonian, meaning the frequencies, ω2
µ(s), do not

cross.

3. The third assumption consists of removing the rotations of the reaction com-

plex in three dimensional space by assuming zero angular momentum. This

excludes any rotational part and possible rotation-vibration coupling terms in

the RPH.

4. Lastly, the fourth assumption is that the movement along the reaction path

is slow relative to the transverse vibrational motion, also known as the vibra-

tionally adiabatic assumption.

We note that these assumptions breakdown in some cases such as: in the event

of strong anharmonicity for weak vibrations or at high temperatures which would
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breakdown the harmonic approximation. However, based on these assumptions the

original RPH takes the form of:

H[s, ps, {QQQµ}, {PPP µ}] = T [s, ps, {QQQµ}, {PPP µ}] + V [s{QQQµ}], (2.35)

where s, {QQQµ} corresponds to the reaction valley coordinates and ps, {PPP µ} and cor-

responds to their conjugate momenta.

The total potential energy term, V , is calculated at a point on the reaction

coordinate, s, by the potential energy at said point s in addition to harmonic dis-

placements perpendicular to the reaction path.

V [s{QQQµ}] = V0(s) +
1

2

3K−L−1∑
µ

ωωω2
µ(s)Q2

µ(s), (2.36)

where V0(s) is the potential energy.

The second term of the RPH, the kinetic energy term T [s, ps, {Qµ}, is expressed

as the following:

T [s, ps, {QQQµ}] =
1

2

[
ps −

∑3K−L−1
µ

∑3K−L−1
ν BBBµ,ν(s)QQQµ(s)PPP ν(s)

]
[
1 +

∑3K−L−1
µ BBBµ,s(s)QQQµ(s)

] , (2.37)

whereBBBµ, ν(s) andBBBµ, s(s) are the Coriolis coupling and curvature coupling respec-

tively.

The numerator of Equation 2.37 relates to the kinetic energy part of the move-

ment along the reaction path, which includes coupling terms between reaction path

and transverse motion. The second component of Equation 2.37 relates to the kinetic

energy associated with movement orthogonal to the reaction path direction.

2.4.2 Derivation of the reaction path Hamiltonian

In order to derive the reaction path Hamiltonian a general F-dimensional Cartesian-

like Hamiltonian is used without any angular momentum, as stated in the assump-

tion in Section 2.4.1.

Let {xi}, i = 1, ..., F be the mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates, and so, the

Hamiltonian for the system is
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H(p,x) =
F∑
i=1

1

2
p2
i + V (xi, ..., xF ), (2.38)

where V is the potential energy of the system and p is the momentum of the system.

It is then assumed that the reaction path for a given reaction is known, and

the normal mode analysis has been calculated using the tools such as ab initio

quantum chemistry. As a result, {ai(s)}, i = 1, ..., F , the Cartesian coordinates of

the reaction path as a function of reaction coordinate s, the arc length along the

reaction path, a′i(s), and the potential energy along the reaction path V0(s) are

known. Furthermore, the normal mode frequencies ω2
k, k = 1, ..., F −1 as well as the

matrix of eigenvectors Li,k(s), i, k = 1, ..., F are calculated by diagonalisation of the

project force-constant matrix, where the projection matrix, P = vv, is also known.

The potential energy, within a harmonic approximation of the reaction path, is

then given by

V (s,Q1, ..., QF−1) = V0(s) +
F−1∑
k=1

1

2
ωk(s)

2Q2
k, (2.39)

where the term k = F is not included within the sum as it is the zero eigenvalue

which corresponds to the direction of the reaction path, and so the F th eigenvector

corresponds to the normalised gradient vector

Li,F (s) = νi(s) ∝ −

(
δV (x)

δxi

)
x=a

, (2.40)

but also

Li,F (s) = a′i(s), (2.41)

which follows by definition of arc length for displacements along the reaction path

ds2 =
F∑
i=1

(dxi)
2. (2.42)

With the potential energy term determined, the reminder of the derivation con-

sists of determining the kinetic energy term in terms of s, {Qk} and ps, {Pk}. To do
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so, a canonical transformation is used on the 2F old variables (xi), (pi), i = 1, ..., F

to the 2F new variables (s, ps), (Qk), (Pk), k = 1, ..., F −1 where the “old” Cartesian

coordinates {xi} are now given in terms of the new variables (s, {Qk}) by

xi = ai(s) +
F−1∑
k=1

Li,k(s)Qk ≡ xi(s, {Qk}). (2.43)

Now the Cartesian coordinates {xi} of a general point in configuration space are

given by the Cartesian coordinate of a point on the reaction path {ai(s)} and F − 1

displacements, {Qk}, orthogonal to the reaction path. Since the old coordinates are

a function of only the new coordinates and not the new momenta, Miller et al.85

expressed them as a function of the new momenta in the form of,

Pk =
F∑
i=1

piLi,k(s), (2.44)

ps = −
F∑
i=1

pi

[
a′i(s) +

F−1∑
k=1

L′i,k(s)Qk

]
. (2.45)

The next part of the derivation consists of solving Equation 2.44 and 2.45 for

the old momenta {pi} in terms of the new variables (s, ps), (Qk, Pk). Knowing that

the kinetic energy T in terms of the old momenta is given by

T = −
F∑
i=1

1

2
p2
i , (2.46)

an expression for the kinetic energy can be obtained in terms of the new variables.

In order to simplify the process, Equation 2.45 can be re-written using Equation

2.42 as

ps = −
F∑
i=1

pi

[
νi +

F−1∑
k=1

L′i,k(s)Qk

]
. (2.47)

In order to solve Equation 2.44 and 2.45 for {pi}, Equation 2.44 is multiplied by

Li,k(s) and sum over k
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F∑
k=1

Lj,k(s)Pk =
F∑
i=1

pi

F∑
k=1

Lj,k(s)Li,k(s), (2.48)

but unitarity of {Li,k} implies that

F∑
k=1

Lj,k(s)Li,k(s) =
F∑
k=1

Lj,k(s)Li,k(s)− Lj,F (s)Li,F (s) = δj,i − νjνi, (2.49)

so that Equation 2.48 becomes

F∑
k=1

Lj,k(s)Pk = pj − νj
F∑
i=1

piνi, (2.50)

and so the old momenta {pi} are given as

pi =
F∑
i=1

Li,k(s)Pk + cνi, (2.51)

where c is determined by substituting Equation 2.51 into Equation 2.47 as

c =
ps −

∑F−1
l,k=1QkPlBk,l(s)

1 +
∑F−1

k=1 QkBk,F (s)
, (2.52)

where Bk,l(s) =
∑F

i=1 L
′
i,k(s)Li,l(s). Using Equation 2.52 in Equation 2.51 gives the

old momenta explicitly in terms of the new variables

pi =
F−1∑
l=1

Li,l(s)Pi + Li,F (s)
[ps −

∑F−1
l,k=1QkPlBk,l(s)]

[1 +
∑F−1

k=1 QkBk,F (s)]
. (2.53)

Using the unitarity of {Li,k} again and substituting Equation 2.53 into Equation

2.37 gives the kinetic energy in terms of the new variables

T =
F−1∑
k=1

1

2
P 2
k +

1

2

[ps −
∑F−1

l,k=1 QkPlBk,l(s)]

[1 +
∑F−1

k=1 QkBk,F (s)]
. (2.54)

Finally, combining both the potential energy and kinetic energy terms expressed
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in terms the reaction path coordinates and their conjugate momenta, the classic

RPH is obtained

H(ps, s, {Qk}, {Pk}) = V0(s) +
F−1∑
k=1

(
1

2
P 2
k

1

2
ωk(s)

2Q2
k)

+
1

2

[ps −
∑F−1

l,k=1 QkPlBk,l(s)]

[1 +
∑F−1

k=1 QkBk,F (s)]
.

(2.55)

2.4.3 Insight provided by the reaction path Hamiltonian

The reaction path Hamiltonian allows for the possibility to gather mechanistic and

dynamical information by investigating the terms present in Equation 2.55.86 The

terms in the RPH can be split into two categories: shape terms and coupling terms.

First, the shape terms are the classical potential V0, which describes the height

of the reaction path, and the vibrational frequencies which describe the width of

the reaction valley. Second, the coupling terms are Bµ,ν(s) (Coriolis coupling) and

Bµ,s(s) (curvature coupling) which reflect the dynamic coupling between the reaction

coordinate and the transverse vibrations, and the coupling between the transverse

vibrations themselves respectively.

The coupling terms can play an important role in the dynamics of a reaction and,

as such, exploring them allows for a more thorough understanding of the dynamics

involved.87,88 The magnitude of the Coriolis coupling indicates the amount of energy

flow among the transverse vibrations, and so gives insight into the energy dissipation

occurring during the reaction as a result of the energy transfer from one mode

to another. As such, a high magnitude indicates a large amount of energy being

dissipated during the reaction and vice versa. Alternatively, the magnitude of the

curvature coupling accounts for the translational to vibrational energy transfer which

occurs between the reaction path and the vibrational modes during the reaction. A

larger curvature coupling indicates an increase in the coupling between the reaction

path and the vibrational mode and thus the energy transfer from translation to

vibration and vice versa is facilitated. Furthermore, the regions at which the reaction

path curves significantly and thus the curvature coupling is large, are important, as

that is where the translation to vibration energy transfer will take place. In the

entrance channel, the vibrational modes which have a large coupling to the reaction

path are known as donating modes, which means that energy flows from them to

the reaction path and increase the reaction rate. In the exit channel, the vibrational

modes with large coupling to the reaction path are known as accepting modes, which

means that the energy flows from the reaction path to these vibrational modes.86
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2.4.4 Constructing the reaction path Hamiltonian

The standard implementation of the RPH consists of two key components, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2. These two are the MEP, which connects

the reactant and product minima via a transition state and the Hessian matrix to be

calculated along said MEP. This can be done for all points s along the MEP, how-

ever it is undesirable as the computational cost quickly escalates depending on the

number of points on the path. Instead, the standard implementation of the reaction

path Hamiltonian consists of only selecting a discrete number of points along the

minimum energy path and interpolating through the points in order to get smooth

curves for the functions present in the reaction path Hamiltonian.87–89 At each in-

termediate image used along the reaction coordinate, s, to construct the RPH, the

Hessian matrix, F(s), is calculated and, subsequently, the rotations and translations

of the reaction complex and the MEP path vector are projected out using a projec-

tion matrix, P(s). This gives the mass-weighted projected force constant matrix or

mass-weighted projected Hessian matrix, K(s), as:

K(s) = [I−P(s)]F(s)[I−P(s)]. (2.56)

With the mass-weighted projected Hessian known, diagonalising and thus solving

the eigenvalue problem for a given path point s becomes trivial in order to get the

(3K − L− 1) normal modes L(s) and their associated frequencies ωωω2(s):

ωωω2(s) = L(s)TK(s)L(s). (2.57)

Finally, the vibrational coupling constants are determined. The curvature cou-

pling constants b(s), which account for the curvature of the MEP, are determined

by:

b(s) = L(s)Ta′(s), (2.58)

where a′ denotes the derivative of the normalised path tangent. The Coriolis cou-

pling constants B(s), which describe the transfer of energy among the harmonic

“bath“ modes, are determined by:

B(s) = L(s)TL′(s), (2.59)

where L′(s) is the first derivative of the mass-weighted generalised normal modes.

A prerequisite for using the RPH is that correct functions of ωµ(s) are determined,

ordered and correlated properly along the reaction path in order to calculate the

coupling constants. However, an adiabatic ordering of the frequencies can lead to
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unphysical spikes in the coupling constant where transverse frequencies cross which

becomes obvious when the Coriolis coupling can also be written in terms of the

derivative of the mass-weighted projected Hessian K:

Bij(s) =
L†j(K

′(s))Li

ωωω2
i −ωωω2

j

i, j = 1, 3N − 7, i 6= j. (2.60)

From this formulation it is clear the matrix exhibits poles at degeneracies, which

result in those unphysical spikes mentioned. To avoid these complications, a simi-

lar strategy to Peters et al is employed,87 whereby a diabatic RPH is constructed

by finding the permutation matrix at each image which maintains the character

of eigenvectors across the reaction path. The permutation matrix is obtained by

solving the linear assignment problem using the Hungarian algorithm,90 maximis-

ing the trace of the overlap matrix L†(si)L(si+1) between an image at si+1 from

an already-permuted adjacent image at s. Whenever degeneracies occur between

frequencies at an image, the diagonalization procedure returns vectors with one or

more arbitrary angles of rotation that continue to satisfy the eigenvalue problem.

In those circumstances, the rotation matrix which maximises the overlap between

the degenerate vectors in the overlap matrix is found prior to the permutation of

eigenvectors. A small caveat, however, lies when the rotations lead to a coordinate

representation with off-diagonal terms in the Hessian matrix. In those rare cases,

the off-diagonal elements are not evaluated as most frequency crossings are found

to be ‘accidental’ (in the sense that the mixing angle is not substantial during the

crossings). Although the Hessian remains diagonal, the permutation of eigenvectors

along the RPH leads to the disappearance of poles in B via L′(s) in Equation (2.59).

The result of a diabatic RPH is then a smoothly varying function for the coupling

coefficients which facilitate dynamics calculations.

Overall, for a system with zero angular momentum comprising N atoms, the

RPH takes the following form:

H(s, ps,q,p) =
(ps − qTB(s)p)2

2(1 + qTb(s))
+

1

2
p2 + V0(s) +

1

2
qTωωω2(s)q, (2.61)

where s denotes the reaction coordinate and ps corresponds to its conjugate mo-

mentum. Furthermore, q denotes the orthogonal harmonic coordinates and p corre-

sponds to their conjugate momenta. Once the information required for construction

of the RPH has been computed at the series of images along the MEP, the RPH

(and derivatives) can be evaluated at any reaction coordinate s by spline interpola-

tions. As a result, the RPH of Equation 2.61 can subsequently be used to perform

a full-dimensional dynamics simulation of the N -atom system as it moves along
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the reaction coordinate s, whilst also accounting for energy flow to and from the

transverse vibrational degrees-of-freedom.

Lastly, for reactions where one of the endpoint configurations describes a bound

state, to stop the system from rolling off the PES and crashing the dynamics, we

create a fictitious harmonic well along the reaction path by defining a normalised

path tangent vector at the minimum in the basis of normal modes of the Hessian

at the minimum. The resulting effective frequency along s is then given by ω2
s ≈∑3N−7

i ω2
i c

2
i where ci are the normal mode displacements of the normalised path

tangent vector.

2.4.5 Reactive flux simulations

The RPH can be used in conjunction with MD simulations to determine absolute

reaction rates and transmission coefficients,87,88 which can, in principle, be combined

with TST to calculate reaction rates.

Here, to determine dynamic transmission coefficients, we employ the standard

classical flux-side time-correlation function, Ccl
fs(t),

91 given by

Ccl
fs(t) =

1

2πh̄

∫
dp dq dps ds e

−βH(s,ps,q,p)psδ(s− s0)θ(st − s0), (2.62)

where H(s, ps,q,p) is the RPH of Equation 2.61. Here, θ(x) is the Heaviside step

function, s0 is the position of the TS along the reaction-coordinate s, β = 1
kBT

, where

kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. The function Ccl
fs(t)

is related to the classical reaction rate at temperature T , kcl(T ), through

kcl(T )Qr(T ) = lim
t→t′

Ccl
fs(t), (2.63)

where t′ is a suitable plateau time for the reaction under study and Qr(T ) is the

reactant partition function. Similarly, the TST rate constant is related to the t→ 0+

limit of Ccl
fs(t),

kTST (T )Qr(T ) = lim
t→0+

Ccl
fs(t). (2.64)

Finally, the dynamic transmission coefficient α(T ), is given by

α(T ) =
kcl(T )

kTST (T )
. (2.65)

The flux-side correlation function Ccl
fs(t) can be computed using Equation 2.62

by initializing MD trajectories at the TS (such that s = s0), with the initial mo-

menta (ps,p) and remaining positions q sampled from the Boltzmann distribution
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calculated with the RPH of Equation 2.61.92,93 Moreover, the artificial harmonic

potential detailed above is added to the RPH to ensure that configurations sampled

during MD simulations remain within the configuration space in which the RPH

is well-defined. These trajectories are propagated forwards and backwards for a

sufficiently long time-period that the Ccl
fs(t) function would be expected to reach

a plateau.94,95 By averaging over a large number of these MD trajectories, the

thermally-averaged Ccl
fs(t) can be calculated, thereby allowing determination of the

transmission coefficient α(T ).

2.4.6 Bench marking against literature

In order to make sure that the reaction path Hamiltonian constructing methodology

and its implementation with reactive flux simulation are correct, we bench marked

the program against known literature where, for a given reaction, the transmission

coefficient had been calculated using the RPH along with reactive flux simulations

using the RPH. The reactions investigated were the interconversion of cyclohexane

from chair to twist-boat by Peters et al.,87 the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl

ether and the Diels-Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl vinyl ketone by

Hu et al.88

For all reactions, we use a 15-image MEP obtained by running a CI-NEB96

calculation. We then use the initial MEP (comprising 15 images) and use spline

interpolation to generate a path with a total of 50 images; this expanded 50-image

path was used to perform RPH simulations which means that 50 Hessian matrices

were evaluated along the reaction-path.

Furthermore, for the reactive flux simulations, each set of initial coordinates and

momenta were propagated using Hamilton’s equations of motion determined from

the RPH; the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) algorithm was used to numerically

integrate the equations-of-motion using a time-step of 0.30 fs. For each reaction

considered, we found that a different total simulation time was required to ensure

that Ccl
fs(t) had reached a plateau; typically, each trajectory required 0.5-3 ps simu-

lation time, and a total of 104 trajectories were performed for each reactions. Under

these conditions, we find that the typical standard error in the plateau values of the

Ccl
fs(t) function is 2 × 10−3; this value is typically much smaller than any observed

differences between the different simulation methods investigated below.

Interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat

Peters et al had investigated the dynamics rate constant calculated with the RPH

compared to VTST for the interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat.87

Despite VTST minimising the recrossing effects by using an alternative dividing
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Figure 2.4: The transmission coefficient determined using the RPH approach of Peters et al. for
the interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat at 173K, 223K and 273K. Figure taken
from the work and permission of Peters et al.87

surface along the reaction coordinate, it still remains a TST and as such may still

not fully account for recrossing effects. The interconversion of cyclohexane from

chair to twist-boat was chosen as an example as there had been evidence of ballistic

trajectories that recross the dividing surface and this would be reflected in the

transmission coefficient. Furthermore, there are 48 internal degrees of freedom which

would be a challenging test case for the methodology of construction of the RPH.

The level of theory used by Peters et al was initially at the HF/6-31G level in

order to find the saddle point on the PES using a Cerjan Miller TS from the chair

configuration.97 Following this, the steepest descent path was determined using the

local quadratic approximation also at the HF/6-31G level and the stationary points

were reoptimised at the B3LYP/6-31G level, and the forward and backward barrier

heights were scaled to match the B3LYP/6-31G values. Finally, the MEPs were

analysed within the standard RPH framework.

In order to determine the transmission coefficient, 0.95× 106 Monte Carlo steps

are used to generate an ensemble of 950 decorrelated trajectories at 173K, 223K

and 273K. The classical equations of motion were derived from the RPH and were

solved using an adaptive version of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm where

the time step was adjusted based on q(t)T b[s(t)] and the difference between k1 and

k2 evaluations in the Runge-Kutta algorithm. Moreover, the maximum timestep

was one-twelfth of the fastest transverse vibration period.

The resulting transmission coefficient for the interconversion of cyclohexane from

chair to twist-boat reported by Peters et al. is shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4.87

In our bench mark test, we used the ORCA quantum chemistry package feature,

NEB-TS,98 in order to determine the MEP at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory.

Using the MEP, the transmission coefficient is determined using an ensemble of 10
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Table 2.1: Transmission coefficient for the interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat
determined by Peters et al.87

Temperature (K) Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

173 0.47
223 0.41
273 0.37
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Figure 2.5: The transmission coefficient determined using our RPH approach for the interconversion
of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat at 173K, 223K and 273K.

000 trajectories at 173K, 223K and 273 K with a timestep of 0.30 fs. The resulting

transmission coefficients using our implementation are shown in Table 2.2 and Figure

2.5.

Table 2.2: Transmission coefficient for the interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat.

Temperature (K) Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

173 0.65
223 0.52
273 0.47

The transmission coefficients determined using our implementation of the RPH

for the interconversion of cyclohexane at 173 K, 223 K and 273 K were 0.65, 0.52 and

0.47. Compared to the work done by Peters et al.,87 the difference in transmission

coefficient at 173 K, 223 K and 273 K was 0.18, 0.11 and 0.10. Despite these differ-

ence, both the trend (increasing temperature, the transmission coefficient decreases)

and the shape of the flux-side correlation function over time is comparable. The dif-

ferences in transmission coefficients could be attributed to the choice of timestep for

the MD simulations. In the work done by Peters et al., the time step was adjusted

based on q(t)T b[s(t)] and the difference between k1 and k2 evaluations in the Runge-

Kutta algorithm, whereas in our work we used a fixed timestep of 0.30 fs. Because
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the values used by Peters et al. are dependent upon the MEP, and the transmission

coefficient, which is calculated using these values, will differ slightly to if a explicit

time-step was used.

Another difference lies within the method used to determine the reaction path

with which the RPH is then constructed, and as a result subtle differences in the

constructed RPH will lead to differences in the transmission coefficient determined.

Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether and Diels-Alder reaction of

cyclopentadiene with methyl vinyl ketone

The next reactions used to benchmark our methodology were the Claisen rearrange-

ment of allyl vinyl ether and Diels-Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl

vinyl ketone, which had both been investigated for dynamical solvent effects within

the framework of the RPH by Hu et al.88 In both of the reactions, important dynam-

ical solvent effects had been determined, with experimental data suggesting that the

rate in water was accelerated by a factor of 1000 relative to the rate in gas-phase for

the Claisen rearrangement and in the case of the Diels-Alder reaction the rate was

accelerated by a factor of 730 in water relative to the rate in isooctane. In the case of

the Diels-Alder reaction, dynamical effects had been studied by Voth et al99 where

they had developed an empirical PES allowing for solute motion based on gas phase

electronic structure calculations. They then performed molecular dynamics simu-

lations with this PES with explicit solvent and investigated the dynamical effects

using the reactive flux method. Despite being a breakthrough study, the approach

was not scalable as the development of a multidimensional PES and significant com-

putational resources were necessary. This is why the dynamical solvent effects were

investigated within the RPH framework as a computationally cheaper alternative.

In the Hu et al. paper, the level of theory used was B3LYP/6-31G** and the

MEP was generated using the method of Schlegel et al.88 The MEP was subsequently

analysed within the RPH framework. However, in order to make the molecular dy-

namics simpler, only the orthogonal vibrational modes that are strongly coupled to

the reaction coordinate are used. In order to determine the transmission coefficient,

an ensemble of 10 000 trajectories at 298 K was used. The classical equations of

motion were then derived from the RPH, and solved using the fourth-order Runge-

Kutta algorithm, with a timestep of δt = 0.012 fs.

The resulting transmission coefficient for the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl

ether and Diels-Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl vinyl ketone in gas-

phase conditions and also in the presence of two water molecules are shown in Table

2.3 below.

In both reactions, be it in gas-phase or in the presence of two water molecules,

the transmission coefficient is close to unity indicating that there was little to no
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Table 2.3: Transmission coefficients for the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether and Diels-
Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl vinyl ketone in gas-phase conditions and also in the
presence of 2H2O molecules, determined by Hu et al.88

Reaction Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Claisen 0.995
Claisen/ 2H2O 0.991
Diels-Alder 0.950
Diels-Alder/ 2H2O 0.892
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Figure 2.6: Transmission coefficient for the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether in gas-phase
using our RPH approach.

recrossing effects observed.

In our bench mark test, we used the ORCA quantum chemistry package feature,

NEB-TS,98 in order to determine the minimum energy path at the B3LYP/6-31G**

level of theory, and to calculate the transmission coefficient an ensemble of 10 000

trajectories at 298 K was used. We note that in our implementation of the RPH,

all vibrational modes were included in the construction of the RPH as well as the

following simulations. Furthermore, instead of using explicit molecules of water, we

use an implicit solvent model

The resulting transmission coefficient using our implementation of the RPH for

the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether and Diels-Alder reaction of cyclopen-

tadiene with methyl vinyl ketone in gas-phase conditions and also in solvent-phase

conditions using implicit solvent are shown in Table 2.4 and in Figures 2.6 - 2.9.

Table 2.4: Transmission coefficients for the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether and Diels-
Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl vinyl ketone in gas-phase conditions and also in the
presence of 2H2O molecules using our implementation of the RPH.

Reaction Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Claisen 0.986
Claisen/solvent 0.978
Diels-Alder 0.442
Diels-Alder/solvent 0.897
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Figure 2.7: Transmission coefficient for the Claisen rearrangement of allyl vinyl ether in solvent-
phase using our RPH approach and implicit solvent.
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Figure 2.8: Transmission coefficient for the Diels-Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl
vinyl ketone in gas-phase using our RPH approach.
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Figure 2.9: Transmission coefficient for the Diels-Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl
vinyl ketone in solvent-phase using our RPH approach and implicit solvent.
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The calculated transmission coefficient using our implementation of the RPH

resulted in transmission coefficients comparable to Hu et al.88 in all reactions but

one. For the Claisen rearrangement, in both gas-phase and with solvent effects,

the difference in transmission coefficient to the transmission coefficient reported by

Hu et al. was 0.009 and 0.013 respectively. The transmission coefficients for the

Claisen rearrangement did not result in a plateau, however, the simulations ended

at around 500 fs and the transmission coefficient was still essentially unity and so the

final value was taken as the transmission coefficient. For the Diels-Alder reaction in

both gas-phase and with solvent effects, the difference in transmission coefficient to

the transmission coefficient reported by Hu et al. was 0.508 and 0.005 respectively.

Comparatively, the transmission coefficients determined using our implementa-

tion of the RPH resulted in very similar magnitudes to the work of Hu et al. for

three of the four calculations. The transmission coefficient which was significantly

different was the Diels-Alder in gas-phase transmission coefficient. This difference

can be attributed to the fact that they only used the orthogonal vibrational modes

strongly coupled to the reaction coordinate as opposed to all of them like in our

implementation. Using all of the vibrational modes will result in different coupling

constants as opposed to only using a select number of vibrational modes, and with

coupling constants affecting dynamics, the final transmission coefficient will then

also be effected. We also note that, in the case of the work of Hu et al., the trans-

mission coefficient for the Diels-Alder reaction with two water molecules did not

match previous studies done by Voth et al99 of 0.67 showing the sensitivity of the

RPH approach.
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Chapter 3

RPH and update Hessian schemes

Preoccupied with a single leaf...

you won’t see the tree. Preoccupied

with a single tree... you’ll miss the

entire forest. Don’t be preoccupied

with a single spot. See everything

in it’s entirety... effortlessly. That

is what it means to truly “see”.

Vagabond, Takehiko Inoue

Summary

The reaction path Hamiltonian, when used in conjunction with molecular dynamics

simulation, can be used to derive dynamically corrected reaction rates. Nonetheless,

the requirement of accurate Hessian matrices along the reaction path represents a

significant obstacle in the applicability of the reaction path Hamiltonian in both

larger systems and higher accuracy ab initio calculations. A possible alternative

to this requirement lies within the concept of update Hessian schemes, a popular

concept already used in numerical optimisation problems whereby an approximate

Hessian is updated using only gradient evaluations via a generalised secant method.

In this Chapter, several update Hessian schemes belonging to two distinct families,

quasi-Newton methods and compact finite difference methods, were used on three

different types of reactions in order to assess whether the transmission coefficient

calculated from a reaction path Hamiltonian constructed using approximate Hessian

matrices is comparable to the transmission coefficient calculated from a reaction path

Hamiltonian constructed using analytical ab initio Hessian matrices.
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3.1 Introduction

The requirement of calculating the Hessian matrix represents a substantial compu-

tational bottleneck in constructing the reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH),85 whether

it is being calculated at for a discrete number of points along the reaction path or,

for the entire reaction path. When compared to an energy gradient evaluation, a

Hessian evaluation is significantly more costly, and can take up to 10 times the com-

putational cost depending on the level of theory used for the calculation.100 This

imposes some limitations to the systems that can be investigated using the RPH and

to the level of accuracy of the calculations; furthermore, the potential expense of

these repeated Hessian evaluations is not compatible with ongoing efforts to merge

automated reaction discovery and accurate rate evaluations.16,21,46,47,50,101,102 With

Hessian updating methods being increasingly popular and successful in geometry

optimisation calculations,103–108 transition state (TS) searches,109,110 potential en-

ergy surface (PES) interpolation111,112 and reaction path following methods,113 their

potential applicability to the RPH method should be explored.

In this Chapter, we consider seven different update Hessian schemes, imple-

mented in different ways within the RPH framework in order to calculate trans-

mission coefficients for chemical reactions. The wider context of this Chapter is to

assess how the RPH, constructed using update Hessian schemes, could be used as

an alternative to TST, going beyond the usual assumptions (see Section 2.1.2), for

high-throughput computation of reaction rates.

3.1.1 Quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes

The update Hessian schemes which are the most commonly used are those known as

quasi-Newton methods,114,115 where only the gradient of the objective function to

be determined is needed at each step. By measuring the changes in gradients, quasi-

Newton methods construct a model of the objective function that is a good enough

approximation to achieve superlinear convergence. Compared to other optimisation

methods like steepest descent, the improvement is very noticeable, especially on

difficult problems. Moreover, since Hessian calculations are not required, quasi-

Newton methods can sometimes be more efficient than Newton’s method.

The most popular quasi-Newton update Hessian method is the Broyden–Fletcher

–Goldfarb–Shanno method (BFGS).116–119 The BFGS method is typically only used

in minimisation problems such as geometry optimisation calculations or path opti-

misation problems due to its property whereby the resulting Hessian matrix remains

positive definite. This property is necessary in minimisation problems because the

Hessian matrix at a converged minimum will only ever have positive eigenvalues

and so the Hessian matrix will be a positive definite matrix. Another advantage
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of using the BFGS method is the very effective self-correcting properties which it

possesses. If the Hessian matrix incorrectly estimates the curvature in the objective

function and slows down the iteration, then the Hessian approximation typically

corrects itself within a few steps. In order to be used for saddle-point optimisation

problems as well as minimization problems, the BFGS method was modified into

what is known as the transition state BFGS (TS-BFGS) update Hessian scheme,120

defined in Equation 3.2. This is done by including a vector in the formula which is

a function of both the product of the Hessian matrix and the change in coordinates,

and the change of gradient vectors.

∆HBFGS =
Hk∆x(∆xT)Hk

∆xHk∆x
− ∆g∆gT

∆g∆x
, (3.1)

∆HTS-BFGS =
(∆g −Hk∆x)((∆gT∆x)∆g + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)|Hk|∆g)T

((∆gT∆x)2 + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)2)
+

((∆gT∆x)∆g + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)|Hk|∆g)(∆g −Hk∆x)T

((∆gT∆x)2 + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)2)

− (∆gT∆x−∆gTHk∆g)

((∆gT∆x)2 + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)2)2

·((∆gT∆x)∆g + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)|Hk|∆g)(∆gT∆x)∆g + (∆gT|Hk|∆g)|Hk|∆g)T),

(3.2)

where ∆g = gk+1 − gk is the gradient difference between the new and old configu-

rations, ∆x = xk+1− xk is the vector containing the difference in the 3N Cartesian

coordinates between the new and old configurations and Hk is the Hessian matrix

at the old configuration.

Another popular quasi-Newton update Hessian method is the symmetric rank-1

method (SR1)121 and is defined in Equation 3.3:

∆HSR1 = −(∆g −Hk∆x)(∆g −Hk∆x)T

(∆g −Hk∆x)T∆x
. (3.3)

Unlike the BFGS method where the updated Hessian matrix differs from its

previous iteration by a rank-2 matrix and the updated Hessian matrix maintains

positive definiteness, the SR1 method is a rank-1 update that does not guarantee

that the updated matrix maintains positive definiteness. Good numerical results

have been achieved using the SR1 method to update the Hessian matrix, however

there is a drawback to the method and that lies within the denominator of the

equation which can sometimes approach zero.108,122,123 In such cases, the rank-
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1 update does not provide enough freedom to create the updated Hessian matrix

with all the desired characteristics, and instead a rank-2 correction would be better.

Despite this, the SR1 method has reasons to be considered for updating Hessian

matrices. First, the drawback linked to the denominator can be prevented and,

second, when the method is functioning, the updated Hessian matrices generated

by the SR1 method tend to be very good approximations when compared to ab

initio Hessian matrices, and sometimes even better than the BFGS method. Lastly,

in quasi-Newton methods, the curvature condition cannot be fulfilled and so the

BFGS update is ill-advised - as such the SR1 method is preferred as it reflects the

indefiniteness in the Hessian matrix.

The Powell-symmetric-Broyden (PSB)124 method is another popular quasi- New-

ton update Hessian method which is part of the Broyden class like the BFGS method,

and is defined in Equation 3.4.

∆HPSB =
(∆g −Hk∆x) + (∆g −Hk∆x)T

∆xT∆x

−∆xT(∆g −Hk∆x)(∆g −Hk∆x)T

∆xT∆x2 .

(3.4)

The advantage of using the PSB method, over say the BFGS method, and the

reason for its popularity is based on the fact that it preserves the symmetry of the

Hessian matrix, without necessarily imposing positive definiteness, it can achieve su-

perlinear convergence, as well as satisfying the secant equation. The secant method

is a requirement for quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes which states that given

the displacement sk and the change of gradients yk, the secant equation requires

that the matrix Bk+1 map sk into yk.
122 Moreover, unlike the SR1 method, the

PSB method does not have the same drawback as the latter with respect to the

denominator.

The last of the quasi-Newton update Hessian method considered to be used with

the RPH is the Bofill125 method and is given by Equation 3.5. The Bofill method

consists of a combination of the SR1 and PSB methods using weights. The Bofill

method has been tested against other methods and has shown to work quite well,

especially when TS structures are involved.120,125

∆HBofill = (1− φ)∆HSR1 + φ∆HPSB, (3.5)
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where the weighting function φ is

φ = 1−

(
(∆xT(∆g −Hk∆x))2

∆x2(∆g −Hk∆x)2

)
. (3.6)

3.1.2 Compact finite difference update Hessian schemes

High-accuracy update Hessian schemes have recently been developed particularly

for direct dynamics where the PES is determined on-the-fly and a high level of

accuracy is desirable, therefore these higher-accuracy update Hessian schemes have

also been considered here, in the context of the RPH dynamics.123 This new family of

update Hessian scheme is based on the second-order equation derived using compact

finite difference (CFD)126–130 and, as long as the potential energy is sufficiently

smooth, the second-order equation will remain valid in all cases up to an O|∆x|3 error

compared to an O|∆x|2 error for quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes. When used

for chemical dynamics simulations, these CFD update Hessian schemes improved the

accuracy when they were implemented in a Hessian-based integration algorithm.123

The underlying theory of CFD update Hessian schemes consists of using CFD

which is a high-order method for approximating differentiations of functions with-

out using a larger stencil (more sampling points). CFDs then achieve this higher

accuracy by including differentiated terms at more locations within the stencil. In

the following Sections, three CFD update Hessian schemes (CFD-SR1, CFD-PSB

and CFD-Bofill), defined in Equations 3.7 - 3.11, are used to determine the Hes-

sian matrices for RPH calculations and their performance in the context of RPH

dynamics is assessed and compared to their quasi-Newton counterparts (SR1, PSB

and Bofill).

∆HCFD-SR1 =
RRT

RT∆x
, (3.7)

∆HCFD-PSB =
∆xRT + R∆xT

‖∆x‖2
− R∆xT

‖∆x‖4
∆x∆xRT , (3.8)

∆HCFD-Bofill = (1− φ)∆HCFD-SR1 + φ∆HCFD-PSB, (3.9)

where the weighting function φ is

φ = 1− (R∆xT )2

‖R‖2‖∆x‖2
, (3.10)
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where R is

R = 2
(

∆g −Hk(∆x)
)
, (3.11)

where just like in the quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes, ∆g = gk+1− gk is the

gradient difference between the new and old configurations, ∆x = xk+1 − xk is the

vector containing the difference in the 3N Cartesian coordinates between the new

and old configurations and Hk is the Hessian matrix at the old configuration.

3.2 Implementation of update Hessian schemes

with the RPH

Within the RPH strategy, all of these update Hessian schemes are straightforward

to implement, given an initial Hessian matrix. We also note that these update

schemes are suitable to the problem of propagating Hessian matrices for systems

which cross potential energy barriers, as they have been used for TS optimization

problems.120,123,131

In the following sections, we consider several different routes to Hessian prop-

agation along the MEP, with the aim of reducing the computational burden of

calculating the Hessian matrices along the MEP whilst still providing an accurate

estimate of the transmission coefficient. These different methods for propagating the

Hessian along the MEP, shown in Figure 3.1, were the following: (i) a single ended

update Hessian starting from the reactant (or product) minimum, (ii) analytical

Hessian matrices calculated at both the reactant and product minima, with Hessian

matrices along the MEP given by a weighted average based on the distance from

either the reactant minima and the product minima, (iii) two single ended update

Hessians starting from the reactant and product minima ending at the TS, and (iv)

a single ended update Hessian starting from the TS to the reactant and (v) a single

ended update Hessian starting from the TS to the product minima. Propagation

schemes (i), (iii) and (iv) are straightforward implementations of the update Hessian

equations shown in Equations 3.2 - 3.9; starting from an analytical Hessian matrix

at one end-point of the MEP or from the TS, the update Hessian schemes can be

used to calculate approximations to the Hessian matrices for the internal images

along the MEP, using the Hessian matrix at the previous image as a starting point.

In the case of approach (ii), we note that, at any internal image along the MEP,

let this be a point i, the weighted average over updated Hessian matrices from the
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Figure 3.1: An illustration depicting the different approaches used to propagate the update Hessian
schemes along the reaction path. These are; (i) a single ended update Hessian starting from the
reactant (R) and ending at the product (P), (ii) a single ended update Hessian starting from P
and ending at R, (iii) a weighted average of (i) and (ii), (iv) a single ended update Hessian starting
at the saddle-point (TS) and ending at R, and lastly, (v) a single ended update Hessian starting
at the saddle-point (TS) and ending at P

reactants or products is calculated as

Hweighted average =
N − i

N − 1
Hr

i +
i− 1

N − 1
Hp

i , (3.12)

where N is the total number of images along the MEP, Hr
i is the Hessian matrix

propagated from the analytical Hessian matrix at the reactant minimum where i =

2, ..., N−1, Hp
N-i is the Hessian matrix propagated from the analytical Hessian matrix

at the product minimum. As an aside, we note that an alternative definition of the

weighting in Equation 3.12 could instead use the values of the reaction-coordinates

s at each image, rather than image index; however, in our current scheme, where

spline-interpolation is used to create a series of closely-spaced images along the MEP,

we find that the weights calculated using s instead of image-index are practically

identical, as confirmed in Table S1 in the Appendix.

Finally, we note that each of the different propagation schemes can, in principle,

be combined with any of the update Hessian schemes considered here. In practice,

we find that most of these combinations of different propagation/update schemes
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yield very poor results except for the double-ended approach; this point is discussed

further below. As such for propagation schemes (iii) and (iv) in particular, we only

use one update Hessian scheme which resulted in the closest approximations to the

standard approach when the double-ended approach was used.

3.3 Application of Quasi-Newton update Hessian

schemes with RPH dynamics

The four different quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes (SR1, PBS, Bofill and TS-

BFGS) were implemented in the RPH framework in order to obtain transmission

coefficients on three reaction systems: interconversion of cyclohexane from chair

to twisted-boat conformer (R1), addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2), and 1,1-

insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck and Breslow mechanism of hydro-

formylation.132 These reactions were selected because recrossing effects were found

to be significant; as a result, the impact of update Hessian should be simpler to

observe. Furthermore, each of these reactions represents a different “reaction class”,

including isomerization without bond breaking/forming (R1), bimolecular addition

(R2), and intramolecular shift reaction (R3); by studying different reaction types, we

hope to draw firmer conclusions about the accuracy of the different update Hessian

and propagation schemes considered here.

For all reactions, we use a 15 image MEP obtained by running a CI-NEB96 cal-

culation, and subsequently calculate the RPH using these images. For the standard

RPH simulation method, this means that 15 Hessian matrices were evaluated along

the reaction-path, whereas a maximum of two Hessian-matrix evaluations are re-

quired in all of the update Hessian schemes. Furthermore, in order to check the

convergence, we perform additional calculations that use the initial MEP (compris-

ing 15 images) and use spline interpolation to generate a path with a total of 50

images; this expanded 50-image path was also used to perform RPH simulations

using both standard and update Hessian approaches. As such, below we compare

two sets of results arising from simulations with either 15 or 50 images points in

the RPH constructions. For the update Hessian schemes, the use of 50 discrete

points along the MEP helps ensure that the so-called restricted-step condition,125

which suggests that the PES variation due to harmonic approximation should be

comparable to the true PES variation for update Hessian schemes to be applicable,

is obeyed to an acceptable level across the MEPs for all reactions considered below

(This is also confirmed in Table S2 in the Appendix).

The first two reactions were investigated using density functional theory (DFT)

with the B3LYP functional133–136 and 6-31G basis set.137,138 The third reaction used
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B3LYP with a 6-31G(d,p) basis set.139,140 The choice of PES here is motivated by

our desire to work on the same level of theory as previous simulations for the same

reactions;33,87 furthermore, we note that all of the methods discussed here can be

used in combination with any PES method which provides energies, gradients and

Hessian matrices. For the MD simulations, the first two reactions were performed

at a temperature of 273 K, the third reaction was performed at a temperature of

423 K. For reference, the “standard” approach used to determine the transmission

coefficient for all reactions consisted of calculating an analytical Hessian matrix at

the 15 or 50 images along the MEP, and subsequently interpolating all discrete

elements needed for the RPH.

For each reaction described below, Ccl
fs(t) (described in Section 2.3, was evalu-

ated using the RPH approximated with different propagation and update schemes.

Initial RPH images along the MEP were obtained for each of the different reac-

tions considered here by using the climbing-image nudged elastic band method,96 as

described below.

For the different choices of propagation/update schemes considered below, Ccl
fs(t)

was evaluated by sampling initial coordinates and momenta from the Boltzmann dis-

tribution for the underlying RPH. Each of these trajectories started at the dividing

surface, defined by s = 0. Each set of initial coordinates and momenta were propa-

gated using Hamilton’s equations of motion determined from the RPH; the fourth-

order Runge-Kutta algorithm was used to numerically integrate the equations-of-

motion using a time-step of 0.30 fs. For each reaction considered, we found that

a different total simulation time was required to ensure that Ccl
fs(t) had reached a

plateau, as shown in the results below; typically, each trajectory required 0.5-3 ps

simulation time, and a total of 104 trajectories were performed for each of the dif-

ferent RPH update/propagation schemes considered below. Under these conditions,

we find that the typical standard error in the plateau values of the Ccl
fs(t) function is

2× 10−3; this value is typically much smaller than any observed differences between

the different simulations methods investigated below.

To understand the relative performance of the different double-ended update

Hessian schemes considered here, we investigated the predicted vibrational frequen-

cies along the MEP, as well as the curvature and Coriolis coupling constants along

the MEP (using 50 images). The aim was to use this information to explain the

relative performance of the quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes, SR1, PSB, Bofill

and TS-BFGS.
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Figure 3.2: Interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twist-boat conformer.

3.3.1 Interconversion of cyclohexane: from chair to twisted-

boat

The first reaction studied was the interconversion of cyclohexane from chair con-

former to twist-boat conformer, shown in Figure 3.2. As discussed below, Ccl
fs(t)

(and transmission coefficient α) were calculated for the four update Hessian schemes

using only the double-ended propagation scheme; the calculated Ccl
fs(t) are shown

in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, and compared to that obtained using the standard

approach. Using the standard approach with the RPH, the Ccl
fs(t) drops sharply at

∼ 200 fs and plateaus at ∼ 400 fs. In both sets of results (15 and 50 MEP points),

when compared to the standard approach, the four update Hessian schemes all fol-

low a very similar profile, with a steep initial decrease in Ccl
fs(t) and then a smooth

plateau after ∼ 350 fs. The PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS updates in particular, look

nearly identical, both underestimating the plateau value by approximately the same

amount. This suggests that the PSB term in the Bofill update scheme was weighted

more than the SR1 term, effectively making the Bofill update Hessian very similar

to the PSB update Hessian. When 15 MEP points are used for RPH construction,

all update Hessian schemes are very close to the standard approach. In the case

of the 50 MEP points (Figure 3.4), the plateaus for the PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS

are relatively the same as they are when 15 MEP points are used, indicating some

level of convergence already, however the SR1 update Hessian method results in a

different plateau value.

Table 3.1 shows the transmission coefficient calculated for all four Hessian ap-

proaches for the interconversion of cyclohexane for 50 and 15 MEP points. The

standard approach results in a Ccl
fs(t) plateau value of 0.50 and 0.43 for 50 and 15

MEP points, respectively, whereas the plateau value for the SR1, PSB, Bofill, TS-
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Figure 3.3: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the interconversion of cyclohexane using 15 MEP discrete points.
Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue
triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).

BFGS update Hessian schemes were 0.66 (0.49), 0.41 (0.35), 0.44 (0.37) and 0.39

(0.37), respectively. Note that the transmission coefficient plateau values in brackets

are for the 15 point MEP. Based on these results, the TS-BFGS, Bofill and PSB up-

date Hessians performed better than the SR1 update Hessian when the transmission

coefficient was determined using 50 MEP points. However, as noted above, because

the Bofill update Hessian resembles the PSB update Hessian for this reaction, the

estimate given for the plateau value by the Bofill update is very close to that of the

PSB update (and the standard approach). The SR1 update Hessian underestimates

the contributions from recrossing to the transmission coefficient, with a plateau value

of 0.66, compared to the 0.50 plateau value using the standard approach. Based on

the results shown in Fig 3.3 and 3.4, convergence does not seem to improve with

the increase in points along the MEP. One would expect that adding more discrete

points along the MEP increases the characterisation of the MEP, however, when

propagating an approximate Hessian, this may not be the case. Instead, this may

be a case of error cancellation, whereby, as there are more discrete points, the error

in the approximate Hessian being propagated accumulates.

Table 3.1: Transmission coefficients for the interconversion of cyclohexane calculated with the RPH
using different Hessian methods with 50 MEP points. Parentheses show results for simulations
performed using 15 MEP points for RPH construction.

RPH Hessian method Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Standard 0.50 (0.43)
SR1 0.66 (0.49)
PSB 0.41 (0.35)
Bofill 0.44 (0.37)
TS-BFGS 0.39 (0.37)
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Figure 3.4: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the interconversion of cyclohexane using 50 MEP discrete points.
Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue
triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).
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Figure 3.5: Total curvature coupling along the reaction coordinate s for the interconversion of
cyclohexane (R1).

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the total absolute value of the curvature coupling

and total absolute value of the Coriolis coupling along the MEP, providing some

insights into how these coupling factors influence the observed dynamics. As shown

in Equation (2.58), the curvature coupling describes the dynamic coupling between

the reaction path and vibrational modes; in other words, it describes the extent of

energy transfer between translational and vibrational degrees-of-freedom. On the

other hand, the Coriolis coupling describes the transfer of energy between vibrational

modes, highlighting energy dissipation, as shown in Equation (2.59).

In Figures 3.5 and 3.6, possible reasons as to why the PSB Bofill and TS-BFGS

update Hessian method perform better than the SR1 update Hessian method start

to become a little clearer. With regards to the curvature coupling in Figure 3.5,

it can be seen that, in the case of the PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS update schemes,
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Figure 3.6: Total Coriolis coupling along the reaction coordinate s for the interconversion of
cyclohexane (R1).

the coupling values given by the different update Hessian schemes are similar, both

in magnitude and trend, to that observed in the standard approach (using analytic

Hessian matrices along the MEP). However, in the case of the SR1 approach, this

update scheme fails to correctly estimate the curvature coupling values between

s = −400 Bohr amu1/2 and s = 400 Bohr amu1/2, especially before the TS (s = 0),

where there is a significant “dip” in coupling value.

In Figure 3.6, we show the Coriolis coupling for all of the update Hessian schemes

and the standard approach. The PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes

result in comparable values of the Coriolis coupling to the standard approach, par-

ticularly in the region of the TS (s = 0, where the dynamics is most relevant to the

calculation of the transmission coefficient); this is then reflected in the fact that the

associated transmission coefficients are close to that of the standard approach. On

the other hand, the SR1 update Hessian fails to accurately approximate the trans-

mission coefficient (Figure 3.4), with the transmission coefficient being too large. A

plausible explanation for this can be linked to the sharp peak close to the TS in

the Coriolis coupling of Figure 3.6; this larger value in coupling means that more

energy is dissipated into the vibrational modes and thus, as mentioned previously,

there is less energy to recross the energy barrier. As a result, the predicted SR1

transmission coefficient is too high for R1 (see Table 3.1).

Finally, the Hessian matrices used to construct the elements of the RPH have

also been analysed by calculating the root mean square deviation between Hessian

matrices generated in the standard approach and those from the update Hessian

schemes. Furthermore, the full sets of frequencies determined by the standard ap-

proach and the update Hessian schemes using 50 MEP points are shown in Figures

1 - 5 in the Appendix. In Figure 3.7, we find that the root-mean-square devia-

tions show a significant peak for the SR1 update Hessian at image 24, where the
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Figure 3.7: Hessian RMSD at each MEP discrete point in the cyclohexane isomerisation reaction
(R1), used to construct using the RPH, between the standard approach and the update Hessian
schemes.

error is significantly larger than the other methods. In Figures 1 - 5, all update

Hessian schemes display similar magnitudes in the majority of frequencies along

the reaction coordinate. The PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS update Hessians result in

near-identical frequencies with one another, with all three resulting in quite broad

frequency variations for the higher normal modes in contrast to the very flat trends

in the standard approach. These broad frequencies could reflect the error propa-

gation due to the Hessian update being propagated from the minima, resulting in

approximate Hessians along the MEP differing from the analytical Hessian. As a

result, the frequencies are not exactly the same as the standard approach and are

broader. The similarity between these three update Hessian schemes is also reflected

in the transmission coefficient calculations, where they have similar values to one

another too. The SR1 update Hessian resulted in some frequencies changing errat-

ically along the reaction coordinate, providing another observation indicating that

SR1 behaves qualitatively different compared to the other update schemes. This

could be due to the one drawback of the SR1 update Hessian scheme, whereby the

denominator of the equation can sometimes approach zero, which would lead to in-

accurate approximate Hessians which would differ greatly to the standard approach.

3.3.2 Addition reaction of ethene and nitrous oxide

The second reaction studied was the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene to form

oxadiazoline shown in Figure 3.8. The Ccl
fs(t) functions were calculated using the

standard approach and the four update Hessian schemes with both 15 and 50 MEP

points, and are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Similar to the first reaction, the

analytical Hessian approach results in a Ccl
fs(t) which drops sharply at 200 fs and

plateaus shortly after this time. The update Hessian schemes show qualitatively
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Figure 3.8: Addition of nitrous oxide to ethene.

similar behaviour, with all four showing a drop and a smooth plateau, consistent

with the standard approach. When using 15 MEP points for RPH construction, all

update Hessian approaches give similar results, as well as good agreement with the

standard calculations. However, when 50 MEP points are used, only the TS-BFGS

curve shows a reasonable level of agreement with the standard approach; the remain-

ing update Hessian schemes generally over-estimate the transmission coefficient by

around 50%.

The Ccl
fs(t) plateau values for the four different Hessian schemes are shown in

Table 3.2. The standard approach results in a transmission coefficient of 0.64 and

0.92 for 50 and 15 MEP points, with the SR1, PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS update

Hessians giving transmission coefficients of 0.91 (0.98), 0.87 (0.96), 0.87 (0.94) and

0.72 (0.95), respectively. Again, the transmission coefficient plateau values in brack-

ets are for the 15 point MEP. All update Hessian schemes were close to the standard

approach when 15 MEP points were used for the RPH. However, when a converged

Ccl
fs(t) is calculated using 50 MEP points, only the TS-BFGS Hessian method re-

sults in a plateau value close to the standard approach. Again, we note that the

50 MEP points do not necessarily increase the convergence when it comes to the

update Hessian schemes, as it may actually increase the possibility of error propa-

gation or error cancellation. The converged results show that the TS-BFGS update

Hessian method performed better than its counterparts, with a difference of just

0.08 compared to the standard approach, which will be investigated further in this

Section. Furthermore, for the SR1, PSB, and Bofill update Hessian schemes, the

Ccl
fs(t) plot seemingly exhibit qualitatively different features compared to TS-BFGS

or the standard approach, perhaps indicating different initial dynamics.

Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the different couplings along the MEP for the

addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2). In this case, Figure 3.11 shows that all
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Figure 3.9: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene using 15 MEP discrete points
. Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue
triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).

Table 3.2: Transmission coefficients for the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene calculated with
the RPH using different Hessian methods with 50 MEP points. Parentheses show results for
simulations performed using 15 MEP points for RPH construction.

RPH Hessian method Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Standard 0.64 (0.92)
SR1 0.91 (0.98)
PSB 0.87 (0.96)
Bofill 0.87 (0.94)
TS-BFGS 0.72 (0.95)

update Hessian schemes can correctly approximate the broad shape of the curvature

coupling along the MEP. For example, all methods show a “dip” near the TS (s =

0), with two large peaks on either side; furthermore, the behaviour on the “exit”

channel, moving towards negative reaction-coordinate values, is also very similar

across all update Hessian schemes (and compares well to the standard approach). As

such, on the basis of Figure 3.11 alone, one might expect the transmission coefficient

using all of the update Hessian schemes to be comparable to the standard approach,

however as shown in Figure 3.10, this is not the case.

The Coriolis couplings in Figure 3.12 reveal important differences between the

update Hessian schemes. Here, the standard approach results in small absolute val-

ues of the Coriolis coupling at the upper and lower limits of the MEP, with larger

total Coriolis coupling in the region bound by s = 500 Bohr amu1/2. With regards

to the update Hessian schemes, the Coriolis couplings have some similarities be-

tween themselves, but also clear dissimilarities relative to the standard approach.

Compared to the standard approach, the update Hessian schemes fail to correctly

replicate the shape of the Coriolis coupling along the MEP; however, in the region
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Figure 3.10: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene using 50 MEP discrete points.
Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue
triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).
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Figure 3.11: Total curvature coupling along the reaction coordinate s for the nitrous oxide (R2).
addition to ethene (R2).

around the TS (s = 0), comparable coupling magnitudes are observed. Moving away

from s = 0, it is clear, however, that the behaviour of SR1 is qualitatively different

from the other coupling schemes, as also reflected in the calculated transmission

coefficients (Table 3.2). In particular, on a qualitative level, the larger Coriolis cou-

pling peaks for SR1 imply stronger energy dissipation into vibrational modes, which

could lead to less recrossing along the reaction-coordinate s through the curvature

coupling, coupling the reaction-coordinate to the vibrational modes, consistent with

the calculated transmission coefficient. However, a similar analysis does not notably

explain why the TS-BFGS method is more similar to the expected transmission

coefficient for R2.

To better understand the relative behaviour of SR1 and TS-BFGS, Figure 3.13

shows the average value of the time-dependent reaction coordinate s (averaged over
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Figure 3.12: Total Coriolis coupling along the reaction coordinate s for the nitrous oxide addition
to ethene (R2).
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Figure 3.13: Average time-dependent value of the reaction coordinate s for R2 (nitrous oxide
addition to ethene), calculated for all update Hessian schemes and the standard method. Results
are averaged over 25 × 103 independent MD trajectories. We note that the somewhat jagged
appearance of the lines is due to the different statistics of different points, given that not all
trajectories run for the same length of time.

25× 103 trajectories). The standard approach and the update Hessian schemes all

exhibit the same behaviour up to about t = 300 fs; all start at the TS (s = 0),

and briefly move towards the product region (s < 0) before subsequently heading

back towards the region of the TS. At this point (around t = 300 fs), the average

trajectories observed in the SR1, PBS and Bofill schemes then broadly cross into

the product region (s > 0), whereas the average trajectory in the standard and

TS-BFGS case returns towards the reactant region. These differences in trajectory

behaviour along s then translate into differences in the calculated flux correlation

functions (Figure 3.11) and transmission coefficients.

Figure 3.13 suggests that, when using TS-BFGS update Hessian, energy is being

dissipated into the vibrational modes and away from the translational (s) degree-of-
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freedom, particularly in the region from s = −400 Bohr amu1/2 to s = −100 Bohr

amu1/2. To further confirm the important role of the Coriolis coupling in influencing

these dynamics, we have also performed simulations for all update Hessian schemes,

but with the Coriolis coupling factor B(s) set to zero. In these simulations, we

find that all averaged time-dependent s trajectories become very similar, with TS-

BFGS closely matching the three other update Hessian schemes behaviour observed

in Figure 3.13. In other words, the Coriolis coupling term can be identified as the

key factor resulting in observed differences in the behaviour of TS-BFGS.

Furthermore, in the region around s = −100 Bohr amu1/2, where the TS-BFGS

trajectories in Figure 3.13 begin to diverge from the other methods, we observe a

corresponding peak in the Coriolis coupling plot (Figure 3.12), indicating a region of

relatively strong coupling dispersing energy into vibrational modes. In combination

with the observed similarity of dynamics along s when Coriolis coupling is removed,

these observations suggest that the Coriolis coupling peak at s = −100 Bohr amu1/2

may be significant in dissipating energy, resulting in the divergent trajectories of the

TS-BFGS method relative to the other schemes.

It is worth noting that consideration of the Coriolis coupling peaks aligns with

the observed dynamic behaviour of TS-BFGS, but this interpretation is less straight-

forward in the case of SR1. In particular, the SR1 Coriolis coupling shows a very

strong coupling peak at s = −340 Bohr amu1/2 which does not appear to significantly

influence the dynamics along s (at least, when compared to the results obtained by

the ‘standard’ method). Further investigation of the vibrational mode dynamics in

the region of this peak shows that the averaged magnitudes of the squared normal-

mode displacements, 〈q2〉, tend to be generally smaller for those modes exhibiting

strong coupling (and so giving rise to the peak in Coriolis coupling). In contrast, the

modes exhibiting strong Coriolis coupling in TS-BFGS at s = −100 Bohr amu1/2

do exhibit relatively larger mode-displacements. Of course, a somewhat selective

analysis of a few vibrational modes in a many-coupled-mode system cannot give the

full picture; but we note that these simulations clearly highlight differences in the

performance of the TS-BFGS method in this reaction, when compared to the other

schemes considered here.

Lastly, we again look at the Hessian matrices used to construct the elements of

the RPH, as well as the full sets of frequencies determined by the standard approach

and the update Hessian schemes. Figure 3.14 shows the root-mean-square deviation

between Hessian matrices generated in the standard approach and those from the

update Hessian schemes, where, all of the update Hessian schemes are comparable in

terms of absolute error values, but SR1 demonstrates significant peaks which differ

to the other methods, suggesting significant differences in the SR1 Hessian matrix

and that calculated by the standard approach possibly explained by the drawback of
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Figure 3.14: Hessian RMSD at each MEP discrete point in the nitrous oxide addition to ethene
reaction (R2), used to construct using the RPH, between the standard approach and the update
Hessian schemes.

the SR1 Hessian update scheme. In Figures 8-12 in the Appendix, we see a similar

pattern, where, the PSB, Bofill, TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes result in near-

identical frequencies and the SR1 update Hessian method resulting in frequencies

which change drastically along the reaction coordinate. As such, these calculations

provide some more evidence that the SR1 scheme is the least preferred of those

considered here, and that the resulting transmission coefficient could be a result of

error cancellation instead of accurate approximations.

3.3.3 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-

Breslow hydroformylation mechanism

Figure 3.15: 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck and Breslow mechanism of
hydroformylation.
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Figure 3.16: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed for CO insertion in the Heck-
Breslow hydroformylation mechanism using the RPH with different update Hessian schemes using
15 MEP discrete points. Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple
crosses), PSB (blue triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes
(cyan empty triangles).

The third reaction studied was the 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the

Heck-Breslow hydroformylation mechanism, shown in Figure 3.15. The calculated

Ccl
fs(t) are shown in Figure 3.16 and 3.17 for the four different Hessian schemes

considered here. The timescale at which the lines plateau is significantly longer than

in reactions R1 and R2, a feature which may be related to the more complex nature

of this reaction, involving significant intramolecular atomic displacements. Despite

this, the update Hessian schemes perform qualitatively quite well, with all four

methods converging to plateaus on a similar time-scale to the standard approach.

However, using 15 MEP points for the SR1 update Hessian results in a failure

to calculate the transmission coefficient due to unstable MD trajectories, indicating

that more images are required for the RPH construction and transmission coefficient

calculation in this case. Furthermore, the standard method indicates that there is a

significant amount of dynamic recrossing associated with this reaction, and similar

trends are observed for all of the update Hessian schemes. Although there are some

clear differences in the calculated Ccl
fs(t) for the different update Hessians, the SR1,

PSB and the Bofill update Hessian schemes demonstrate a plateau value that was

very close to the standard approach, specifically when using 15 MEP points. When

50 MEP points are used, the PSB, Bofill and SR1 update Hessians demonstrate

a plateau which is similar to that of the standard approach (especially when one

considers the relatively long time-scale involved here compared to R1 and R2).

Table 3.3 shows the transmission coefficients for R3, calculated using the stan-

dard approach and the update Hessian schemes using 15 and 50 MEP points. Using

the standard approach, the transmission coefficients were determined to be 0.62

and 0.74, for 15 and 50 images respectively. The PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS update
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Figure 3.17: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed for CO insertion in the Heck-
Breslow hydroformylation mechanism using the RPH with different update Hessian schemes using
50 MEP discrete points. Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple
crosses), PSB (blue triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes
(cyan empty triangles).

Table 3.3: Transmission coefficients for the 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-
Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation calculated with the RPH using different update Hessian
schemes with 50 MEP points. Parentheses show results from simulations using 15 images for RPH
construction.

RPH Hessian method Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Standard 0.74 (0.62)
SR1 0.57 (N/A)
PSB 0.68 (0.55)
Bofill 0.57 (0.57)
TS-BFGS 0.42 (0.68)

Hessians result in transmission coefficients which were very close to the standard

approach,when 15 MEP points were used for the RPH, differing by just 0.07, 0.05

and 0.06 respectively. When 50 MEP points were used, the SR1, PSB and the Bofill

performed best, with differences to the standard approach of 0.17, 0.06, and 0.17,

respectively. The TS-BFGS update Hessian resulted in a transmission coefficient of

0.42 which differs from the standard approach by 0.32, a clear underestimation of

the transmission coefficient. This could be likely due to some error propagation as

a result of including more discrete points on the MEP, leading to the error in the

approximate Hessian to increase with respect to the analytical Hessian.

Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 show the curvature coupling and the Coriolis coupling

respectively along the MEP for the 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the

Heck-Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation. Similarly to the addition of nitrous

oxide to ethene, Figure 3.18 shows that all update Hessian schemes can correctly

approximate the broad shape of the curvature coupling along the MEP, in the sense
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Figure 3.18: Total curvature coupling along the reaction coordinate s for 1,1-insertion of CO into
the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation (R3).
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Figure 3.19: Total Coriolis coupling along the reaction coordinate s for the 1,1-insertion of CO
into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation (R3).

that where the standard method exhibits a peak, so do the update Hessian schemes.

Despite being similar in shape, it is clearer that there are differences in magnitude

in the curvature couplings between the standard approach and the update Hessian

schemes, which can already account for differences in the resulting transmission

coefficients. Moreover, even between the update Hessian schemes a clearer divide is

apparent between the SR1 scheme and the PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS schemes. The

SR1 scheme tends to underestimate or overestimate the curvature coupling peaks

along the reaction coordinate compared to the other update Hessian scheme and

the standard approach, which can explain why the resulting transmission coefficient

converged so much quicker than the other schemes.

Fig 3.19 shows the Coriolis coupling along the reaction coordinate. In the stan-

dard approach, the Coriolis coupling has a value of ∼ 0.1 in the region of s = −1000

Bohr amu1/2 to s = −500 Bohr amu1/2, and from then on in the region of s = −500
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Figure 3.20: Average time-dependent value of the reaction coordinate s for R3 (1,1-insertion of
CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation), calculated for all
update Hessian schemes and the standard method. Results are averaged over 25×103 independent
MD trajectories. We note that the somewhat jagged appearance of the lines is due to the different
statistics of different points, given that not all trajectories run for the same length of time.

Bohr amu1/2 to s = 500 Bohr amu1/2, the Coriolis coupling value increase until it

peaks at 0.3. Overall, no update Hessian schemes approximates the Coriolis cou-

pling adequately across the reaction coordinate, in particular the SR1 scheme which

significantly overestimate the Coriolis coupling along the reaction coordinate. The

TS-BFGS scheme resulted in a Coriolis coupling with a larger magnitude than the

standard approach, at s = −2000 Bohr amu1/2 to −500 Bohr amu1/2, however from

s = −500 Bohr amu1/2 to s = 500 Bohr amu1/2 the magnitude is similar to the

standard approach, especially at the peak s = 500 Bohr amu1/2which is approxi-

mated well by the TS-BFGS scheme. From s = 500 onward, the TS-BFGS Coriolis

coupling continues to increase, unlike the standard approach. The PSB and Bofill

schemes resulted in near identical absolute Coriolis coupling along the reaction co-

ordinate, with very slight minimal differences. In a similar way to the TS-BFGS

scheme, they have peaks at s = 2000 Bohr amu1/2 and s = 1000 Bohr amu1/2 which

are larger in magnitude than the standard approach. For the rest of the reaction

coordinate, the resulting PSB and Bofill Coriolis coupling is similar to the stan-

dard approach (between s = −1500 Bohr amu1/2 to s = 0 Bohr amu1/2 but fails to

correctly approximate the magnitude of the peak at s = 500 Bohr amu1/2.

Similarly to R2, investigating the curvature and Coriolis coupling does not offer a

clear explanation for the resulting update Hessian schemes transmission coefficients.

As such, the average value of the time-dependent reaction coordinate s (averaged

over 25×103 trajectories) is shown in Figure 3.20. It can be seen that for the standard

approach and all of the update Hessian schemes besides the SR1 scheme, the average

value of the time-dependent reaction coordinate behaves, qualitatively, in a very

similar way. This would explain why that is also the case for the transmission
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Figure 3.21: Hessian RMSD at each MEP discrete point in the the 1,1-insertion of CO into the
Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation reaction (R3), used to construct
using the RPH, between the standard approach and the update Hessian schemes.

coefficients. For all update Hessian schemes, the trajectories initially start a the

TS (s = 0) and move towards the product region (s > 0), unlike the standard

approach which, stays at the TS region. At ∼ 350 fs, the PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS

schemes go back towards the TS region, and at 400 fs continue towards the reactant

region, at s = 600 just like the standard approach. Between 700 fs and 1000 fs, the

standard approach gradually climbs back towards the TS region however, is stopped

at s = 500 Bohr amu1/2 and subsequently goes back to the reactant region, s = 1000

Bohr amu1/2. The PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS schemes follow a similar behaviour

but do so earlier at 600 fs and subsequently plummet down towards the reactant

region. Unlike the other update Hessian schemes, the SR1 scheme does not follow

the same behaviour of the standard approach, where instead of returning to the TS

region after 300 fs, the SR1 scheme goes deeper into the product region (s = 1000

Bohr amu1/2), showing no similarities to the standard approach or any of the update

Hessian schemes.

In Figure 3.17, the PSB and Bofill update Hessian schemes are very similar,

which confirms what has been the trend already in the transmission coefficient and

coupling constants. However, the slight differences in the Coriolis coupling between

the PSB and Bofill schemes highlighted in Figure 3.20, result in the average value

of the time-dependent reaction coordinate for the Bofill scheme to be more similar

to that of the standard approach at ∼ 600 fs into the simulation which is when the

transmission coefficient starts to converge. In comparison, at the same time (∼ 600

fs), the PSB scheme is lower on the reaction coordinate than both the Bofill scheme

and standard approach.

To complete the analysis, we look at the Hessian matrices used to construct the

elements of the RPH by calculating the root mean square deviation between Hes-
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sian matrices generated in the standard approach and those from the update Hessian

schemes. In Figure 3.22, the root-mean-square deviations show that all update Hes-

sian schemes have the same magnitude across the majority of images on the MEP.

However, the SR1 update Hessian scheme has a peak at the 31st image on the MEP

which is not the case for the other schemes, possibly explained by the drawback of

the SR1 Hessian update scheme. Finally, Figures 15 - 19 in the Appendix show the

full sets of frequencies determined by the standard approach and the update Hessian

schemes. Similarly to R1, the PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes all

share a similar magnitude as well as broad frequency variations for certain modes

compared to the flat frequencies in the standard approach, showing how the approxi-

mate Hessians using the update Hessian schemes differ to the analytical Hessian and

can be seen in the frequencies.The SR1 update Hessian scheme on the other hand

does not result in these broad frequency variations, however in the the case of some

frequencies, it results in some very erratic behaviour whereby a frequency increases

or decreases in magnitude very rapidly along the reaction coordinate. This, along

with the other analysis, again shows that the SR1 update Hessian scheme has many

issues and does not accurately approximate the components of the RPH.

3.3.4 Comparison of single-ended and double-ended update

Hessian approaches

The double-ended update Hessian approach, the focus of the results in Section 3.3 so

far, was compared to the suggested four single-ended update Hessian approaches for

the same three reactions. The transmission coefficients for each reaction were plotted

for the product single-ended update Hessian approach, the reactant single-ended

update Hessian approach, “TSup” update Hessian approach and the “TSdown”

update Hessian approach in Figures 3.22 - 3.24, Figures 3.25 - 3.27, Figures 3.28

- 3.30 and Figures 3.31 - 3.33 respectively. All calculations reported here used 50

images for RPH construction.

The product single-ended update Hessian approach had some relative success

in approximating the transmission coefficients depending on the update Hessian

schemes; however, this approach lacks consistency among the reactions. For the

interconversion of cyclohexane from chair conformer to twist boat conformer (R1),

the SR1 and Bofill update Hessian schemes performed better than their counterparts,

having a similar plateau to that of the standard approach. Both the PSB and

TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes were very similar to one another, just as in in

the double-ended calculations above; however, in the product single-ended approach

they both overestimate the contributions of recrossing to the transmission coefficient

slightly. In reaction R2, the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene, the PSB and
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Figure 3.22: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the product single-ended update
Hessian approach for interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twisted-boat conformer (R1).
Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue
triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).
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Figure 3.23: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the product single-ended update
Hessian approach for addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2). Results are shown for the analytical
Hessian (red ticks), SR1 (green crosses), PSB (blue stars) and Bofill update Hessians (purple
square).
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Figure 3.24: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the product single-ended update
Hessian approach for 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of
hydroformylation (R3). Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple
crosses), PSB (blue triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes
(cyan empty triangles).
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SR1 Hessian update schemes resulted in the same transmission coefficient as the

standard approach. The TS-BFGS Hessian update scheme resulted in a transmission

coefficient which did not reach a plateau and was not near the same value as the

standard approach. The Bofill Hessian update scheme overestimated the recrossing

effects by having a lower transmission coefficient value compared to the standard

approach. Lastly, for the third reaction, all of the update Hessian schemes resulted in

similar transmission coefficient plateaus to the standard approach. In particular, the

PSB update Hessian method was very close to the standard approach transmission

coefficient value. However, across these three reactions, there is no clear consistency

indicating one update Hessian method being superior to another.
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Figure 3.25: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the reactant single-ended update
Hessian approach for interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twisted-boat conformer (R1).
Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue
triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).
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Figure 3.26: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the reactant single-ended update
Hessian approach for addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2). Results are shown for the analytical
Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple crosses), PSB (blue triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and
TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan empty triangles).

The results from the reactant single-ended update Hessian approach showed that

using this approach was not adequate in order to determine the transmission coef-
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Figure 3.27: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the reactant single-ended update
Hessian approach for 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck and Breslow mechanism
of hydroformylation (R3). Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (gold squares), SR1 (purple
crosses), PSB (blue triangles), Bofill (green diamonds) and TS-BFGS update Hessian schemes (cyan
empty triangles).

ficient for these reactions. For each reaction, the reactant single-ended approach

drastically overestimated the recrossing contribution to the transmission coefficient.

Moreover, the reactant single-ended update Hessian resulted in erroneous negative

transmission coefficient in two reactions out of the three, clearly showing how this

approach fails to capture the correct qualitative behaviour of the transmission coef-

ficient.
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Figure 3.28: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the “TSup” update Hessian approach
for interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twisted-boat conformer (R1). Results are shown
for the Bofill (green diamonds) update Hessian scheme.

For the final two propagation schemes, referred to as “TSdown” and “TSup”,

we use the update Hessian scheme which resulted in the closest approximation to

the standard approach when the double propagation scheme was used for each re-

action. As such, we use the Bofill, TS-BFGS and PSB update Hessian schemes for

R1, R2 and R3 respectively. The “TSup” Hessian propagation scheme resulted in

transmission coefficients which were not comparable to the standard approach, and
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Figure 3.29: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the “TSup” update Hessian approach
for addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2). Results are shown for the TS-BFGS update Hessian
scheme (cyan empty triangles).
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Figure 3.30: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the “TSup” update Hessian approach
for 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck and Breslow mechanism of hydroformylation
(R3). Results are shown for the PSB (blue triangles) update Hessian scheme.
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were poor representations of recrossing effects for the reactions. In R2, the transmis-

sion coefficient was significantly lower than the standard approach (0.32 compared

to 0.64), and in R1 and R3, the transmission coefficient was negative and at unity

respectively, whereas the standard approach results in a transmission coefficient of

0.50 and 0.74. The flaws of this propagation scheme is highlighted when looking

at the frequencies, shown in Figures 6, 13 and 20 in the Appendix. In R1-R3, a

significant number of frequencies become quite large along the reaction coordinate

compared to what they should be when using the standard approach. Moreover,

the frequencies tend to show sharp changes in amplitude which do not accurately

represent the reactions but also will have an effect on the subsequent coupling con-

stants which is why the transmission coefficients determined are far off. Similarly,

the “TSdown” Hessian propagation scheme did not show any consistency across the

three reactions. Only in R2 did the propagation scheme show success, with a trans-

mission coefficient of 0.58 compared to 0.64 using the standard approach. For R1

and R3, the resulting transmission coefficients were 0.78 and 0.90 compared to 0.50

and 0.74 respectively. Despite this, as shown in Figures 7, 14 and 21, the resulting

frequencies for each reaction were sensible, although quite flat, as opposed to the

“TSup” propagation scheme, however this did not result in a transmission coefficient

similar to that of the standard approach.
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Figure 3.31: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the “TSdown” update Hessian ap-
proach for interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twisted-boat conformer (R1). Results are
shown for the Bofill (green diamonds) update Hessian scheme

In comparison, the results discussed in the previous subsection for the double-

ended update Hessian approach show that the approach is more reliable than both

of the single-ended update Hessian approaches. In particular, we emphasize that

the labelling of starting-points for update Hessians as either reactants or products is

arbitrary; as a result, the comparison of Figures 3.22 - 3.24, Figures 3.25 - 3.27 and in

Figures 3.28 - 3.30 indicate that the predictability of the performance of the single-

ended update Hessian schemes is poor. In other words, depending on whether one
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Figure 3.32: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the “TSdown” update Hessian ap-
proach for addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2). Results are shown for the update Hessian
scheme (cyan empty triangles).
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Figure 3.33: Normalized flux-side correlation function using the “TSdown” update Hessian ap-
proach for 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of hydroformy-
lation (R3). Results are shown for the PSB (blue stars) update Hessian

chooses to start from the reactants or the products, one can calculate quite different

transmission coefficient values; this is particularly evident by comparing Figures

3.22 and 3.25. Furthermore, both the “TSup” and “TSdown” approaches are either,

in the case of “TSdown”, not consistent across the board or, in the case of “TSup”,

simply do not result in accurate transmission coefficients. As a result, we summarize

that double-ended update Hessian schemes are greatly preferred over single-ended

methods.

3.4 Application of compact-finite differences up-

date Hessian schemes with RPH dynamics

In this section, we investigate the compact-Finite differences (CFD) update Hes-

sian schemes, described in Section 3.1.2, to assess whether they result in better
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approximations than the quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes, in the context of

using them to construct the RPH and to determine the transmission coefficient via

MD simulations. The three CFD update Hessian schemes considered here are the

CFD-SR1, CFD-PSB and CFD-Bofill schemes.

The three different CFD update Hessian schemes were implemented in the RPH

framework in order to obtain transmission coefficients on the same three reaction

systems investigated in Section 3.3 and these were: interconversion of cyclohexane

from chair to twisted-boat conformer (R1), addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2),

and 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow mechanism of

hydroformylation. As shown in 3.3, the Hessian propagation scheme which resulted

in the most consistent results was the double-ended update Hessian approach, and

so, this same approach is used in the following sections using the CFD update

Hessian schemes. Furthermore, we use the same 50 image MEP and the same

double-ended update Hessian propagation approach, used in Section 3.3, to perform

RPH transmission coefficient calculations using CFD update Hessian schemes.

Lastly, all three reactions were investigated using the same computational meth-

ods and the same MD simulation parameters as they had been when using the

quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes. As a reminder, the first two reactions were

investigated using DFT with the B3LYP functional133–136 and 6-31G basis set.137,138

The third reaction used B3LYP with a 6-31G(d,p) basis set.139,140 For the MD sim-

ulations, the first two reactions were performed at a temperature of 273 K, the third

reaction was performed at a temperature of 423 K and the final two reactions were

performed at a temperature of 298 K.

3.4.1 Interconversion of cyclohexane: from chair to twisted-

boat

The calculated Ccl
fs(t) (and α, the transmission coefficient) for the interconversion of

cyclohexane from chair to twisted-boat using the standard approach and the CFD

update Hessian schemes are shown in Figure 3.34. In Figure 3.34, all update Hessian

schemes follow the same qualitative behaviour relative to the standard approach,

where Ccl
fs(t) drops at ∼ 200 fs and then plateaus at ∼ 400 fs.

The transmission coefficients for all three update Hessian schemes and the stan-

dard approach are shown in Table 3.4. Similarly to using quasi-Newton update

Hessian schemes, the CFD update Hessian schemes result in comparable transmis-

sion coefficients to the standard approach but also to their quasi-Newton update

Hessian scheme counterparts. The CFD-SR1, CFD-PSB and CFD-Bofill schemes

result in a transmission coefficient of 0.60, 0.44 and 0.40 respectively, compared to

0.50 for the standard approach. These results are near identical to the quasi-Newton
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Figure 3.34: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the interconversion of cyclohexane: from chair to twisted-boat using
50 MEP discrete points. Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (red ticks), CFD-SR1 (green
crosses), CFD-PSB (blue stars), CFD-Bofill (purple square)

Table 3.4: Transmission coefficients for the interconversion of cyclohexane from chair to twisted-
boat calculated with the RPH using different Hessian methods with 50 MEP points.

RPH Hessian method Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Standard 0.50
CFD-SR1 0.60
CFD-PSB 0.44
CFD-Bofill 0.40

Hessian counterparts, with a difference of 0.06, 0.03 and 0.04 in the transmission co-

efficient between the CFD-SR1, CFD-PSB and CFD-Bofill update Hessian schemes

and their quasi-Newton counterparts.

3.4.2 Addition reaction of ethene and nitrous oxide

The calculated Ccl
fs(t) (and α, the transmission coefficient) for the addition reaction

of ethene and nitrous oxide using the standard approach and the CFD update Hes-

sian schemes are shown in Figure 3.35. In this reaction, the update Hessian schemes

show some indication that there are recrossing effects, with Ccl
fs(t) dropping at ∼

200 fs just like the standard approach, however, unlike the standard approach, the

Ccl
fs(t) determined by the update Hessian schemes start to plateau earlier.

Table 3.5 shows the transmission coefficients for all three update Hessian schemes

and the standard approach. The standard approach results in a transmission coeffi-

cient of 0.64, whereas the update Hessian schemes result in values of the transmission

coefficient of 0.91, 0.81 and 0.83 for CFD-SR1, CFD-PSB and CFD-Bofill respec-

tively. Similarly to R1, the transmission coefficients determined by the CFD update

Hessian schemes are not so different to their quasi-Newton counterparts and do
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Figure 3.35: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the addition reaction of ethene and nitrous oxide using 50 MEP
discrete points. Results are shown for the analytical Hessian (red ticks), CFD-SR1 (green crosses),
CFD-PSB (blue stars), CFD-Bofill (purple square)

Table 3.5: Transmission coefficients for the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene calculated with the
RPH using different Hessian methods with 50 MEP points.

RPH Hessian method Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Standard 0.64
CFD-SR1 0.91
CFD-PSB 0.81
CFD-Bofill 0.83

not correctly account for the recrossing effects determined when using the standard

approach.

3.4.3 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-

Breslow hydroformylation mechanism

The 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow hydroformylation

mechanism is the final reaction investigated using the CFD update Hessian schemes.

The calculated Ccl
fs(t) (and α, the transmission coefficient) using the CFD update

Hessian schemes is shown in Figure 3.36. Qualitatively, the CFD-PSB and CFD-

Bofill update Hessian schemes have a similar behaviour to the standard approach,

where Ccl
fs(t) stays constant until it suddenly decreases until a plateau is reached at

∼ 1000 fs. On the other hand, the CFD-SR1 update Hessian scheme does not follow

the same behaviour, instead, from the start Ccl
fs(t) gradually decreases and plateaus

earlier than the other schemes.

The transmission coefficients calculated by the update Hessian schemes and the

standard approach are shown in Table 3.6. The standard approach resulted in a
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Figure 3.36: Normalized flux-side correlation function computed using the RPH with different
update Hessian schemes for the 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-Breslow
hydroformylation mechanism using 50 MEP discrete points. Results are shown for the analytical
Hessian (red ticks), CFD-SR1 (green crosses), CFD-PSB (blue stars), CFD-Bofill (purple square)

Table 3.6: Transmission coefficients for the 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck-
Breslow hydroformylation mechanism calculated with the RPH using different Hessian methods
with 50 MEP points.

RPH Hessian method Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

Standard 0.74
CFD-SR1 0.90
CFD-PSB 0.54
CFD-Bofill 0.55

transmission coefficient of 0.74, whereas the update Hessian schemes resulted in a

transmission coefficient of 0.90, 0.54 and 0.55 for the CFD-SR1, CFD-PSB and CFD-

Bofill schemes respectively. In this reaction, none of the update Hessian schemes

managed to successfully account for the recrossing occuring in the reaction like the

standard approach did, with the CFD-PSB and CFD-Bofill schemes overestimat-

ing the recrossing effects and the CFD-SR1 scheme underestimating the recrossing

effects. In comparison to their quasi-Newton counterparts, some of the CFD up-

date Hessian schemes resulted in different results of the transmission coefficients.

The CFD-SR1 scheme resulted in a difference of 0.33 in the transmission coefficient

compared to the SR1 scheme, and the CFD-PSB scheme resulted in a difference

of 0.14 compared to the PSB scheme. The CFD-Bofill scheme on the otherhand

resulted in a very similar transmission coefficient, with only a difference of 0.02 in

the transmission coefficient compared to the Bofill scheme.
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3.4.4 Relative computational cost of quasi-Newton update

Hessian schemes

Based on the performances of each approach, the double-ended weighted average

approach was selected in order to compare calculation times across the different

Hessian treatments. Moreover, the CFD update Hessian schemes are not consid-

ered here as they did not result in substantial differences to their quasi-Newton

counterparts and in the calculation times should be similar to their quasi-Newton

counterparts. As noted in the Section 3.1, the RPH model requires calculation

of multiple Hessian matrices at many discrete points along the MEP, which can

be computationally-expensive; comparing calculation times across the different ap-

proaches is therefore of interest. Furthermore, we note that each of the schemes

considered here (i.e. standard approach, SR1, PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS) all use

exactly the same underlying MEP configurations and, once the RPH is constructed,

the sampling over MD trajectories is also exactly the same. As such, the calculation

time difference between the different methods boils down to the time required to

evaluate the Hessian matrices along the MEP.

Table 3.7: Comparison between the relative computational cost associated with calculating the
Hessian matrices using the RPH and full analytical Hessian approach vs using the RPH and
update Hessian schemes.

Hessian calculation type R1 R2 R3
Standard 1 1 1
SR1 0.36 0.59 0.22
PSB 0.36 0.59 0.22
Bofill 0.36 0.59 0.22
TS-BFGS 0.36 0.59 0.22

Table 3.7 shows the relative computational costs for the four update Hessian

schemes using the double-ended weighted average approach; times are given relative

to the standard approach. We note that this comparison highlights the best case

scenario whereby 15 analytical Hessians are enough to achieve convergence in the

standard approach and 50 MEP points are used in the update Hessian approaches.

As expected, all four update Hessian schemes provide a reduction in computational

cost because they avoid explicit evaluation of the Hessian matrices at all internal

images along the MEP. For the first two reactions, the interconversion of cyclohexane

(R1) and the addition of nitrous oxide to ethene (R2), the update Hessian schemes all

provide a substantial reduction in associated computational cost. For reaction R3,

the 1,1-insertion of CO into the Co–C bond in the Heck and Breslow mechanism of

hydroformylation, shows an even more significant reduction in computational cost,

with all 4 update Hessian schemes resulting in a 78% reduction in computational

cost. This is a result of the increased size of the system and the resulting additional
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cost of evaluating the Hessian matrices directly using DFT; for larger, more complex

systems, the benefits of using update Hessian schemes would be expected to become

more apparent.

3.5 Conclusions

This Chapter has presented a comparative assessment of different update Hessian

schemes to assess their accuracy in the context of determining reaction transmission

coefficients using the RPH combined with MD simulations. For each reaction consid-

ered, a RPH calculation and MD simulation were performed using RPHs constructed

from either 15 or 50 images. The RPH was implemented in several different ways:

(1) the standard analytical Hessian approach, (2) a single-ended update Hessian

starting from reactants, (3) a single-ended update Hessian starting from products,

(4) a double-ended weighted-average update Hessian scheme, (5) a single-ended up-

date Hessian starting from the TS towards both reactants and products and (6)

a single-ended update Hessian starting from the reactants and products towards

the TS. In addition, four types of quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes were as-

sessed, namely: (1) SR1 update Hessian, (2) PSB update Hessian, (3) Bofill update

Hessian and (4) TS-BFGS update Hessian as well as three types of CFD update

Hessian schemes: (1) CFD-SR1 update Hessian, (2) CFD-PSB update Hessian and

(3) CFD-Bofill update Hessian.

Transmission coefficients were obtained by calculating Ccl
fs(t), which accounts

for recrossing in chemical reactions. The method which most commonly resulted

in qualitative and quantitative results similar to that of the standard approach was

the double-ended weighted-average update Hessian. This method showed reason-

able estimates for the transmission coefficients, unlike the case of the single-ended

methods. For the double-ended weighted-average method, all four update Hessian

schemes showed qualitative promise, in the sense that in all case studies, the up-

date Hessian schemes resulted in a transmission coefficient which was affected by

recrossing similar to the standard approach. In terms of the transmission coefficient

calculated using 15 images, in all reactions, the update Hessian schemes resulted

in quite similar values to those given by the standard approach. In the case of

the transmission coefficients calculated from the 50 images, there was no update

Hessian method which provided accurate and consistent results across all reactions

considered. However depending on the reaction, the quasi-Newton update Hessian

schemes, such as the PSB, Bofill and TS-BFGS schemes, generally resulted in rea-

sonable transmission coefficients relative to that of the standard approach. In the

case of the PSB update Hessian, calculated transmission coefficients were 0.41, 0.87

and 0.68 for R1-R3 respectively, compared to 0.50, 0.64 and 0.74 for the standard
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approach, indicating how well it performed for R1 and R3. In the case of the Bofill

update, the transmission coefficients were 0.44, 0.87 and 0.57 for R1-R3 respectively,

performing well for R1 in particular. The SR1 update Hessian method had the least

success, with transmission coefficients which had the largest differences to the stan-

dard approach, and in the case of R3, when 15 images were used, did not result

in a transmission coefficient at all. Finally, the TS-BFGS update Hessian showed

success in R1 and especially in R2, where it was the only update Hessian method

which was close to the standard approach.

In an effort to determine more accurate and consistent transmission coefficients,

CFD update Hessian schemes were investigated. Overall, the CFD update Hessian

schemes were no different to their quasi-Newton counterparts, and resulted in simi-

lar or the same transmission coefficients across the three reactions. The CFD-SR1

update Hessian scheme resulted in a transmission coefficient of 0.60, 0.91 and 0.90

for R1, R2 and R3 respectively, compared to 0.66, 0.91 and 0.57 for the SR1 update

Hessian scheme. Using the CFD-SR1 scheme did not result in improvements in get-

ting a transmission coefficient closer to the standard approach, and confirmed that

the CFD-SR1 scheme, just like the SR1 scheme, is not adequate for these types of

calculations and would not be recommended in the context of transmission coeffi-

cient determination. Both the CFD-PSB and CFD-Bofill resulted in essentially the

same transmission coefficients across the three reactions, but were also nearly iden-

tical to their quasi-Newton counterparts with the exception of the CFD-PSB scheme

in R3. As such, there were no substantial improvements in using the CFD family

of update Hessian schemes in the context of constructing the RPH and running

MD simulations for these reactions in particular. This could be due to either; there

not being enough images used to update the Hessian matrix, as the CFD method

requires the potential energy to be adequately smooth, or simply the increase in ac-

curacy offered from the CFD method is not necessary for the reactions investigated

using the quasi-Newton update Hessian schemes.

Several RPH parameters were investigated and compared to the standard ap-

proach. The harmonic vibrational frequencies at the TS were correctly represented

by both the standard approach and all of the update Hessian schemes. The curvature

coupling along the reaction-coordinate was also correctly represented by both the

standard approach and all update Hessian schemes, although we noted that the SR1

scheme appears to give worse agreement with the standard scheme than the other

update Hessians, in line with poorer transmission coefficient results (particularly for

R1). Similarly, for the Coriolis coupling, we find that the majority of update Hessian

schemes considered here give relatively good agreement with the standard method

(at least in magnitude and broad trend), but the SR1 scheme is again found to be

the outlier, often exhibiting spuriously large peaks in coupling. Combined together,
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consideration of the curvature couplings, Coriolis couplings, and the vibrational fre-

quencies shown in the Appendix demonstrates that SR1 is not recommended for

general use; for the other schemes, we find that there is nothing to particularly rec-

ommend one over the other. Finally, as expected, we also showed that the relative

computational cost of the four update Hessian schemes was less than that of the

standard approach for all three reactions considered.

The simulations performed here consider just a single temperature, but it is

worth noting the influence of temperature. While the construction of the RPH is

temperature-independent, being based on information from MEP calculations, the

flux correlation functions and corresponding recrossing factors will depend on tem-

perature through the generation of initial conditions and the impact of these initial

conditions on the generated trajectories. At high temperature, one would expect

the implicit harmonic approximations in RPH to begin to become less accurate as

anharmonicity becomes important, regardless of the method chosen to construct the

RPH model; in addition to the differences already noted at a single temperature,

this would give rise to an additional temperature-dependence to the comparison be-

tween different RPH schemes. However, for the purposes of this Chapter, we have

already shown that there are significant differences between different RPH construc-

tion methods, even if one just considers a single temperature.

To summarize, this Chapter has demonstrated that update Hessian schemes can

be used to construct the RPH and subsequently run MD simulations to determine

quantitative transmission coefficients for complex chemical reactions. Such schemes

can reduce the computational cost associated with rate calculations using RPH

methods; the double-ended schemes used here are also compatible with automated

reaction discovery workflows, where it is common that geometry optimization of

reactants and products, and MEP-finding, are often straightforward, whereas TS

location can be challenging. The double-ended scheme tested here does not explicitly

require a TS configuration or Hessian matrix.
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Chapter 4

Dynamical Effects in Cobalt

Catalytic Cycles

If you desire one thing for so long,

it’s a given that you’ll miss other

things along the way. That’s how it

is ... that’s life

Berserk, Kentaro Muira

Summary

This Chapter focuses on using the reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH) coupled with

molecular dynamics simulations in order to account for, if any, dynamical effects

to the reaction rate in organometallic catalysis. The organometallic catalytic cy-

cle investigated is the Heck-Breslow hydroformylation process for the production of

aldehydes from alkenes using a cobalt catalyst. The RPH-derived reaction rates, as

well as TST-derived reaction rates, were used to perform kinetic Monte Carlo sim-

ulations in order to derive the rate law for the catalytic cycles being investigated.

The analysis showed that recrossing effects were observed in several of the reactions

in the catalytic cycle. However, the subsequent kinetic simulations did not show

much difference between using TST reaction rates and RPH reaction rates, specifi-

cally in the final rate law for the catalytic cycle. Moreover, the difference between

gas-phase conditions and solvent-phase conditions was also minimal. Further inves-

tigation of the kinetic simulation, comparing the differences between TST and RPH

reactions rates for all species, showed little to no differences in the initial species

but a slight decrease in magnitude for the time evolution of the concentrations of

the intermediate species using TST reaction rates.
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4.1 Introduction

Homogenous catalysis represents an important field in the worldwide chemical indus-

try.141–143 As such, the drive to develop molecular catalysts with improved turnover

frequency, higher selectivity, and better resistance to degradation is ever present in

chemistry research. Until recently, the complete de novo design of molecular cata-

lysts using computational chemistry meant using an existing catalyst as a starting

point,144 however the development of automated reaction discovery (ARD) methods

which can construct complex and detailed chemical reaction networks (CRNs) has

greatly improved the computational aided catalysis designs.49,145–147

With the help of ARD methods characterising the complete catalytic cycle, rate

constants defining the important steps in a catalytic cycle, typically calculated using

a form of TST, and the rate law have become easier to determine.48,147,148 However

as detailed in Section 2.1.2, the assumptions in TST, specifically the so-called no-

recrossing assumption, can lead to an inaccurate description of the rate constant

for a given reaction.87 With rate constants, and subsequently, rate laws being vital

to the description of a catalytic cycle and by proxy the performance of a catalysis,

calculating these as accurately as possible, by taking into account recrossing factors,

is essential for developing and investigating new catalysts. Furthermore, to the best

of our knowledge, recrossing effect have not been investigated in this context and

thus would be an interesting application of the RPH framework for reaction rate

determination.

In the well studied Heck-Breslow hydroformylation132,149 process using a cobalt

catalyst (Figure 4.1) we have shown that in Chapter 3, that in at least one of the

reaction steps, there is a certain amount of recrossing happening as reflected by the

transmission coefficient. As a result, in this Chapter, we investigate the complete

Heck-Breslow hydroformylation catalytic cycle using a cobalt catalyst both in gas-

phase and in solvent using the RPH framework detailed in 2.4.4 to determine the

reaction rates and ultimately the rate law of the catalytic cycle.

4.2 Heck-Breslow hydroformylation cobalt catal-

ysis

The RPH approach, described in Section 2.4.4, is used for each step of the Heck-

Breslow hydroformylation process for the production of aldehydes from alkenes using

a cobalt catalyst where a TS is formed between the reactants and the products,

shown in Figure 4.2, to determine the dynamically correct reaction rates for each

reaction step.

For all reactions, the reactant and product structures were obtained from Mart́ınez-
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Figure 4.1: An illustration depicting the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene hydroformylation
using a cobalt catalyst. The initial species HCo(CO)4 undergoes CO dissociation (a) to generate
the active catalyst. Subsequently, (b) the alkene coordinates and (c) inserts into the Co–H bond.
Coordination and insertion (d) of CO is followed by addition of molecular hydrogen, H2 (e). Finally,
reductive elimination leads to formation of the product aldehyde and regeneration of the catalyst
(f). Figure taken from the work and permission of Habershon49

Núñez et al.147 and a 15 image MEP was obtained by running a NEB96 calculation

using the NEB-TS feature in the ORCA quantum chemistry package.98 We then

use the initial MEP (comprising 15 images) and use spline interpolation to generate

a path with a total of 50 images; this expanded 50-image path was used to perform

RPH simulations which means that 50 Hessian matrices were evaluated along the

reaction-path.

For reactions where one of the endpoint configurations describes a bound state,

we create a fictitious harmonic well along the reaction path by defining a normalized

path tangent vector at the minimum in the basis of normal modes of the Hessian

at the minimum, as explained in detail in Section 2.4.4. This artificial harmonic

potential is added to the RPH to ensure that configurations sampled during MD

simulations remain within the configuration space in which the RPH is well-defined.

All of the reactions in the catalytic cycle were investigated using density func-

tional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional133–136 and a 6-31G(d,p) basis set.139,140
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Figure 4.2: An illustration showing the reactions of Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene hydro-
formylation using a cobalt catalyst studied using the RPH approach. Where the reactions labelled
a to f are referred in the text as R1-R6.

The choice of PES here is motivated by our desire to have the same PES as previ-

ous simulations for the same reactions performed at this same level of theory.48,147

For the MD simulations, all reactions in the catalytic cycle were simulated at a

temperature of 423K, which was the same temperature used in literature48,147 and

experiments.150 Using the standard RPH, analytical Hessians were calculated along

the MEP were obtained for the six different reactions, shown in Figure 4.2, in-

volved in the catalytic cycle in both gas-phase and solvent-phase using the ORCA

quantum chemistry package NEB-TS feature and are shown in Figure 22-33 in the

Appendix. For solvent-phase calculations, an implicit solvent model was used to rep-

resent toluene, specifically the conductor-like polarisable continuum model (CPCM).

The flux-side correlation function, Ccl
fs(t), was evaluated by sampling initial co-

ordinates and momenta from the Boltzmann distribution for the underlying RPH.

Each of these trajectories started at the dividing surface, defined by s = 0. Each set

of initial coordinates and momenta were propagated using Hamilton’s equations of

motion determined from the RPH; the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) algorithm

was used to numerically integrate the equations-of-motion using a time-step of 0.30

fs. For each reaction considered, we found that a different total simulation time

was required to ensure that Ccl
fs(t) had reached a plateau, as shown in the results

below, and a total of 104 trajectories were performed. Under these conditions, we

find that the typical standard error in the plateau values of the Ccl
fs(t) function is

2× 10−3; this value is typically much smaller than any observed differences between

the different simulations methods investigated below.
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4.2.1 Gas-phase dynamics

Transmission coefficients

In this section, we calculate the reaction rate for each reaction in gas-phase shown in

Figure 4.2 using conventional TST. Furthermore, we also use the RPH framework to

determine the transmission coefficient from the MEPs determined, shown in Figure

22-27 in the Appendix, which can then be combined to the TST reaction rate in

order to determine the dynamically correct reaction rate.

The transmission coefficients, for each reaction, determined using the RPH frame-

work are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Transmission coefficients for the reactions investigated of the Heck–Breslow mechanism
for alkene hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst studied using the RPH approach in gas-phase.

Reaction Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

R1 0.86
R2 0.66
R3 0.97
R4 0.26
R5 0.50
R6 0.49

Across the six reactions, varying amounts of recrossing effects were observed. R4

had the largest amount of recrossing effects observed with a transmission coefficient

of 0.26. R5 and R6 had a similar transmission coefficient of 0.50 and 0.49 respec-

tively, whereas R3, R1 and R2 had transmission coefficients closer to unity, 0.97,

0.86 and 0.66 respectively, suggesting that recrossing effects were not as important

for those reactions.

Kinetic studies

The reaction rates determined via conventional TST as well as the dynamically cor-

rect reaction rates determined via RPH for the reactions in gas-phase were used

as the input for kinetic simulations. The time evolution of each chemical species

involved in the catalytic cycle can be monitored using kinetic Monte Carlo simula-

tions, assuming that the catalyst and starting materials are mixed and continuously

stirred. The time-dependence of the concentration of the cobalt catalyst and the

aldehyde product, using an initial concentration of 0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt

catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for the ethene, molecular hydrogen and carbon monox-

ide, are shown in Figure 4.3. In the Figure, the concentration of the cobalt catalyst,

determined after using TST rates and RPH rates, remains stable in both cases which

suggest that this structure is the resting state of the catalyst and is in agreement
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with the literature.147,148 Furthermore, we note that the difference between the

time-dependent concentration using TST rates and RPH rates were minimal, only

0.00002 mol dm−3, after one second.
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Figure 4.3: The time evolution of the concentrations of HCo(CO)4 and the aldehyde product
obtained using TST and RPH-derived reaction rates using the following initial concentrations:
0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for the ethene, H2 and carbon
monoxide.

Moreover, the trend in time-dependence of the concentration of the aldehyde

product also corresponds to what is reported in literature, when either TST rates

were used or RPH rates. Initially, there is a short induction period, also observed

experimentally,150 and then the trend becomes linear for the rest of the time. In

order to avoid the induction period, the rate is obtained from the slope of the line

in the range of 1-10 seconds. The time-dependent concentration of the aldehyde
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product was slightly smaller when the RPH rates were used, possibly suggesting

that the recrossing effects shown in the transmission coefficient had an effect on

the kinetics. We note that, compared to previous studies, the concentration of the

aldehyde product is an order of magnitude greater. However, as noted by Ismail et

al., differences in energy barrier heights can cause significant impact on the resulting

kinetics, especially if the energy barrier belongs to a reaction which is significant

towards the resulting kinetics. In our case, for the reactions investigated, some of

the energy barrier heights were slightly different to those reported in the literature,

such as in R4 where the our energy barrier was ∼ 20 kJ/mol lower in energy or

in R5 where the energy barrier was ∼ 8 kJ/mol lower.54 These energy barrier

height differences between the work presented here and Mart́ınez-Núñez et al. can

be explained by the difference in methodology used to determine the TSs. In this

work, we use the reactant and product structures from Mart́ınez-Núñez et al.147

and run a NEB calculation using the NEB-TS method,98 where the highest energy

image will correspond to the TS. However, in the work done by Mart́ınez-Núñez et

al., the TSs were determined using TSSCDS at the PM7 level of theory, and then

re-optimized using the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.133–136,139,140
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Figure 4.4: The rates of hydroformylation of the aldehyde product in gas-phase for various initial
conditions using TST-derived reaction rates.

Following the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, the rate law for hydroformylation

in gas-phase using either TST-derived reaction rates or RPH-derived reaction rates

can be determined. Figure 4.4, shows the dependence of the TST-derived reaction
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rates on the concentrations of the cobalt catalyst and the starting materials (ethene,

molecular hydrogen and carbon monoxide). With respect to the concentration of

the ethene, the reaction rates derived from TST is first-order, which is also what is

reported in literature and experimental.147,148,150 Moreover, the reaction rates with

respect to the concentration of the cobalt catalyst was also first order, which is also

what is reported in literature if the experimental catalyst (Co2(CO)8) is not involved

in the kinetic simulations, as is the case here. On the other hand, with respect to

the concentration of carbon monoxide, the reaction rate was inversely proportional,

best fitted with Equation 4.1, which is also reported in literature;147

R =
a1

(1 + a2[CO] + a3[CO]2)
, (4.1)

where a1, a2 and a3 are constants.

Finally, the reaction rate with respect to the molecular hydrogen (H2) is frac-

tional, 0.1, which differed from literature and experiments, which reported in the

vicinity of 0.4 and 0.6 respectively.147,148 This is most likely due to the difference in

the energy barrier in R4, which consists of the addition of hydrogen to the cobalt

complex, heavily impacting the concentration evolution of molecular hydrogen. As

such, the rate law for the hydroformylation using a cobalt catalysis in gas-phase and

using TST-derived reaction rates is shown in Equation 4.2;

R =
[H2]0.1[cat][ethene]

(1 + a1[CO] + a2[CO]2)
. (4.2)

In Figure 4.5, the dependence of the RPH-derived reaction rates on the concen-

trations of the cobalt catalyst and the starting materials (ethene, H2 and carbon

monoxide) are shown. The results using RPH-derived reaction rates were very sim-

ilar to what was obtained when TST-derived reaction rates were used. In terms of

both ethene and the cobalt catalyst, the reaction rates with respect to the concen-

tration was first-order with almost no differences in magnitudes. Furthermore, for

both carbon monoxide and molecular hydrogen, the same trends were observed. The

reaction rate with respect to the concentration of carbon monoxide was inversely

proportional and could be defined by Equation 4.1, and the reaction rate with re-

spect to the concentration of molecular hydrogen was also fractional, 0.11, which

differed slightly from the results obtained using TST-derived reaction rates.

The resulting rate law for the hydroformylation using a cobalt catalysis in gas-

phase but using RPH-derived reaction rates is shown in Equation 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: The rates of hydroformylation of the aldehyde product in gas-phase for various initial
conditions using RPH-derived reaction rates.

R =
[H2]0.11[cat][ethene]

(1 + a1[CO] + a2[CO]2)
. (4.3)

Overall, the differences between using RPH-derived reaction rates which account

for recrossing effects compared to TST-derived reactions rates were minimal in terms

of the final rate law equation. In both cases, for the catalyst, ethene and carbon

monoxide, the rate law was first-order, first-order and inversely proportional re-

spectively. In terms of the molecular hydrogen, whilst both methods resulted in a

fractional relation, the value was slightly different, 0.1 for the TST reaction rates

compared to 0.11 for the RPH reaction rates. This suggests that the recrossing

effects reflected by the transmission coefficients in Table 4.1, were not significant

enough to significantly impact the kinetic simulations performed.

4.2.2 Solvent-phase dynamics

Transmission coefficients

In this section, we calculate the reaction rate for each reaction, shown in Figure 4.2,

using conventional TST in solvent-phase using an implicit solvent model. Further-

more, we also use the RPH framework on the same reactions using the same implicit
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solvent model to determine the transmission coefficient from the MEPs determined,

shown in Figure 28-33 in the Appendix, which can then be combined to the TST

reaction rate in order to determine the dynamically correct reaction rate.

The transmission coefficients, for each reaction, determined using the RPH frame-

work are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Transmission coefficients for the reactions investigated of the Heck–Breslow mechanism
for alkene hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst studied using the RPH approach in solvent-
phase using an implicit solvent model.

Reaction Ccl
fs(t) plateau value

R1 0.93
R2 0.79
R3 0.94
R4 0.46
R5 0.40
R6 0.72

The transmission coefficients determined for the six reactions in solvent-phase

using an implicit solvent model were much closer to unity than the transmission

coefficients in gas-phase. For R4, the transmission coefficient, which showed large

amounts of recrossing in gas-phase (0.26), was 0.46. For R1, R2, R3 and R6, the

transmission coefficients were 0.93, 0.79, 0.94, and 0.72 respectively, all of which

were equal or larger than their gas-phase counterparts. Lastly, R5 was the only

other reaction which had a noticeable difference in the transmission coefficient in

solvent-phase and gas-phase, 0.40 and 0.50 respectively.

The differences between the solvent-phase and gas-phase transmission coefficients

can be attributed to the differences in the resulting MEPs shown in Figures 22-

33 in the Appendix. As the RPH is constructed using information of the MEP,

the differences on the MEP which arise from using an implicit solvent model will

result in different coupling constants and thus the RPH will be different and so

will the transmission coefficients. This follows how solvents can effect dynamics,

and is explained in detail in Section 2.1.2, whereby there may be transfer in energy

between the solvent and system reducing the amount of recrossing as there is less

energy to recross the dividing surface. Furthermore, the system may bump into the

solvent molecules at different points along the MEP, thus influencing the dynamics.

However, this would have to be investigated with explicit solvents and not implicit

solvents, to observe these effects.

Kinetics Studies

The reaction rates determined via conventional TST as well as the dynamically

correct reaction rate determined via RPH for the reactions in solvent-phase using an
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implicit solvent were used as input for kinetic simulations. The time-dependence of

the concentration of the cobalt catalyst and the aldehyde product, using an initial

concentration of 0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3

for the ethene, H2 and carbon monoxide, are shown in Figure 4.6. In the figure,

the concentration of the cobalt catalyst, determined after using TST rates and

RPH rates, remains stable again in both cases and is also in agreement with the

literature.147,148 The difference between the time-dependent concentration using

TST rates and RPH rates were minimal, only 0.00006 mol dm−3, after one second.
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Figure 4.6: The time evolution of the concentrations of HCo(CO)4 and the aldehyde product
obtained using TST and RPH-derived reaction rates using the following initial concentrations:
0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for the ethene, H2 and carbon
monoxide.

The trend in time-dependence of the concentration of the aldehyde product in
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solvent-phase is very similar to that in gas-phase and also corresponds to what is

reported in literature, when either TST rates or RPH rates are used.147,148 Simi-

larly to the gas-phase results, there is a short induction period, and then the trend

becomes linear for the rest of the time. Again, the time-dependent concentration

of the aldehyde product using the RPH rates is smaller than when TST rates were

used. This could also result in the recrossing effects having an influence on the ki-

netic simulations. The rate is obtained from the slope of the line in the range of 1-10

seconds, like in gas-phase conditions. The concentration of the aldehyde product

was also a magnitude larger than reported in the literature, but the same as the

gas-phase results we presented Section in 4.2.1. Again, this suggests that the energy

barrier differences between our work and the literature (for example for R4), leads

to a noticeable impact upon the concentration of the aldehyde product. An effect

that has been reported in previous literature.54
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Figure 4.7: The rates of hydroformylation of the aldehyde product in solvent-phase for various
initial conditions using TST-derived reaction rates.

With the TST-derived reaction rates and the RPH-derived reaction rates, the

rate law for hydroformylation in solvent-phase can be determined. In Figure 4.7,

we show the dependence of the TST-derived reaction rates on the concentrations

of the cobalt catalyst and the starting materials (ethene, molecular hydrogen and

carbon monoxide) in solvent-phase. Compared to the results in gas-phase using

TST-derived reaction rates, the trends shown in solvent-phase using TST-derived

reaction rates do not differ much. The reaction rate with respect to the concentration
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of ethene was first-order, and the reaction rate with respect to the concentration of

the cobalt catalyst was first-order just like the results shown in gas-phase. The

reaction rate with respect to concentration of carbon monoxide was also inversely

proportional and could be fitted with the same equation used for the gas-phase TST

reaction rates result, Equation 4.1. Lastly, the reaction rate with respect to the

concentration of the molecular hydrogen was also fractional, however the value was

different, 0.17 instead of 0.06 in gas-phase and using TST reaction rates.

And so, the rate law for the hydroformylation using a cobalt catalysis in solvent-

phase and using TST-derived reaction rates is shown in Equation 4.4;

R =
[H2]0.17[cat][ethene]

(1 + a1[CO] + a2[CO]2)
. (4.4)

The dependence of the RPH-derived reaction rates with respect to the concentra-

tions of the cobalt catalyst and the starting materials (ethene, molecular hydrogen

and carbon monoxide) in solvent-phase is shown in Figure 4.8. Again, the results

are very similar to the results already reported in this Chapter, whether it is in

gas-phase or solvent-phase or depending on which reaction rates are used.
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Figure 4.8: The rates of hydroformylation of the aldehyde product in solvent-phase for various
initial conditions using RPH-derived reaction rates.

The reaction rates with respect to the concentration of ethene and the cobalt

catalyst when using RPH-derived reaction rates are both first-order. The reaction
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rate with respect to the concentration of carbon monoxide using RPH-derived re-

action rates is also inversely proportional, and again, can be defined by the same

equation, reported above, Equation 4.1. Finally, the reaction rate with respect to

the concentration of molecular hydrogen is fractional, with a value of 0.3, differing

slightly from the gas-phase results and the solvent-phase result using TST-derived

reaction rates.

The rate law for the hydroformylation using a cobalt catalysis in solvent-phase

and using RPH-derived reaction rates is shown in Equation 4.4;

R =
[H2]0.3[cat][ethene]

(1 + a1[CO] + a2[CO]2)
. (4.5)

Similarly, to the gas-phase results, the differences between using TST-derived

reaction rates and RPH-derived reaction rates on the final rate law equation in

solvent-phase were minimal. The only differences were linked to the reaction rate

with respect to the concentration of molecular hydrogren which increased slightly

when RPH reaction rates were used. This could suggest that the recrossing effects

determined via the transmission coefficients in Table 4.2 had little influence on the

kinetic simulations performed.

4.3 Comparing TST and RPH reaction rate ef-

fects on the kinetic simulations

The differences between using TST-derived reaction rates and RPH-derived reaction

rates in either gas-phase or solvent-phase were rather negligible, with only the reac-

tion rate with respect to the concentration of molecular hydrogen being different in

terms of the magnitude of the fit. The reaction rate with respect to the concentra-

tion of carbon monoxide, the cobalt catalyst and ethene were inversly proportional,

first-order and first-order respectively, using either TST-derived reaction rates or

RPH-derived reaction rates.

This would suggest that the recrossing effects reflected by the transmission coef-

ficients determined in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for the reactions investigated had little to

no effect on the resulting kinetic simulations. In Figure 4.9, the time evolution of the

concentrations of all the species in the hydroformylation catalytic cycle in gas-phase

obtained using TST and RPH reaction rates using the following initial concentra-

tions: 0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for the ethene,

molecular hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Across all the species, the same trends

are observed in the time evolution of the concentrations between TST reaction rates
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Figure 4.9: The time evolution of the concentrations of all the species involved in the catalytic
cycle in the gas-phase, obtained using TST and RPH-derived reaction rates using the following
initial concentrations: 0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for ethene,
H2 and carbon monoxide.

and RPH reaction rates. In terms of the initial species, carbon monoxide, molecu-

lar hydrogen, ethene and the cobalt catalyst, the difference in TST reaction rates

and RPH reaction rates is negligible as the same trends are followed. In terms of

the intermediate structures involved in the catalytic cycle, the trends in the time

evolution of the concentrations is the same, however, the magnitude is lower for the

TST-derived reaction rates, with the exception of the Co I species.

In Figure 4.10, the time evolution of the concentrations of all the species in

the hydroformylation catalytic cycle in solvent-phase obtained using TST and RPH

reaction rates using the following initial concentrations: 0.13284 mol dm−3 for the

cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for the ethene, molecular hydrogen and carbon
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Figure 4.10: The time evolution of the concentrations of all the species involved in the catalytic
cycle in solvent-phase, obtained using TST and RPH-derived reaction rates using the following
initial concentrations: 0.13284 mol dm−3 for the cobalt catalyst and 1.3284 mol dm−3 for the
ethene, H2 and carbon monoxide respectively.

monoxide respectively. Similarly to the results shown in gas-phase, the differences in

TST-derived reactions rates and RPH-derived reaction rates are almost negligible.

Just like in gas-phase, for the initial species, the trends are very much the same for

both TST reaction rates and RPH reactions rates with minimal differences. Similarly

to the gas-phase results, the time evolution of the concentrations when using TST

reaction rates and RPH reaction rates follow the same trends for the intermediate

species formed in the catalytic cycle. Although, when using TST reaction rates, the

time evolution of the concentrations were smaller in magnitude.

These results, in both gas-phase and solvent-phase, highlight the fact that there

were in fact differences based on whether TST reaction rates or RPH reaction rates
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were used. While not obvious, the magnitude of the time evolution of the concentra-

tions for the intermediate species, in both gas-phase and solvent-phase, was smaller

when using TST reaction rates compared to RPH reaction rates. However, in terms

of the initial species, cobalt catalyst and ethene, molecular hydrogen and carbon

monoxide, the differences between TST reaction rates and RPH reaction rates were

minimal. Based on these results, the rate law being practically identical when using

TST reaction rates or RPH reaction rates could be due to the time evolution of the

concentrations for the initial species being effectively the same in both cases.

4.4 Conclusions

This Chapter showcased how the RPH approach can be used to determine reaction

rates for a catalytic cycle and subsequently use these reaction rates to run kinetic

simulations to determine the rate law. As is often the case, in the context of rate laws

for catalytic cycles, TST is typically used to determine reaction rates. However, TST

fails to account for recrossing effects and so, the time evolution of concentration for

the various species may not be accurately described if recrossing effects are present

during a catalytic cycle.

In this Chapter, we investigated the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene hydro-

formylation using a cobalt catalyst in both gas-phase and solvent-phase. We used

both TST-derived reaction rates and RPH-derived reaction rates and subsequently

ran kinetic simulations to derive the rate law for the catalytic cycle. For the gas-

phase results, the TST and RPH-derived reaction rates resulted in close to the same

rates of hydroformylation of the aldehyde product and also close to the same rate

law, shown in Equations 4.2 and 4.3. In terms of the solvent-phase results, the

TST and RPH-derived reaction rates also resulted in close to the same rates of hy-

droformylation of the aldehyde product and rate law, shown in Equations 4.4 and

4.5.

When an implicit solvent model was used to describe the solvent-phase, the dif-

ferences in the rates of hydroformylation of the aldehyde product between gas-phase

and solvent-phase were negligible. Moreover, the rate law determined in both gas-

phase and solvent-phase was very similar, with only the rates of hydroformylation of

the aldehyde product for molecular hydrogen having increased. This does agree with

literature where it is stated that, for this system in particular, the Heck–Breslow

mechanism for alkene hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst, solvent effects are

unimportant and would not have a significant effect upon the reaction rate.147,148

Finally, we investigated the differences between TST-derived reaction rates and

RPH-derived reaction rates for the time evolution of the concentrations for each

species involved in the catalytic cycle. This showed that while there were no signifi-
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cant differences in the trends observed overall, the magnitude between TST and RPH

reaction rates for intermediate species differed more than for the initial species.
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Chapter 5

Initial Reaction Path Generation

Methods

It doesn’t mean, it will be exactly

the same. Maybe you aren’t a

shadow on the water but instead, a

fish that breaches the water’s

surface.

Berserk, Kentaro Muira

Summary

In this Chapter, two novel reaction-path finding methods, Projected Navigation

String Method (P-NSM) and Adiabatic Navigation String Method (A-NSM), are

presented in order to generate good approximate initial reaction paths which can

then be used as a starting point to determine the minimum energy path (MEP) via a

nudged elastic band (NEB) calculation. When compared to other popular methods

such as the Image Dependent Pair Potential (IDPP) method and Root Mean Square

Deviation Push-Pull (RMSD-PP), the P-NSM and A-NSM performed the same if

not better, in terms of distance between the initial reaction path and the MEP, and

in terms of the number of force evaluations needed for subsequent NEB refinement.

This Chapter first begins with a brief introduction behind the importance of the

MEP, followed by the theory of the methods used in this Chapter. Secondly, P-

NSM and A-NSM are used on a set of model reactions as examples and compared

to IDPP and RMSD-PP. Finally, the parameters used in P-NSM and A-NSM are

discussed and their effect on the resulting initial reaction path is explored in detail.
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5.1 Introduction

The minimum energy path (MEP) is a necessary and key concept when analysing

chemical reactions and describing their dynamics and mechanisms.16,36,87,151–157 The

MEP is defined as the lowest energy path which connects specified reactants and

products of a given reaction on the potential energy surface (PES), and is essential

when investigating kinetic and thermodynamic properties.67,85,94,158–160 As such, de-

termining the MEP is typically the first step when analysing any reactive chemistry

such as organometallic homogeneous catalysis,46,48–50,161–166 heterogeneous cataly-

sis167–171 and drug discovery.172–174 As a note for this Chapter, we acknowledge that

the reaction path finding methods discussed in this Chapter do not necessarily find

the MEP but instead, a more accurate description would be that they find a steepest

descent path from a saddle point to minima which can be referred to as an intrinsic

reaction coordinate (IRC).175 However, for the sake of this Chapter, we refer to

these paths as the MEP.

5.1.1 Nudged elastic band

The necessity of the MEP for reactive chemistry has motivated the development of

many methods designed to find the MEP. Perhaps the most popular method used to

determine MEPs is the nudged elastic band (NEB) method, where a series of nodes

along a string is used to representing the reaction path.96,176,177 The nodes along

this string correspond to intermediate configurations along the reaction pathway

where each node is connected to one another via spring forces which help keep the

nodes in place and equally spaced.

At each iteration of a NEB calculation, all the nodes which make up the reaction

path are relaxed to the MEP. This is done by minimizing the forces arising from

the underlying potential energy surface (PES) perpendicular to the string, and the

forces due to artificial harmonic spring terms acting parallel to the string. In order

to project the forces, the tangent along the string τ̂ is calculated as the unit vector

to the higher energy neighbouring node. As a limit, a linear interpolation between

the vectors to neighbouring nodes is used so that the direction of the tangent does

not change so suddenly, and so the NEB calculation is more stable as artificial kinks

in the high force regions of the path are avoided. The final NEB force, FNEB
i , acting

on each node can then, simply be described by Equation 5.1;

FNEB
i = F g⊥

i + F S‖, (5.1)

where F⊥i is defined as the forces arising from the PES perpendicular to the band,
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F⊥i = Fi − (Fi · τ̂i)τ̂i, (5.2)

and F S‖ is defined as the forces from the artificial harmonic spring terms acting

parallel to the band,

F S‖ = k(|ri+1 − ri| − |ri − ri−1|)τ̂i, (5.3)

where ri is the position of the ith image and k is a defined spring constant.

Once the NEB calculation has converged and the MEP is determined, the highest-

energy node can, usually, be used as a start for transition-state (TS) searching algo-

rithms in order to subsequently use transition-state theory (TST) to derive reaction

rates.28,32,67,87,98,178–180 The climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB)

is a modification to the standard NEB method where the highest-energy node is

brought closer to the saddle point during the calculation, which avoids having to

run two separate optimizations or to interpolate to find the saddle point.96 This

is achieved by having the spring forces acting on the highest-energy node set to

zero, enabling the node to climb to the saddle point via a reflection in the force

along the tangent, shown in Equation 5.4 allowing for convergence towards the TS

configuration,

F CI
l = Fl − 2Fl · τ̂lτ̂l, (5.4)

where l is the highest-energy node.

5.2 Limitations of the NEB method

Despite the simple implementation and efficacy of the NEB method, there are still

some disadvantages. First, the method is reliant on an adequate spring constant

in order to converge to the MEP. If the spring constant is too large, the condi-

tion number of the optimization problem can become very large resulting in a slow

convergence to the MEP. If the spring constant is too small, the node spacing can

become quite erratic resulting in a poor description of the reaction path.159 Second,

the NEB method requires a good initial path as a starting point, which is usually

done via a linear interpolation, linear synchronous transit (LST) interpolation,181,182

or using the image dependent pair potential (IDPP) method.157 Linear interpola-

tion and LST interpolation typically tend to result in a decent initial reaction path
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guess, however, for some reactions, both methods can result in bad initial reaction

paths which either lie far from the MEP or have images along the path where atoms

come much too close together, leading to large atomic forces. As such, a bad initial

reaction path can result in either a slow convergence to the MEP, or in some cases,

in unrealistic chemical structures which lead to electronic structure calculations not

being able to determine potential energy and forces. On one hand, the former will

inevitably lead to the number of force evaluations (defined by number of nodes along

the path multiplied by the number of NEB iterations) to increase significantly as

will the associated computational cost. On the other hand, the latter can be avoided

by using chemical intuition. However, while choosing appropriate bond lengths and

angles for the interpolation or assessing the sensibility of the interpolation can be

done in some cases, it is not always an option when investigating new chemistry or

complex reaction networks.155 Going beyond using an interpolation between reac-

tant and product minima or a similar method to generate an initial path for NEB,

several methods have emerged where an extra term is added to the electronic energy

of a system guiding the system along the PES as the energy function is minimised.

These methods, along with IDPP, are discussed more in detail in the following Sec-

tions.

5.3 Image dependent pair potential

The image dependent pair potential (IDPP) method is a popular alternative to the

traditional linear interpolation used in initial reaction path calculations.157 With

IDPP, an interpolation of all pair distances between atoms is done for each of the

“images” along the reaction path where the energy minima representing the initial

and final states of the transition are defined as α and β. Where the interpolated

distance between atoms i and j for image k is,

dκij = dαij + k(dβij − d
α
ij

)/p, (5.5)

where dij =
√∑

σ(ri,σ − rj,σ)2, σ = x, y, z is the distance between coordinates, r, of

atoms i and j, and the index k denotes the image number in the path and runs from

1 to p − 1.

The squared norm of the difference between the coordinates of an image and the

target interpolated pair distance values are then used as the energy of that image in

a NEB-like optimisation process. In essence, for each image, the pair distances are

used as target values, for which the initial reaction path can then be made to match

as closely as possible. The energy function at each image then takes the form,
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EIDPP
K (RK) =

N∑
i

N∑
j>i

w(dij)

(
dκij −

√∑
σ

(ri(RK)− rj(RK))2

)2

(5.6)

where RK are the Cartesian coordinates of the Kth image, ri(RK) and rj(RK) are

the Cartesian coordinates of the ith atom in the Kth image and w is a weighting

function. A weighting function is used so that short distances between atoms are

prioritised as these typically represent stronger interactions between the atoms as

opposed to atoms which are far apart and weakly interacting.

While the IDPP method provides significant improvement over a linear inter-

polation in generating an initial reaction path, the method can sometimes create

extremely distorted intermediate structures along the paths which leads to insta-

bility and convergence issues. For example, in the work by Zhu et al.,155 it was

demonstrated that in the imidazole hydrogen migration reaction, the IDPP inter-

polation resulted in a reaction path similar to the MEP but with the presence of

a kink in the path. Moreover, this kink did not disappear even when the conver-

gence threshold was increased, highlighting that the IDPP convergence behavior is

not always robust. Furthermore, in the ring formation in dehydro Diels-Alder re-

action, the IDPP interpolation failed to result in a reaction path highlighting that

for reactions with many structural changes, such as ring closure and large torsional

displacements in this case, IDPP interpolation may not result in a reaction path.183

5.4 Root mean square deviation-push-pull

The root mean square deviation-push-pull (RMSD-PP) is another method used to

approximate initial reaction path calculations, where the main advantage lies in the

rapid estimation of these initial reaction paths.184,185 The underlying theory of the

RMSD-PP method is rather simple and consists of adding two Gaussian biasing

potentials to the electronic energy of a system, one which “pushes” the system

away from the reactant structure and another which “pulls” the system towards the

product structure. The total energy of the system is then defined by Equation 5.7.

Etotal = Eelec
total + kpushe

−α∆r2 + kpulle
−α∆p2 , (5.7)

where kpull is a constant which represents the pulling strength and is positive, kpull

is a constant which represents the pushing strength and is negative, α is a weight

parameter and ∆r2 and ∆p2 are the root mean square deviations (RMSD) between

the current structure and the reactant and product, respectively.
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The RMSD-PP methodology starts from the reactant and goes towards the prod-

uct, where at each step, the energy function (Equation 5.7) is geometry optimised

and the final relaxed geometry is saved. Following this, each saved geometry is re-

optimised with three optimisation steps without the biasing potentials added to the

total energy function. All the final geometries and their energies then correspond to

a reaction path linking the reactant to the product. This procedure is repeated two

more times with increasing push/pull strengths and the best reaction path is then

used to start TS searching calculations. The best reaction path is then determined

following the procedure outlined by Grimme,184 which is a path where the RMSD of

the end structure and the input product structure is less than 0.3 Bohr while using

the smallest absolute values of kpull and kpull .

P
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e
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Reaction Coordinate

Figure 5.1: An illustration depicting the main idea behind the RMSD-PP method, whereby, two
Gaussian functions (red) are used to, initially, push the system from the reactant minimum (blue)
above the saddle point and then, subsequently pull the system into the product minimum (blue).
Once the system has been pushed or pulled by the Gaussians, the system is minimised without the
Gaussians so that it can roll as close as possible to the MEP.

5.5 Adiabatic mapping

Adiabatic mapping is a simple method which has been used to determine reaction

paths in QM/MM studies of enzymes and proteins.186,187 The method consists

of initially defining a geometric coordinate to model the reaction, either a bond

length, dihedral angle or a combination of bond lengths. Then, at fixed values

of the reaction coordinate from reactants to products, a reaction path is mapped
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out as the system’s energy is minimised with an added term which restrains the

reaction coordinate using a harmonic potential with a force constant. A version of

the adiabatic method, is called the restrained distance (RESD), where the distance

between atoms is used as the restraint. The energy function which is minimised at

each step along the reaction coordinate is then:

Etotal = Eelec
total +

N∑
j

1

2
kj

( Mj∑
I

aij|R1ij −R2ij| − dj
)2

, (5.8)

where kj is the force constant, aiJ is a weighting function, R1ij−R2ij is an interatomic

distance and dj is a distance parameter which is systematically modified in small

increments until the interatomic distance corresponds to the product interatomic

distance.

Similarly to other reaction path finding methods, the maximum energy value in

the approximate reaction path corresponds to the approximate TS location and can

be used for subsequent TS optimisation.

The adiabatic method is typically used to model reactions where only a small

number of chemical and structural changes occur, for example in the reaction involv-

ing chorismate to prephenate in the enzyme chorismate mutase or in the mechanism

of the aromatic hydroxylation of phenol by a flavin dependent phenol hydroxy-

lase.188,189 Furthermore, the adiabatic method may overestimate energy barriers

if the atom movements connected to the reaction are not included in the reaction

coordinate, meaning that the choice of the reaction coordinate is crucial.

5.6 The climber method

The climber method was developed as a morphing method to be used to understand

the pathways that a protein follows between stable conformations.190 The method

uses harmonic restraints which are added to the total energy function which effec-

tively pulls the inter-residue distances of a starting conformer to a target conformer

as the function is minimised at each step. The total energy of the system is then

defined by Equation 5.9,

Etotal = Eelec
total + kspringG

[∑
i

∑
j

F (dij)
]
, (5.9)

where F (dij) is a function defined as (d2
ij −D2

ij)
2/(2(d2

ij +D2
ij)), dij and Dij are the

distances between atoms i and j in the moving and target structures respectively,
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and G is a function which relates the distance deviation between the current and

target conformers to the restraint energy.

Furthermore, in the climber method, at each step, the amount moved by the

starter conformer to the target conformer is measured by the change in coordinate

root-mean square deviation (cRMSD). If the amount moved is too small and the

cRMSD between the current and target structures has not decreased by the desired

amount, then kspring is increased in the next step. Similarly, if the amount moved

is too large and the cRMSD change is sufficient, then kspring is reduced in the next

step. As such, kspring is a self-adjusting variable which ensures that at each step,

the conformation can move to the target conformation at an approximate constant

rate.

5.7 Artificial force induced reaction

The artificial force induced reaction (AFIR) is a single ended method where the idea

consists of either pushing molecular fragments together or pulling them apart and

is typically used to explore the PES for stable molecular geometries of a reaction.191

This is achieved by adding a linear function of the distance between molecular

fragments to the electronic energy. The total energy for a system comprising of

fragment A and fragment B is then defined by Equation 5.10,

Etotal = Eelec
total + ρα

∑
iεA

∑
jεB ωijrij∑

iεA

∑
jεB ωij

, (5.10)

where ρ takes a value of 1 to push the molecular fragments together or 0 to pull

them apart, rij corresponds to the distances between atom i in the fragment A and

atom j in the fragment B and ω corresponds to a weight where closer atom pairs are

weighted stronger than distant atom pairs. The weighting function is defined as,

ωij =

[
(Ri +Rj)

rij

]6

, (5.11)

where (Ri +Rj) is the sum of the covalent radii of atoms i and j.

The parameter α corresponds to the mean force that acts on two atoms in their

direct collision on the Lennard–Jones potential with collision energy γ, in the area

from the minimum to the saddle point and is defined by the following,
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α =
γ[

2
1
6 −

(
1 +

√
1 + γ

ε

) 2
6

]
R0

, (5.12)

where R0 and ε correspond to the the standard Ar-Ar parameters of the Lennard-

Jones potential, as suggested by the authors191, and γ is a parameter chosen by users

based approximately on the highest TS energies searched or based on if experimental

conditions are known.

As such the added AFIR term to the electronic energy effectively eliminates the

energy barrier along reaction paths, allowing for the system to reach either reactant

or product minima wells fairly easily. The reaction path generated after using AFIR

is labelled the AFIR path and while this path traverses low energy regions of the

TS, we note that the highest energy point on the AFIR is often a good guess for

the actual TS. A reaction path can then be determined using the TS as a starting

point and running an IRC calculation.

5.8 Navigation string method

In this Chapter, we borrow concepts from the field of autonomous navigation with

mobile robots, in an effort to determine accurate initial MEPs rapidly while keeping

the computational cost, associated to the number of force evaluations, as small as

possible. Autonomous navigation with mobile robots has been a field which has

generated increased interest over the years due to technological advances and the

rise of deep learning.192,193Autonomous navigation with mobile robots can deal with

problems linked to area coverage and exploration, surveillance and problems requir-

ing robots to move efficiently in an environment with obstacles or other constraints.

Within this area of research, the idea of motion planning in unknown environments

describes a robot equipped with a sensor trying to optimally go from an initial point

to a final point with no prior knowledge of the environment and limited information

being fed to it. This is achieved by using a navigation function which typically

refers to a function of position, velocity, acceleration and/or time determined by a

sensor which is then used to drive the robot from the initial to the final point in

the most optimal way. The idea of using a navigation function to drive the system

from one point to another is appealing as one can easily view the PES as the un-

known environment the robot has to explore before finding the optimal path and the

MEP as the optimal path a robot then takes. For the rest of the Chapter, we use

and illustrate perhaps the simplest implementation of a navigation function used in

motion planning in unknown environments.
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5.8.1 Method

Navigation string method

In both the projected navigation string method (P-NSM) and adiabatic navigation

string method (A-NSM), the underlying theory consists of adding a so-called navi-

gation function biasing potential to the electronic energy of a system, with the total

energy of the system at a node k now being defined in Equation 5.13. This nav-

igation function essentially pushes the system across the PES from a user defined

starting structure towards the target end structure.

Ek
total = Eelect

k + Enav
k , (5.13)

where Enav
k is defined in Equation 5.14

Enav
k = knav(|Rk −Rend| − ρk)2, (5.14)

where knav is the navigation force constant which acts as the driving force that pushes

the system towards the end node, Rk are the Cartesian coordinates of the current

node k, Rend are the Cartesian coordinates of the end node and ρk is the distance

between the Cartesian coordinates of a starting point (typically the reactant) and

an end point (typically the product) defined in Equation 5.15,

ρk =

√
r2

start − r2
end

k
, (5.15)

where rstart are the coordinates of the starting point (reactants), rend are the coor-

dinates of the end point (products) and k is the current node.

The method used for the P-NSM and A-NSM to determine the reaction path

has the same initial step, which is to determine the distance between the Cartesian

coordinates of an optimised starting point and an optimised end point, defined as ρ.

Subsequently a user defined number of nodes is iteratively grown from a single end

and optimised while minimising the energy function defined in Equation 5.13, from

the starting point configuration until the end point configuration is reached. Once

the end point configuration is reached, we select 10 evenly spaced nodes from the

NSM generated reaction path, which make up the final initial reaction path which

will be used for the NEB refinement. The general NSM algorithm is shown in a

flowchart in Figure 5.2. Throughout this work, we have used the steepest descent

method with a parameterised step-size to minimise the energy function, however we

note that other optimising algorithms could be used. The only difference between
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the P-NSM and A-NSM lies within how the forces from the PES are described when

added to the forces of the navigation function. In P-NSM, the tangential forces

of the PES are projected out, leaving just the forces perpendicular to the PES,

(Equation 5.16). In A-NSM, no projection is done to the forces. The projected

forces in P-NSM are:

F⊥k = Fk − (Fk · τ̂ )τ̂ , (5.16)

where Fk are the forces acting on the system at node k and τ̂ is the tangent between

the start node and the end node.

Select NSM 
parameters

Reaction
complete

and 
sensible?

Extract nodes for 
NEB refinement

NEB refinement

yes

NSM 
ALGORITHM

NSM 
ALGORITHM

At current node:
1. Determine the forces from the 

PES
2. Determine the forces from the 

navigation functions

Grow N nodes by minimising with 
new energy function using chosen 

optimiser:
Etotal

k = Eelec
k + Enav

k

Parameter Definition

N Number of 
nodes

knav Navigation force 
constant

step-size Step-size used in 
geometry

optimisation 

ρ Determine
distance 
between

reactant and 
product

structures

Input: reactant
and product 
structures

no Adjust
parameters

Figure 5.2: Algorithm flowchart for the navigation string method with parameter definitions.

Demonstration for the Müller-Brown PES

As proof of concept, we choose to investigate the Müller-Brown PES, a well known

two-dimensional benchmark system often used to to investigate optimization algo-

rithms and reaction-path finding methods, in order to illustrate the P-NSM algo-

rithm for a two-dimensional problem.9 The Müller-Brown PES is defined in Equa-

tion 5.17;
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V (x, y) =
4∑
i=1

Aie
ai(x−x0i )2+bi(x−x0i )(y−y0i )+ci(y−y0i )2 , (5.17)

where,

A = [−200.0,−100.0,−170.0, 15.0] a = [−1.0,−1.0,−6.5, 0.7]
b = [0.0, 0.0, 11.0, 0.6] c = [−10.0,−10.0,−6.5, 0.7]
x0 = [1.0, 0.0,−0.5,−1.0] y0 = [0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 1.0].
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Figure 5.3: Müller-Brown potential energy surface featuring the three minima labelled M0, M1,
M2 and the two TSs labelled TS0 and TS1.

The resulting Müller-Brown PES is shown in Fig 5.3, where there are three local

minima (labelled, M0, M1 and M2) and two TS (labelled TS0 and TS1). Motion

from the minimum M0 to the minimum M1 involves crossing a TS0 which roughly

sits on a direct linear path connecting M0 to M1 and as such an initial approximate

path for that reaction could be simply achieved using linear interpolation. In com-

parison, the motion from M1 to M2 which crosses TS1 is much more curved and

thus determining a good initial reaction path approximation is a more challenging

problem and so the focus here will be on this path.

The P-NSM algorithm is used between the minima M1 and M2 using N = 25,

knav = 80 and a step-size of 0.003. The approximate reaction path determined by
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Figure 5.4: Navigation string method used on the Müller-Brown potential energy surface between
point M1 and M2 crossing TS1.

the P-NSM algorithm results in a smooth reaction path which crosses the point TS1

and smoothly joins the minimum M2, as shown in Figure 5.4.

5.8.2 Further tests of the A-NSM and P-NSM algorithms

In the following, we use the A-NSM and P-NSM algorithms to generate initial MEP

approximations for seven different molecular systems, shown in Figure 5.5. In each

case, we use the A-NSM and P-NSM algorithms to generate an initial reaction

path, and then, the standard NEB algorithm is used to refine the initial reaction

path to determine the MEP.96 Relevant calculation details of the A-NSM and P-

NSM algorithm (N , knav and a step-size used for optimisation) are given for each

individual reaction, however, energy gradient and potential energy evaluations were

performed using semi-empirical PM3 calculations.194

The parameters used for the A-NSM and P-NSM calculations were determined

from multiple test runs, however we note that after experimenting with various

parameter values we have found that using a number of nodes of 20−50, a navigation

force constant of 0.05 − 0.1 and a step-size of 0.25 − 0.75 is a good starting point

to determine initial reaction paths.

For all reactions, the NEB refinement was done with the following parameters,
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Figure 5.5: Reactions investigated using the A-NSM and P-NSM algorithms where a) is the for-
mation of formaldehyde (R1), b) is the cyclopentene hydrogen transfer reaction (R2), c) is the
addition of ethene and hydrofluoric acid (R3), d) is the addition of ethene and nitrous oxide (R4),
e) is the ring opening of cyclobutene (R5), f) is the penta-1,3-diene hydrogen transfer reaction
(R6) and g) is a Diels-Alder reaction (R7).

PM3 semi-empirical energy evaluations, a harmonic spring constant of kspring = 0.02

Eha−2
0 , and the calculations were performed until the root-mean-square force on

atoms along the reaction path was less than 0.005 Eha−2
0 . Finally, all electronic

structure calculations were performed using the ORCA quantum chemistry package

at the PM3 level of electronic structure theory.

Furthermore, we note that each of these reactions represents a different “reaction

class”, including hydrogen transfer reactions (R2 and R6), an isomerization reaction

(R5) and bimolecular additions (R1, R3, R4 and R7); by studying different reaction

types, we hope to show the applicability of the A-NSM and P-NSM algorithms to

generate good initial reaction paths for a wide spectrum of reactions.

Lastly, we would like to note that for most of the reactions investigated in this

section, the P-NSM and the A-NSM methods resulted in the same initial reaction

path and MEP. As such, in the Figures shown in this section, the A-NSM initial

reaction path and the subsequent MEP may not be visible.
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Formaldehyde formation (R1)

We first consider the formation of formaldehyde, H2CO, from direct reaction of

molecular hydrogen, H2, with carbon monoxide, CO. In terms of the parameters

of the A-NSM and P-NSM methods, we used N = 40 nodes, knav = 0.085 and a

step-size of 0.75.
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Figure 5.6: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the formation
of formaldehyde reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods. Results are
shown for the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles), A-NSM
(red circles) and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images” used
for NEB.

Figure 5.6 shows the initial approximate reaction calculated using the IDPP,

RMSD-PP, A-NSM and P-NSM methods and the resulting MEP after using these

initial reaction paths for NEB refinement. In the first instance, the resulting MEP

determined after NEB refinement, was the same for all four methods, which indicated

that the initial reaction paths calculated were all close enough to the expected MEP.

The potential energy along the MEP is constant at ∼ -16.26 Eh until 8 Bohr, where

it sharply increases towards the TS at ∼ -16.16 Eh and then again sharply decreases

to the product at ∼ -16.26 Eh.

When looking at the calculated initial approximate reaction paths, shown in

Figure 5.6 (left), it is clear that there are some differences between each method.

Out of the four methods used, the initial reaction path calculated by the IDDP

method was the worst. In the IDPP initial reaction path, the potential energy

linearly increases from the reactant to the saddle point where it shortly plateaus,

then it sharply decreases to the product, as opposed to how the potential energy is

described in the MEP. Moreover, when comparing the saddle point, the saddle point

on the IDPP initial reaction path is located just before 10 Bohr at ∼ -16.075 Eh and

is also significantly less defined than the saddle point on the converged MEP. For the

RMSD-PP method, the initial reaction path was an improvement and looked a bit

more like the MEP than the IDPP method. In the RMSD-PP initial reaction path,
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the potential energy increases more gradually along the reaction path and has a

more defined saddle point at ∼ -16.100 Eh. Both, the A-NSM and P-NSM methods,

resulted in very similar initial reaction paths, where the potential energy gradually

increases along the reaction path but closer to what it looks like in the MEP. The

biggest difference between the A-NSM initial reaction path and the P-NSM initial

reaction path is in the saddle point, where in former method the saddle point has

a potential energy value of ∼ -16.075 Eh and in the latter method the saddle point

has a potential energy value of ∼ -16.125 Eh which is the closest, out of the four

methods, to the saddle point on the MEP.

Cyclopentene hydrogen transfer (R2)

The second example considered is the hydrogen transfer reaction on a cyclopentene

molecule. The parameters used for both the A-NSM and P-NSM method were the

following: N = 30 nodes, knav = 0.085 and a step-size of 0.75.
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Figure 5.7: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the cyclopentene
hydrogen transfer reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods. Results are
shown for the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles), A-NSM
(red circles) and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images” used
for NEB.

The calculated initial reaction paths for all four methods, as well as the MEP

determined using NEB refinement for each method are shown in Figure 5.7. Similarly

to the first reaction studied, all methods resulted in initial reaction paths which,

when using NEB refinement, converged to the same MEP. This indicates that, again,

all methods resulted in good initial reaction paths to be used a starting point to find

the MEP. The resulting MEP shown in Figure 5.7 shows that the potential energy

increases quickly from the reactant to the TS at 2.5 on the reaction path with a

potential energy of ∼ -25.07 Eh and then decreases quickly to the product.

In Figure 5.7, the initial reaction paths for the four methods are shown. The

IDPP method resulted in the worst initial reaction path compared to the other
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method. It managed to accurately depict the potential rapidly increasing along

the reaction path, from the reactant to the saddle point and then the product.

However, unlike the MEP, the saddle point in the IDPP initial reaction path is

much less defined, and is higher in energy, ∼ -25.05 Eh as opposed to ∼ -25.07 Eh.

The three other methods; RMSD-PP, A-NSM and P-NSM, all resulted in almost

the same initial reaction path, which were very similar to the MEP. However the

RMSD-PP initial reaction path differed slightly in the first half of the reaction path,

where the potential energy is slightly higher than the A-NSM or P-NSM method.

The saddle point in those calculated initial reaction paths had a potential energy

value of ∼ -25.06 Eh which was closer to the potential energy of the saddle point in

the MEP.

Addition of hydrofluoric acid to ethene (R3)

The third example considered is an addition reaction between hydrofluoric acid and

ethene. The parameters used for the A-NSM and P-NSM method were the same,

and were the following: N = 40 nodes, knav = 0.075, and a step-size of 0.75.
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Figure 5.8: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the addition
of hydrofluoric acid to ethene reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods.
Results are shown for the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles),
A-NSM (red circles) and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images”
used for NEB.

The MEPs for this reaction, determined by NEB refinement using initial reaction

paths for each method, are shown in Figure 5.8. All of the initial reaction paths,

when used as a starting point for a NEB calculation, converged to the same MEP

which suggests that all of the initial reaction paths were a good starting point for

a NEB calculation. The MEP for this reaction is quite similar to R2, whereby the

potential energy quickly increases from the reactant until the TS and then quickly

decreases to the product. The TS is well defined, between 3 and 4 on the reaction

coordinate with a potential energy value of ∼ -27.58 Eh.
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The calculated initial reaction paths for all four methods are shown in Figure

5.8. The IDPP initial reaction path resulted in a quite broad reaction path as

opposed to the sharp MEP it converges to. Furthermore, the saddle point potential

energy is the highest out of the four methods, 27.50 Eh as opposed to ∼ -27.58

Eh, although we note that it did get the position of the saddle point along the path

relatively correct. The RMSD-PP initial reaction path was similar in shape to that

determined by the IDPP method, but differed in terms of the magnitude of the

potential energy, whereby the RMSD-PP initial reaction path was lower in potential

energy. The saddle point is located in the same position along the reaction path as

the IDPP initial reaction path, but the potential energy value is lower, ∼ -27.56 Eh.

Lastly, the A-NSM and P-NSM methods resulted in exactly the same path (resulting

in the A-NSM line not being visible in Figure 5.8) and, out of the four methods,

resembled the MEP the most, be it in shape and potential energy magnitude. The

A-NSM and P-NSM initial reaction path was the least broad and the position of the

saddle point was closest to the MEP as well as the potential energy value, ∼ -27.57

Eh compared to ∼ -27.58 Eh.

Addition of nitrous oxide and ethene (R4)

The fourth example considered is another addition reaction, between nitrous oxide

and ethene. The parameters for the A-NSM and P-NSM methods were the same,

and were the following: N = 40 nodes, knav = 0.075, and a step-size of 0.75.
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Figure 5.9: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the addition
of nitrous oxide and ethene reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods.
Results are shown for the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles),
A-NSM (red circles) and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images”
used for NEB.

In Figure 5.9, the calculated initial reaction paths for each method as well as the

NEB refinement using these paths to determine the MEP are shown. In Figure 5.9,

all of the initial reaction paths calculated converged to the same MEP, indicating
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that they were all good starting points for the NEB refinement calculation. The

MEP for this reaction looks similar to that of R1, where the potential energy is

flat for the first half of the MEP and then quickly increases to the a well defined

TS, at 6 on the MEP with a potential energy value of ∼ -33.51 Eh, before quickly

decreasing to the product.

Out of the four methods used to calculate the initial reaction paths, shown in

Figure 5.9, the IDPP initial reaction path was the one which least resembled the

MEP. The potential energy in the IDPP initial reaction path is larger and and

increased rapidly in the first half of the reaction path as opposed to how it is in

the MEP. In terms of the saddle point, the position is slightly before 6, which is

close to the position of the saddle point in the MEP, and has a potential value of ∼
-33.46 Eh as opposed to ∼ -33.51 Eh in the MEP. The RMSD-PP method resulted

in a better initial reaction path than the IDPP method, whereby the maximum

potential energy was lower in magnitude and increased less rapidly in the first half

of the reaction path like the MEP. Unlike the IDPP initial reaction path, the saddle

point in the RMSD-PP initial reaction path is not well defined compared to that of

the MEP but is closer in magnitude to the saddle point on the MEP, ∼ -33.50 Eh.

The A-NSM and P-NSM methods resulted in essentially the same initial reaction

path, which was also the most similar to the MEP. The potential energy in the first

half is the lowest compared to IDPP and RMSD-PP methods, although not flat like

the MEP, and the position of the saddle point as well as the potential energy value

is very close to how the saddle point is described in the MEP.

Cyclobutene ring opening (R5)

The fifth example considered is the cyclobutene ring opening reaction. The param-

eters for the A-NSM and P-NSM methods were the same, and were the following:

N = 40 nodes, knav = 0.075, and a step-size of 0.75.

For each initial reaction path finding method, the calculated initial reaction

path and the MEP determined using a NEB refinement calculation with the initial

reaction path as a starting point are shown in Figure 5.10. The results of the

NEB refinement calculation show that the MEP was determined for all of the initial

reaction paths, which indicates that all four methods resulted in initial reaction

paths which were a good starting point for the NEB refinement. The potential

energy described by the MEP starts by quickly increasing from the reactant to a

well defined TS where it then decreases to the product.

The initial reaction paths calculated by the four methods for this reaction, shown

in Figure 5.10, all resulted in very close approximations of the MEP. The RMSD-

PP initial reaction path was the least like the MEP, in particular the saddle point

described by the RMSD-PP initial reaction path, which had a higher potential
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Figure 5.10: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the cyclobutene
ring opening reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods. Results are shown
for the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles), A-NSM (red circles)
and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images” used for NEB.

energy value of ∼ -20.66 Eh and was also not as defined as it is in the MEP. The

initial reaction paths determined using the A-NSM and P-NSM method resulted in

the same paths (resulting in the A-NSM line not being visible in Figure 5.10), which

also resembled the MEP quite well both in terms of shape of the path but also the

potential energy value of the saddle point, ∼ -20.67 Eh compared to ∼ -20.68 Eh

in the MEP. Lastly, the IDPP method resulted in a similar initial reaction path as

the A-NSM and P-NSM methods, however the potential energy value of the saddle

point in the initial reaction path is closer to the the resulting MEP.

Penta-1,3-diene hydrogen transfer (R6)

The second to last example considered is the hydrogen transfer on a penta-1,3-diene

molecule. The parameters for the A-NSM and P-NSM methods were the same, and

were the following: N = 40 nodes, knav = 0.075, and a step-size of 0.75.

The initial reaction paths calculated by the four reaction path finding methods as

well as the MEPs determined by subsequent NEB refinements are shown in Figure

5.11. In this reaction, the NEB refinement resulted in slightly different MEPs,

although still somewhat similar. The position of the TS along the reaction path

slightly differed as well as the magnitude of the potential energy associated to the

TS. The TS on the MEP determined using the RMSD-PP, A-NSM/P-NSM and

IDPP path had a potential energy value of ∼ -26.19 Eh, ∼ -26.19 Eh and ∼ -26.20

Eh respectively, at a path length of 3.5, 4.5 and 4 respectively.

In terms of the initial reaction paths calculated using the four different methods,

only A-NSM and P-NSM resulted in a similar potential energy for the saddle point

compared to the MEP, however, the initial reaction paths for all methods were

broader in shape as opposed to the MEPs which were much sharper. The RMSD-
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Figure 5.11: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the penta-1,3-
diene hydrogen transfer reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods. Results
are shown for the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles), A-NSM
(red circles) and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images” used
for NEB.

PP method resulted in a broad initial reaction path, where the saddle point was

much larger in potential energy compared to the MEP, ∼ -26.10 Eh compared to

∼ -26.20 Eh. A reason for this significant energy difference to the MEP, but also

with the other methods, could be due to the method itself. The Gaussian used

to both push and pull the system may have been too strong, effectively bringing

the system into an unfeasible region of the PES, higher in energy than where the

MEP is. The IDPP method resulted in an initial reaction path which was lower

in potential energy compared to the RMSD-PP method, however the reaction path

was significantly broad and poorly described the saddle point. Instead of a sharp

saddle point like in the MEP, the IDPP initial reaction path had two nodes which

had the highest potential energy ( ∼ -26.150 Eh). Lastly, the initial reaction paths

determined by the A-NSM and P-NSM methods were exactly the same (resulting

in the A-NSM line not being visible in Figure 5.11) and were the lowest in potential

energy. Moreover, the saddle point was the sharpest compared to both the RMSD-

PP and IDPP methods, and is also the closest in terms of potential energy compared

to the MEPs, ∼ -26.175 Eh compared to ∼ -26.19 Eh or ∼ -26.20 Eh.

Diels-Alder Reaction (R7)

The final example investigated is the Diels-Alder reaction. In terms of the parame-

ters used, for both A-NSM and P-NSM, the number of nodes N was 35, the step-size

was 0.75 and the navigation force constant, knav was 1.25.

In Figure 5.12, the initial reaction paths determined using the four reaction path

finding methods and the subsequent NEB refined path leading to the converged

MEP are shown. In this example, all of the reaction path finding methods resulted

in initial reaction paths which successfully converged to the MEP. In the MEP,
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Figure 5.12: Energy profiles of the initial reaction paths (left) and MEPs (right) for the diels-Alder
Reaction. reaction determined using different reaction path finding methods. Results are shown for
the IDPP method (yellow squares), the RMSD-PP method (blue triangles), A-NSM (red circles)
and P-NSM (green diamonds). The points on the plot represent the ”images” used for NEB.

starting from the reactant region, the potential energy slightly decreases before

gradually increasing towards the TS located just before the path length of 3 and

with a potential energy of ∼ -41.32 Eh. Once the TS is reached, the potential energy

decreases rapidly to the product region.

The initial reaction path obtained as a result of using the IDPP method was the

least similar to the resulting MEP. In the IDPP initial reaction path, firstly, the

position of the saddle point in terms of the path length is shorter than the MEP

( 2 as opposed to 3) and the potential energy associated with the saddle point is

∼ -41.30 Eh as opposed to ∼ -41.32 Eh. Secondly, the potential energy initially

does not slightly decrease, on the contrary, it increases right from the start. The

RMSD-PP method resulted in a better initial reaction path, with a saddle point

at a path length of 2.5 with a potential energy of ∼ -41.32 Eh which was closer to

what the MEP looked like. Similarly to the IDPP initial reaction path, there was

no initial dip in potential energy at the start of the reaction path. The P-NSM and

A-NSM initial reaction paths were very similar to one another but also similar to

what the MEP looked like. The saddle point was located at a path length between

2.5 and 3, with a potential energy of ∼ -41.32 Eh. Furthermore, the initial reaction

path determined by P-NSM did show the dip in potential energy at the start of the

reaction path like in the MEP, however the A-NSM did not.

5.8.3 Assessing the performances of each initial reaction

path finding method

In order to further assess the performance of both the A-NSM and P-NSM methods

in comparison to the RMSD-PP and IDPP methods, we look at the distance between

the initial approximated reaction paths to the MEP for each method and for each
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reaction discussed so far. The resulting distance between the initial approximated

reaction paths to the MEP for each method and for each reaction is plotted in

Figure 5.13. We also note that typically, the shorter the distance between the initial

reaction path and the MEP would suggest that the initial reaction path was a good

starting point for the MEP. However, as will be discussed later in this Section, a

shorter distance between the initial reaction path and the MEP does not always

lead to quicker convergence to the MEP.
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Figure 5.13: Comparing distances between the initial paths determined by each method to the
MEP for each reaction. Results are shown for the IDPP method (yellow), the RMSD-PP method
(blue), A-NSM (red) and P-NSM (green).

Overall, based on Fig 5.13, both the P-NSM and A-NSM methods result in

closer distances between the initial approximate reaction path and the MEP for

four out of the seven reactions. In the other two reactions, despite not resulting in

the shortest distances, the P-NSM and A-NSM methods result in distances that are
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very comparable to the other methods. The RMSD-PP method also resulted in good

initial approximate reaction paths close to the MEP, for R1, R3 and R4, however,

even in the best case, the P-NSM and A-NSM methods outperform it. Lastly, the

IDPP results in the longest distances between initial approximate reaction paths

to the MEP for all reactions except R3. However, for R3, we note that the IDPP

method results in the closest initial approximate reaction path which is 50% shorter

than the other methods.

Another way to assess the performance of these initial reaction path finding

methods, other than comparing the distance between the initial approximate reac-

tion path and the resulting MEP for each method, is to compare the number of

force evaluations for both the initial approximate reaction path calculation and the

subsequent NEB refinement calculation in order to give insight into how accurate

the initial reaction path was but also as to how cost efficient the method is. As

mentioned in the introduction (Section 5.1), for initial reaction path finding meth-

ods such as the ones explored in this Chapter, the computational cost is linked to

the number of force evaluations needed to obtain a reaction path. Therefore, the

ideal initial reaction path finding method will have a minimal number of force eval-

uations needed to calculate the initial reaction path and a minimal number of force

evaluations required for the subsequent NEB refinement to determine the MEP.

The number of force evaluations needed for each method to determine the initial

approximate reaction path as well as the number of force evaluations needed for

the subsequent NEB refinement is shown in Fig 5.14. For all of the reactions,

the P-NSM and A-NSM methods have similar or the exact same number of force

evaluations needed for the initial approximate reaction path, and more importantly,

this number is low, ranging from only 18 force evaluations for R5 to 38 and 58 force

evaluations for the P-NSM and A-NSM method respectively for R1. Furthermore,

the NEB refinement after using an initial approximate reaction path calculated

by either the P-NSM or A-NSM method results in the smallest number of force

evaluations for all reactions except for R5 and R7. This is clearly seen with R12

which represent perhaps the hardest MEP to determine out of the seven reactions,

and even then, both the P-NSM and A-NSM methods outperform the RMDS-PP

and IDPP methods, where the difference between the P-NSM and RMSD-PP is

270 force evaluations and 222 force evaluations between P-NSM and IDPP, and the

difference between the A-NSM and RMSD-PP is 180 force evaluations and 132 force

evaluations between A-NSM and IDPP.

When looking at the RMSD-PP method, it does not need many force evaluations

in order to determine a good initial approximate reaction path. For R2, R3 and R4,

the RMSD-PP method has a similar number of force evaluations as the P-NSM and

A-NSM methods, however for R1, R5, R6 and R7 the number of force evaluations
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tends to be double what P-NSM and A-NSM require. In terms of NEB refinement,

for all reactions except for R1, the number of force evaluations using a RMSD-PP

initial reaction path is only slightly more than when a P-NSM or A-NSM initial

reaction path is used. However for R1, the calculated initial reaction path is not

close enough to the MEP and this is reflected by the large number (870) of force

evaluations needed to converge to the MEP.

Similarly to the RMSD-PP method, the IDPP method results in about the same

total number of force evaluations for all reactions except for R5 and R7, where it

has the lowest total number of force evaluations needed for the initial reaction path

to converge to the MEP. Only 80 force evaluations for both reactions compared to

138, 118 and 118 force evaluations for the RMSD-PP, A-NSM and P-NSM methods

for R5 and 150, 113 and 103 force evaluations for the RMSD-PP, A-NSM and P-

NSM methods for R7. In both reactions, there is no simultaneous large amplitude

motion of many atoms which could possibly explain why the IDPP method resulted

in a lower number of force evaluations. For the other reactions, just like with the

RMSD-PP method, the IDPP method requires more force evaluations than either

the P-NSM or A-NSM method, although we note that the difference in the number

of force evaluations is not always substantial such as in R2, R3 and R4. In R1,

the IDPP method results in a number of force evaluation that is considerably larger

than the A-NSM or P-NSM methods, where 940 total force evaluations are needed to

determine the MEP as opposed to 808 and 718 total force evaluations respectively.

5.9 Using the navigation string method for tran-

sition state searching

With both NSM methods (A-NSM and P-NSM) generating approximate reaction

paths comparable to the MEP, in this section, we explore using the highest-energy

node in these initial reaction paths as the starting point of TS optimisation cal-

culation. For all of the reactions (R1-R7), we take the highest-energy node of the

initial reaction path generated by P-NSM, RMSD-PP and IDPP, and use it as a

starting point for a subsequent TS optimisation. We then compare TS found by TS

optimisation to the TS of the respective MEP determined by P-NSM, RMSD-PP

and IDPP. We use only the highest-energy nodes as a result of P-NSM as reaction

path generated resulted in the same or better reaction paths than A-NSM. To assess

the results, we investigate the following:

1. Whether or not the TS optimisation has converged using the highest-energy

node.

2. The number of iterations needed to converge the TS.
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The results of the TS optimisation using the highest-energy nodes of the reaction

paths generated by the three reaction path finding methods (P-NSM, RMSD-PP,

IDPP) are shown in Tables 5.1 - 5.3.

Table 5.1: Assessing the results of using the highest-energy node in the P-NSM generated reaction
path as starting point for a TS optimisation and comparing it to the TS on the MEP.

Reaction Converged Number of Cycles
R1 No NA
R2 Yes 14
R3 Yes 28
R4 Yes 17
R5 Yes 22
R6 No NA
R7 Yes 58

Table 5.2: Assessing the results of using the highest-energy node in the RMSD-PP generated
reaction path as starting point for a TS optimisation and comparing it to the TS on the MEP.

Reaction Converged Number of Cycles
R1 No NA
R2 Yes 12
R3 Yes 17
R4 Yes 20
R5 Yes 176
R6 Yes 22
R7 Yes 12

Table 5.3: Assessing the results of using the highest-energy node in the IDPP generated reaction
path as starting point for a TS optimisation and comparing it to the TS on the MEP.

Reaction Converged Number of Cycles
R1 No NA
R2 Yes 12
R3 Yes 19
R4 Yes 28
R5 Yes 22
R6 Yes 25
R7 Yes 15

When the highest-energy node from the P-NSM generated reaction path is used

as a starting point for TS optimisation, for five out of the seven reactions, the TS

optimisation successfully converged to the correct TS which lies on the MEP. In

terms of number of cycles needed to reach convergence, the minimum amount was

for R2 where only 14 cycles were needed, the maximum was for R7 were 58 cycles
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were needed and the average number of cycles was 28. The energy difference for the

converged TSs was in the order of magnitude of 10−11 or lower with the exception

of R7 where the energy difference had a magnitude of 10−9, however we confirmed

that this was in fact the correct TS after running an intrinsic reaction coordinate

(IRC) calculation which resulted in the correct reactant and product structures.

Comparatively, when the highest-energy node from the RMSD-PP generated

reaction path is used, the TS was found for all of the reactions with the exception of

R1. The minimum number of cycles need to reach convergence was 12 for R4, the

maximum number of cycles was 176 for R2 and the average number of cycles needed

was 43. Lastly, when the highest-energy node from the IDPP generated reaction

path is used, the TS is found for all reactions with exception of R1. Moreover, the

minimum number of cycles needed to reach convergence was 12 for R3, the maximum

number of cycle was only 28 for R4 and the average number of cycles was also low,

20.

These results show that, as well as generating good initial reaction paths, the

highest-energy node on the NSM reaction path can be used as a starting point

for subsequent TS optimisation calculations. For five out of the seven reactions,

TS optimisation calculations converged to the correct TS on the MEP, whereas for

the other two reactions, TS optimisation calculations failed to converge to any TS.

Furthermore, the average number of cycles needed to find the TS was comparable

to when the highest-energy node from a RMSD-PP or IDPP reaction path was used

for TS optimisation, although, the latter methods resulted in one more converged

correct TS. For the individual reactions, specifically R2-R4, the number of cycles

needed to converge to the correct TS was similar for all three methods suggesting

that the highest-energy node was a good initial guess for the TS. As such, using

the highest-energy node from the P-NSM generated reaction path can be a good

starting point for TS optimisation as the results were comparable both in terms of

convergence and number of cycles needed to reach convergence. Moreover, with the

added benefit that the P-NSM generated reaction path typically requires a lower

number of force evaluation needed to generate said reaction paths.

Finally, Figure 5.15 shows the difference between the structure of the highest

energy node on the initial reaction path to the TS found on the MEP for each re-

spective method, P-NSM, RMSD-PP and IDPP. Ideally, the structure of the highest

energy node on the generated initial reaction path would be as close to identical to

the TS found on the MEP. And so a large difference in structure would suggest the

starting point, the highest-energy node on the initial reaction path, is a sub-optimal

starting point for TS optimisation. The differences between the structure of the

highest energy node on the initial reaction path generated by P-NSM to the TS

found on the MEP, were the smallest across five of the seven reactions, with R5
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being very similar to the RMSD-PP result. The differences between the structure

of the highest energy node on the initial reaction path generated by RMSD-PP to

the TS found on the MEP were quite similar to the P-NSM results, and in the

case of R3 and R5, the RMSD-PP results were only slightly better. Lastly, the

differences between the structure of the highest energy node on the initial reaction

path generated by IDPP to the TS found on the MEP were the largest compared to

P-NSM and RMSD-PP, with the exception of R2 where the difference was smaller

than the RMSD-PP results. These results highlight how close the initial structure

of the highest energy node on the P-NSM generated reaction path is to the TS on

the MEP, compared to RMSD-PP and IDPP.

5.10 Parameter optimisation

In this section we investigate the parameters involved in the P-NSM method and

observe how varying them effects the resulting initial reaction path approximation.

The parameters investigated are the number of nodes in the reaction path, the step-

size used in the optimisation step and the navigation force constant which is used

to drive the system from the reactant region to the product region. Note that the

points used in the Figures presented in this Section are there for visual aid purposes

and do not signify anything. We note that investigating these three parameters was

done by keeping the remaining two parameters constant, and as such, these results

showcase the effect of the varied parameter in the context of these constant param-

eters. However, these results show the general behaviour of what would happen

when one of these three parameters is varied and so a general understanding can be

obtained. We also want to note that while the behaviour demonstrated by changing

these parameters is predictable, it is still worth investigating in order to get a better

understanding of the method.

5.10.1 Number of nodes

We first investigate the effect of varying the number of nodes in the initial reaction

path approximation by only changing the number of nodes while keeping the other

parameters constant for each run. Three reactions are used to demonstrate the effect

of varying the number of nodes parameter; these are: the addition of nitrous oxide

(R4), formaldehyde formation (R1) and penta-1,3-diene hydrogen transfer (R6). A

total of five runs are done for each reaction, where the number of nodes changes

between 10, 30, 50, 100, and 200 and the other parameters remain the same. For

R1, the knav is 0.175 and the step-size is 0.5, for R2 the knav is 0.15 and the step-size

is 0.75, for R3 the knav is 0.075 and the step-size is 0.75.
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Figure 5.16: Comparing the effect of varying the number of nodes on the initial reaction path
approximation for R4. Results are shown for 10 nodes (yellow), 30 nodes (purple), 50 nodes (blue),
100 nodes (red) and 200 nodes (green).
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Figure 5.17: Comparing the effect of varying the number of nodes on the initial reaction path
approximation for R1. Results are shown for 10 nodes (yellow), 30 nodes (purple), 50 nodes (blue),
100 nodes (red) and 200 nodes (green).
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Figure 5.18: Comparing the effect of varying the number of nodes on the initial reaction path
approximation for R6. Results are shown for 10 nodes (yellow), 30 nodes (purple), 50 nodes (blue),
100 nodes (red) and 200 nodes (green).
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The effect of changing the number of nodes for the P-NSM calculation for each

of the three reactions is shown in Figures 5.16 - 5.18. For all of the reactions, the

addition of nodes for the calculation has a positive effect, typically by 100 nodes,

as it enables for a better and smoother description of the reaction path. On the

other hand, with the same knav and step-size parameters, using 10 or 30 nodes was

not enough to describe the reaction path. In R1, using 50, 100 and 200 nodes for

the P-NSM calculation results in a smooth reaction path where the saddle point is

well-described, whereby the steep saddle point is clearly defined in the case of 200

nodes. However, both 10 and 30 nodes are not enough to get the complete reaction

path, as the penultimate node is too far away from the product node resulting in a

linear interpolation between the two nodes. In R2, using 200 nodes results in the

smoothest reaction path, even finding the saddle point between the reactant and the

product. Using 100 nodes results in a similar reaction path as 200 nodes in terms of

smoothness of the reaction path, however the potential energy of the saddle point is

slightly lower when compared to using 200 nodes. Using 50 nodes results in a smooth

reaction path, but it is not enough to the find the saddle point. Furthermore, after

the saddle point, the reaction path is no longer smooth but instead results in a sharp

linear interpolation between the saddle point node and the final node. Lastly, in the

case of using 30 or 10 nodes, neither cases result in a complete reaction path for the

reaction, failing to even reach the region where the saddle point should be. In R3,

using either 200 or 100 nodes results in essentially the same smooth reaction path,

with the same saddle point region. Similarly, using 50 nodes, results in the same

smooth reaction path, with the only difference in the final part of the reaction path

which is sharp unlike when 100 or 200 nodes are used. Unlike the other reactions, in

R3, using 30 nodes is enough to reach the saddle point region, however after that,

the reaction path becomes quite sharp. Lastly, using 10 nodes, like in the other two

reactions, is not enough to get a full description of the reaction path or of the saddle

point.

In summary, increasing the number of nodes, while keeping the other parameters

constant, in a P-NSM calculation in order to determine reaction path will result in

a smoother reaction path which better describes the reaction as well as the saddle

point region. In all reactions a minimum of 50 nodes was necessary in order to define

a full reaction path. Using 100 and 200 nodes resulted in the smoothest reaction

path for all reaction, whereas using 10 or 30 nodes was not enough to get a fully

described reaction path.
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5.10.2 Step-size

We now look at how varying the step-size in the optimisation step affects the result-

ing reaction path determined using P-NSM, while keeping the other parameters, the

number of nodes and navigation force constant, constant. To do so, we use the same

reactions as in 5.10.1, which are the addition of nitrous oxide (R1), formaldehyde

formation (R2) and penta-1,3-diene hydrogen transfer (R3). For each reaction, a

total of five P-NSM calculations are done with varying step-sizes: 0.05, 0.10, 0.30,

0.50, 0.75. In terms of the other parameters, the number of nodes and navigation

force constant is 50 and 1.0 respectively for R1 and R2, and 50 and 0.15 respectively

for R3.
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Figure 5.19: Comparing the effect of varying the step-size on the initial reaction path approxi-
mation for R1. Results are shown for a step-size of 0.05 (yellow), 0.10 (purple), 0.30 (blue), 0.50
(red) and 0.75 (green).
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Figure 5.20: Comparing the effect of varying the step-size on the initial reaction path approxi-
mation for R2. Results are shown for a step-size of 0.05 (yellow), 0.10 (purple), 0.30 (blue), 0.50
(red) and 0.75 (green).
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Figure 5.21: Comparing the effect of varying the step-size on the initial reaction path approxi-
mation for R3. Results are shown for a step-size of 0.05 (yellow), 0.10 (purple), 0.30 (blue), 0.50
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The effect of varying the step-size during the optimisation step on the resulting

reaction path is shown in Figure 5.19 - 5.21. Overall, all three reactions have one

step-size where the reaction path becomes fully described, whereas the other four

are either not large enough to smoothly reach the final node or too large and the

reaction path starts to become very ill-defined. In R1, the larger step-sizes, 0.75

and 0.50, both result in ill-defined reaction paths where the potential energy varies

greatly along the reaction path, sometimes even oscillating too. On the other hand,

the two smaller step-sizes, 0.10 and 0.05, do not allow for a full description of the

reaction path with the smallest step-size not even finding the saddle point region.

The most optimal step-size in this scenario was 0.30 as it was large enough to

completely describe the reaction path and the saddle point region, but not too large

so as to become sharp and erratic. In R2, only the largest step-size, 0.75, results in

an ill-defined reaction path, where the potential energy at certain points along the

path is considerably higher than the rest. None of the step-sizes investigated ended

up being able to describe the reaction path completely, however, using a step-size

of 0.30 enabled the saddle point region to be found as well as the reaction path to

be described pretty well. Similarly, a step-size of 0.50 describes the reaction path

quite well too, however the saddle point is not as clearly defined as it is when using

a step-size 0.30. Lastly, both a step-size of 0.10 and 0.05 were not adequate to

describe the reaction path or to find the saddle point region. In both cases, the

step-size was too small which meant that less of the reaction path was described.

In R3, the smaller step-sizes, 0.05 and 0.10, are too small to be able to describe the

reaction path completely as well as finding the saddle point. Using a step-size of

0.30 we are able to see the saddle point region being described on the reaction path,

however this step-size is not enough to completely describe the rest of the reaction
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path. The final two step-sizes, 0.50 and 0.75, both manage to find the saddle point

region and describe the reaction path almost completely in a very smooth fashion,

although a slightly larger step-size could be considered to describe the very end of

the reaction path.

In summary, for all reactions, a certain step-size was required to completely

describe the reaction path smoothly as well as to find the saddle point region when

all other parameters were kept constant. On one hand, using a large step-size

such as 0.75 results in an ill-defined reaction path where the potential can spike

to uncharacteristically large values, such as in R1 and R2. However, in R3, using

a step-size of 0.75 does not result in an ill-defined reaction path, but instead in a

smooth and well-described reaction path due to the fact that for that reaction, the

navigation force constant was lower than R1 and R2. On the other hand, using

small step-sizes, such as 0.05 or 0.10, is not enough and falls short to completely

describe the reaction path and to find the saddle point. The most optimal step-size

across the three example reactions, for the given parameters, was typically either

0.30 or 0.50, as these were large enough to completely describe a smooth reaction

path and also correctly define the saddle point region.

5.10.3 Navigation force constant

The final parameter we investigate is now the magnitude of the navigation force

constant, which effectively acts as the driving force from the reactant to the product

in a P-NSM calculation. The same reactions used in Section 5.10.1 and 5.10.2 were

used to investigate how varying the magnitude of the navigation force constant

would affect the resulting reaction path. These were the addition of nitrous oxide

(R1), formaldehyde formation (R2) and penta-1,3-diene hydrogen transfer (R3).

Five different navigation force constants were used; 0.125 au, 0.25 au, 0.50 au, 1.0

au and 2.0 au for R1 and R2, and 0.15625 au, 0.3125 au, 0.625 au, 1.25 au and 2.0

au for R3. For each run, the number of nodes and step-size were kept constant with

values of 10 and 0.75 respectively for R1, 15 and 0.75 respectively for R2 and 10

and 0.50 respectively for R3.

The resulting reaction paths for each reaction using varying magnitudes of the

navigation force constant are shown in Figures 5.22 - 5.24. Across all reactions,

increasing the magnitude of the navigation force constant does not necessarily mean

that the reaction path is better described, on the contrary, the navigation force con-

stant only describes the magnitude of the force pulling the reactant system towards

the product system. Therefore, one can imagine that, at times and depending on

the magnitude of this force, the system will be pulled through unfeasible regions of

the PES away from the MEP. In the case of R1, Figure 5.22 shows that with the
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Figure 5.22: Comparing the effect of varying the navigation force constant on the initial reaction
path approximation for R1. Results are shown for a navigation force constant of 1.0 au (yellow),
0.50 au (purple), 0.25 au (blue), 0.125 au (red) and 2.0 au (green).
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Figure 5.23: Comparing the effect of varying the navigation force constant on the initial reaction
path approximation for R2. Results are shown for a navigation force constant of 1.0 au (yellow),
0.50 au (purple), 0.25 au (blue), 0.125 au (red) and 2.0 au (green).
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Figure 5.24: Comparing the effect of varying the navigation force constant on the initial reaction
path approximation for R3. Results are shown for a navigation force constant of 1.25 au (yellow),
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given parameters, when the larger navigation force constants are used, such as 1.0

au or 2.0 au, the larger magnitude means that the force becomes significant and

the system is dragged through regions of high potential energy starting at the sixth

node, which are not representative of the MEP. Similarly, when a magnitude of 0.50

au is used for the navigation force constant, the force is still quite significant as the

resulting reaction path has regions of higher potential energy, between the seventh

and tenth node, compared to the actual MEP. On the other hand, when a small

navigation force constant is used, the magnitude of the force is not strong enough to

drag the system accurately towards the product. For this reaction, with the given

parameters, the most optimal navigation force constant was that with a magnitude

of 0.25 au, as it was large enough to drag the system towards the product through

a feasible path on the PES.

Similarly to R1, using large navigation force constants in R2 results in the re-

action paths which are ill-defined and unstable, in the case of 2.0 au, or unfeasible

reaction paths with higher potential energy than what the MEP should be, as is the

case when a magnitude of 1.0 au is used. Also similarly, using a small navigation

force constant like 0.125 au or 0.25 au is not enough for the resulting reaction path

to reach the right values of potential energy like the MEP. As such, in this example,

the optimal navigation force constant is 0.50 au, as the reaction path is very similar

to the MEP in terms of potential energy especially with where the saddle point lies.

In the case of R3, Figure 5.24 shows that as the magnitude of the navigation force

constant is increased, the better the reaction path is described until the magnitude

becomes too large whereby the reaction becomes unstable and ill-defined. Using a

smaller navigation force constant such as 0.15625 au, 0.3125 au, or 0.625 au, results

in the reaction path not being fully described, especially the saddle point region.

This is due to the fact that as a result of the navigation force constant being small,

the force is not strong enough to drag the system completely towards the product,

and so either the force needs to be stronger or more nodes are necessary. When a

navigation force constant of 1.25 au is used, the reaction path is better described

and the saddle point region becomes clear and defined, suggesting this navigation

force constant is optimal for this step-size and number of nodes.

These results showcase the importance of the navigation force constant in deter-

mining a good reaction path. If the navigation force constant is too small, then the

force will not be enough for the system to be dragged from the reactant towards the

product, but if the navigation force constant is too large, then the force will be too

strong and will drag the system through unfeasible regions of the PES resulting in

a reaction path which is not close to the MEP. These results also highlight how the

navigation force constant is system dependent as, for the example reactions R1, R2

and R3, a navigation force constant of 0.50 au, 0.25 au and 1.25 au respectively was
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optimal when used with the corresponding step-size and number of nodes.

5.11 Conclusions

This Chapter has introduced the projected navigation string method (P-NSM) and

the adiabatic navigation string method (A-NSM), two novel and simple approaches

which use the simplest concept of a navigation function to find good approximate

initial reaction paths and subsequently the MEP using NEB refinement. In these

methods, nodes are iteratively grown from the reactant to the product using a nav-

igation force constant acting as the driving force in addition to either the projected

forces of the PES (P-NSM) or the unprojected forces of the PES (A-NSM).

In order to test these two methods, seven reactions were investigated using the

P-NSM and A-NSM and compared to current methods such as IDPP and RMSD-

PP. With the exception of one reaction, the formation of formaldehyde, both P-NSM

and A-NSM resulted in the same approximate initial reaction path, indicating that

whether using the projected forces of the PES or the unprojected forces of the PES

did not affect the resulting reaction path. The distance between initial reaction path

and MEP as well as number of force evaluations were two properties used to deter-

mine the performance of the reaction path finding methods. In terms of the distance

between the initial reaction path and MEP, both P-NSM and A-NSM outperformed

RMSD-PP and IDPP in six out of the seven reaction examples, with the initial

reaction path being closer to the MEP. In terms of the number of force evaluations,

we looked at number of force evaluations needed for the approximate initial reaction

path as well as the number of force evaluations needed for the subsequent NEB

refinement. The initial reaction paths determined using P-NSM and A-NSM needed

the same amount of force evaluations when compared to the RMSD-PP method in

all reactions with one exception, in the formation of formaldehyde. In the forma-

tion of formaldehyde reaction, the P-NSM and A-NSM needed less than half of the

number of force evaluations for the determination of the initial reaction path. The

number of force evaluations needed for the subsequent NEB refinement were slightly

lower (typically a difference of 10 or 20) than RMSD-PP in all of the seven reactions

and lower than IDPP in five out of the seven reactions. The biggest difference in the

NEB refinement between P-NSM/A-NSM and RMSD-PP or IDPP was also in the

formaldehyde formation reaction, where the number of force evaluations needed was

over 100 less compared to RMSD-PP and over 200 less when compared to IDPP.

Furthermore, the highest energy node of the P-NSM generated reaction path was

investigated in the context of using it as a starting point for TS optimisation and

compared to the highest energy node of both IDPP and RMSD-PP generated reac-

tion paths. When the highest energy node from the P-NSM generated reaction path
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as a starting point for TS optimisation, the results showed that the TS optimisation

converged to the TS on the MEP for five out of the seven investigated reactions,

compared to six out of seven when using the highest energy node from the IDPP

and RMSD-PP reaction paths. Moreover, in terms of the number of cycles needed

to converge to the TS on the MEP, the lowest result was 14 cycles and the largest

result was 58, which were comparable to the IDPP, 12 and 28, and RMSD-PP, 12

and 22. Lastly, we compared the initial structures of the highest energy nodes from

the P-NSM, IDPP and RMSD-PP reaction paths, to the TS on the respective MEP.

The results here showed that, across all of the reactions investigated, the difference

between the structure of the highest energy node on P-NSM generated reaction path

to the TS on the MEP was the smallest. This again, highlighted that in addition

to determining good initial reaction paths at a lower computational cost than IDPP

and RMSD-PP, the P-NSM highest energy node could be used for TS optimisation

and converge to the TS at a similar or better rate.

The three parameters involved in both the P-NSM and A-NSM were also in-

vestigated to see how they affect the resulting approximate initial reaction path

using three of the example reactions from Section 5.8.2. In general, increasing the

number of nodes needed for a P-NSM or A-NSM calculation had a positive effect

whereby the reaction path resulted in being better described especially the saddle

point region. However, at a certain point, increasing the number of nodes resulted

in diminishing returns and became unnecessary and a waste of computational cost.

In terms of step-size, in the examples investigated with the given parameters, using

a small step-size meant that the system never reached the end-point and so the re-

action path was not well described. On the other hand, a large step-size meant that

the reaction path would become unstable and ill-defined. As such, a middle-ground

was found to be optimal in the given conditions when investigating those chosen

reactions. Lastly, varying the navigation force constant showed that using too small

of a force resulted in the system not being able to be dragged to the end point (sim-

ilarly to when a small step-size is used) and that too large a force resulted in the

system being dragged in unfeasible regions of the PES (typically of high potential

energy) away from the MEP. Furthermore, results of varying the navigation force

constant also showed that it was reaction dependent and that the magnitude could

differ depending on the reaction investigated.

The P-NSM and A-NSM outlined here offers several advantages as a method to

determine good approximate initial reaction paths close to the MEP. Firstly, these

methods only require geometry-optimized structures as inputs and the reaction paths

produced result in good approximations of the MEP as well as strong initial guesses

for subsequent NEB refinement. Secondly, the approach is very simple as there is no

need for constraint optimisation or any re-parametrisation steps. Instead, by just
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minimising the energy function with the added navigation function term is enough

to generate the initial MEP approximation. Thirdly, there is no need to carry out

any interpolation between the reactant and the product and as such, problems such

as non-intuitive chemical structures with unrealistic inter-atomic distances or non-

adequate accounts of dihedral angles can be avoided. Lastly, it is worth mentioning

that this input information could be calculated at a lower level of ab initio theory as

a computationally inexpensive route to generating an initial MEP approximation,

before further refinement at a higher level of ab initio theory.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

I cannot pray for their safety, but I

will pray that they are sleeping

slaves and when they wake, that

these sleeping slaves shall fulfill

some purpose.

JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure Golden

Wind, Hirohiko Araki

Summary

This Chapter summarises the methods and results shown in this work and the con-

clusions that can be drawn from them for efficient and accurate automated reaction

discovery. In addition, we explore potential future improvements and new avenues

to the methods discussed in this work.
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6.1 Summary and conclusions

In the context of automated reaction discovery (ARD) whereby connectivity matri-

ces are used to build chemical reaction networks (CRNs), current screening methods

typically involve using chemical intuition in order to sort through unfeasible and

unreasonable changes in the connectivity matrix which would translate to unlikely

CRNs. Whether it is screening the connectivity matrix changes during the ARD

process or sorting through the resulting sequence of connectivity matrix changes

once the ARD process has finished, chemical intuition in the form of reaction paths

and the associated energy barrier or reaction rates is often used. Popular methods,

while they have there merits, are sometimes not adequate or do not describe the

complete reaction and as such they do not allow for fast, efficient and accurate ARD.

Methods used for reaction path finding,include nudged elastic band (NEB), growing

string method (GSM) and freezing string method (FSM), and while they do result in

accurate minimum energy paths (MEP), the computational cost associated with the

number of force evaluations required scales badly with large and complex chemical

reactions. For determination of reaction rates and rate constants, transition state

theory (TST) is a method commonly used however the no-recrossing assumption

can introduce a significant error in those cases where recrossing effects do in fact

occur (such as that caused by significant solvent interactions or in inter-conversion

reactions) resulting in an inaccurate description of the chemical reaction.

We had outlined several aims and objectives at the beginning of this work that

would be explored and discussed. These were the following:

1. Implement the RPH into a functional code where transmission coefficients and

reaction rates can be determined.

2. Integrate several different update Hessian schemes into the RPH framework

in order to reduce the computational cost but keep the accuracy of the calcu-

lation.

3. Explore dynamical effects in organometallic catalysis using the RPH approach.

4. Develop novel methods to generate reaction paths which can be used as good

initial guesses for subsequent MEP refinement.

5. Compare and contrast the resulting reaction paths generated by the novel

methods developed to current initial reaction path finding methods.

6. Compare and contrast the TS optimisation capabilities using the resulting

reaction paths generated by the novel methods developed to current initial

reaction path finding methods.
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As such, in this work, we have proposed various methods which can be used

as alternatives to popular methods in ARD as a way to efficiently and accurately

screen through the large number of changes which can occur in the connectivity

matrix throughout a chemical reaction. As a substitute to TST, we have shown that

the reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH) can be used to account for recrossing effects

which could take place in a chemical reaction. In this work we implemented the RPH

into a functional code whereby transmission coefficients and reaction rates could be

determined. The approach was as follows, once the MEP of a chemical reaction is

determined, the RPH can subsequently be constructed over a number of discrete

points on the path to provide an accurate description of the MEP. Following this,

combining the constructed RPH with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and

thermal-averaging over a number of MD trajectories initiated at the TS results in the

evaluation the flux-side correlation function. However, in this form, the RPH does

not computationally scale well for large and complex CRNs as the determination

of the ab initio Hessian matrix at every discrete point on the path represents a

significant bottleneck.

We have shown that the RPH construction can be further accelerated by us-

ing a variety of Hessian update schemes, which significantly reduces the need for

ab initio Hessian matrices at discrete points along the path. In this investiga-

tion, we compared the resulting transmission coefficients determined using seven

different Hessian update schemes, four quasi-Newton Hessian update schemes and

three compact-finite difference (CFD) Hessian update schemes, to using the stan-

dard RPH approach on three chemical reactions. Furthermore, the way the Hessian

update schemes were implemented and propagated were explored using different ap-

proaches labelled as single-ended from the reactant, single-ended from the product,

double-ended, “TSup” and “TSdown”. Across all of the reactions investigated using

Hessian update schemes, the propagation approach which had the most success, at

least in qualitative terms, was the double-ended propagation approach which re-

sulted in a transmission coefficient similarly affected by recrossing effects like the

standard implementation of the RPH.

When quasi-Newton Hessian update schemes were used, there was no scheme

which provided accurate and consistent transmission coefficients across the reactions

studied. However this is not to say that they did not perform well as, depending

on the reaction, some schemes resulted in similar transmission coefficients to the

standard approach. Particularly the Powell-symmetric-Brodyen (PSB), and Bofill

Hessian update schemes which resulted in very similar transmission coefficients to

the standard approach for R1 and R3 and the transition-state-BFGS (TS-BFGS)

Hessian update scheme which resulted in very similar transmission coefficients to the

standard approach for R1 and especially R2 where none of the other schemes man-
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aged to accurately depict the recrossing effects like the standard approach. On the

other hand, the symmetric-rank-1 (SR1) scheme did somewhat under perform, hav-

ing the largest differences between calculated transmission coefficients and standard

approach transmission coefficients. We also showed that, for the reactions studied,

the compact finite difference (CFD) Hessian update schemes did not result in better

transmission coefficients than the quasi-Newton Hessian update schemes, but in fact

just resulted in essentially the same transmission coefficient as there quasi-Newton

counter-parts indicating that the added accuracy provided by CFD Hessian update

schemes was negligible for these reactions studied. We also note that the relative

computational cost of the four Hessian update methods was less than that of the

standard approach for all three reactions considered, thus significantly reducing the

bottleneck that limited the RPH in the context of ARD.

To understand and rationalise the performance of the Hessian update schemes

investigated, we looked at Hessian matrices, harmonic vibrational frequencies, cou-

pling constants and MD trajectories all of which are either key parameters used in

the construction of the RPH or part of MD simulations. For all of the quasi-Newton

Hessian update schemes, the harmonic vibrational frequencies at the transition state

(TS) were correctly represented when compared to the standard approach. More-

over, the curvature coupling along the reaction path, which involves the harmonic

vibrational frequencies, was also correctly represented by the PSB, Bofill and TS-

BFGS schemes when compared to the standard approach, suggesting that these

Hessian update schemes were suitable for harmonic vibrational frequencies determi-

nation. The SR1 Hessian update scheme however, typically had regions along the

reaction path where the curvature coupling was either much larger in magnitude

compared to the standard approach or was simply ill-defined, which also correlated

with poor transmission coefficients across the reactions studied. As for the Coriolis

coupling, the majority of the Hessian update schemes somewhat agreed with the

standard approach at least in terms of magnitude and broad trend, but again, the

SR1 scheme resulted in large peaks in some regions of the reaction path unlike the

standard approach. Furthermore, we also highlighted the link between the Coriolis

coupling and transmission coefficient as the Hessian update scheme which resulted

in a Coriolis coupling closer to that using the standard approach, would then have

similar MD trajectories resulting in a similar transmission coefficient. Lastly, analy-

sis of the Hessian root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) at each MEP discrete point

for each reaction showed that, again, the SR1 scheme displayed sudden large error

spikes as opposed to the other Hessian update schemes, as did the analysis of the

frequencies as a function of the reaction coordinate which also showed abnormal

fluctuations. Analysing of all these parameters, we demonstrated that SR1 is not

the best Hessian update scheme and can not be recommended to be used in the
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context of the RPH, whereas for the other schemes, we found that there was none

which could be recommended over another however analysis of the Coriolis coupling

could indicate which scheme would perform better.

Using the RPH approach, we investigated dynamical effects in organometallic

catalysis using the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene hydroformylation with a

cobalt catalyst in both gas-phase and solvent-phase as a case study. Both TST

reaction rates and RPH reaction rates, to account for any recrossing effects, were

used on the reactions with barriers involved in the catalytic cycle. The results

showed that there were recrossing effects in several reactions, both in gas-phase

and solvent-phase, with transmission coefficients not being unity. Subsequently,

kinetic simulations were done in order to determine the rate law and the results

showed near identical rate laws for both TST derived reaction rates and RPH derived

reaction rates in both gas-phase and solvent-phase, which matched with literature

and experimental. This suggested that, firstly, the implicit solvent model used to

simulate the solvent-phase did not affect the dynamics greatly and that secondly, the

dynamical effects described by the RPH reaction rates did not significantly affect the

rate law either. As such, we investigated the time evolution of the concentrations

for the species involved in the catalytic cycle, in order to see whether or not the

TST results would differ from the RPH results. The results showed that for the

initial species (the catalyst, molecular hydrogen, carbon monoxide and ethene),

both TST and RPH reaction rates resulted in similar values for the time evolution

of the concentrations. In terms of the intermediate species, while the trend in time

evolution of the concentrations was identical, the magnitude using TST reaction

rates was slightly smaller than using RPH reaction rates. Moreover, we noted that

dynamical effects linked to recrossing were worth considering as depending on the

CRNs investigated, the minimal differences due to recrossing observed here would

not always be the case.

To reduce the computational cost of reaction path finding methods used in ARDs

which require a large number of force evaluations to determine the MEP, in this work,

we presented two new methods to determine good initial approximate reaction paths

which could be used as a starting point for subsequent refinement for MEP deter-

mination. The two methods we introduced, the projected navigation string method

(P-NSM) and the adiabatic navigation string method (A-NSM), were built around

the concept of using a navigation function to drive the system from one end of the

potential energy surface (PES) to the other end of the PES. Initial approximate

reaction paths determined by P-NSM and A-NSM were compared to other popular

initial approximate reaction path methods, specifically the image dependent pair

potential (IDPP) method and the root mean square deviation push-pull method

(RMSD-PP), on seven example reactions. We looked at the distance between the
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initial reaction path and the MEP determined by NEB refinement as well as the

number of force evaluations required for the generation of the initial reaction path

and the number of force evaluations required for the determination of the MEP.

When compared to the IDPP and RMSD-PP method, both P-NSM and A-NSM

generated initial approximate reaction paths closer to the MEP for six out of the

seven reactions. We also showed that both P-NSM and A-NSM, required less force

evaluations for the generation of the initial reaction path, but also for the NEB

refinement to determine the MEP, for six out of the seven reactions when compared

to the RMSD-PP method. Similarly, both P-NSM and A-NSM, required less force

evaluations for the generation of the initial reaction path in addition to the NEB

refinement than the IDPP method for five out of the seven reactions. The advan-

tages of P-NSM and A-NSM were highlighted in two specific reactions studied, the

formation of formaldehyde reaction and in the penta 1,3-diene hydrogen transfer

reaction. The formation of formaldehyde reaction highlighted how the number of

force evaluations needed for the generation of the initial reaction path was signifi-

cantly lower for P-NSM and A-NSM compared to RMSD-PP as was the number of

force evaluations needed for subsequent NEB refinement of the initial reaction path

when compared to both RMSD-PP and IDPP. The penta 1,3-diene hydrogen trans-

fer reaction on the other hand highlighted how much closer the initial reaction path

generated by P-NSM and A-NSM was to the MEP determined by NEB refinement

compared to either RMSD-PP and IDPP.

We investigated the number of nodes, step-size and navigation force constant,

all of which are parameters used in P-NSM and A-NSM to understand the effects

they had on the resulting initial approximated reaction path. For three example

reactions, each parameter was tested with different magnitudes while the other two

parameters were kept constant. Across all three reactions, increasing the number

of nodes had a positive effect meaning that the initial approximated reaction path

was described better, however in line with trying to keep the computational cost at

a minimal, too many nodes would be detrimental. We showed that increasing the

step-size and navigation force constant to large magnitudes had a negative effect

on the generated initial reaction path as the reaction path became ill-describe and

unfeasible, whereas decreasing them meant that the system would not reach the end

point resulting in an incomplete reaction path, highlighting the sensitivity of the

step-size and navigation force constant. We also emphasised that different reactions

required different magnitudes for their parameters and as such, the investigation

into the parameters of P-NSM and A-NSM could act as a troubleshooting guide.

Finally, we explored the possibility of using the highest energy image on the

NSM generated reaction path as an initial guess for TS optimisation in order to find

the TS. The results shown were encouraging as for five out seven of the reactions
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investigated, the highest energy image lead to the TS found on the MEP. While it

did not outperform RMSD-PP or IDPP, which managed to find the TS found on

the MEP for six out of the seven reaction, the number of cycles required to find the

TS was comparable. However, if the cost of the initial reaction path generation is

taken into account, then the NSM offers a potentially cheaper alternative in terms

of computational cost than either RMSD-PP and IDPP for TS optimisation.

6.2 Future work

Building upon the work using Hessian update schemes in the context of RPH rate

calculations, demonstrating significant reduction in computational time and good

approximations of the transmission coefficient, it can now be explored within ARD

methods for screening purposes or to account for recrossing effects which would

effect the reaction rate. Moreover, with the constant development of new and better

update Hessian schemes, the implementation with the RPH will only get better and

is worth exploring even more.

Furthermore, using the RPH alongside MD simulations for the study of organometal-

lic catalysis successfully highlighted the importance of including recrossing effects in

reaction rate calculations, both in gas-phase and using an implicit solvent model, as

such using the same methodology for larger and more complex reactions or using an

explicit model for solvation would be of value for accurate reaction rates and rate

order equation.

Future work for the method itself would include, but is not limited to, develop-

ment of better Hessian update schemes which can reproduce the Hessian as close as

possible to the analytical approach so that the Coriolis coupling can be accurate,

re-calculating analytical Hessian calculations after a certain amount of Hessian up-

date steps, investigating better propagating methods and using a more chemically

intuitive weighting scheme. Another Hessian propagation method could also be ex-

plored whereby three analytical Hessians are calculated at the minima and TS, and

a Hessian update scheme is used to propagate a Hessian from the minima to the

TS and back. This would allow for the region around the TS to be better described

using the Hessian update schemes and potentially improve the transmission coef-

ficient determined. Finally, another interesting alternative would be to apply the

RPH, alongside Hessian update schemes, using a direct dynamics approach to even

further reduce the computational cost, especially because Hessian update schemes

have had much success when used in direct dynamics.

Further applications for the RPH approach, in the context of dynamical effects in

organometallic catalysis, could be to expand upon the catalytic cycles investigated,

focusing on some where recrossing effects might occur. Furthermore, investigating
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the reactive flux in the kinetic network model would give a clearer picture of how

recrossing effects affected the reactive flux specific to the reactions in the catalytic

cycle. Lastly, using explicit solvent instead of implicit solvent to better account for

solvent effects and how they would effect TST reaction rates and RPH reaction rates

would be of value.

P-NSM and A-NSM both yielded excellent and promising results using quite a

simple methodology which leaves room for improvement. A simple improvement

for example, instead of using a predetermined number of nodes initially, the num-

ber of nodes could just grow until the system reaches the end node or a certain

threshold. Furthermore, exploring the use of a variable navigation force constant

which could increase or decrease depending on the position of the system on the

PES or using attractive and repulsive wells at the start and end points represent

possible improvements for the methods. Lastly, including optimisation steps after

each node is generated or optimising the initial reaction path after generation like

in the RMSD-PP method could also be investigated however this would increase the

number of force evaluations and may not be desirable.

Finally, and perhaps the most important piece of future work, would be to im-

plement these methods in the context of ARD in order to better describe CRNs.

Using the NSM to determine the reaction paths, and subsequently the MEP at a

lower computational cost, and using the computationally cheaper RPH with update

Hessian schemes to better describe reaction rates. These two approaches could ei-

ther be used to improve the screening of reactions found using ARD, or to be used

after the CRN is built, to rapidly get chemical information about reaction rates,

parameters or shape of the MEP.
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Figure 1: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
standard calculation method with analytical Hessian matrices All calculations used 50 images for
RPH construction.
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Figure 2: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
SR1 method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 3: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
PSB method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 4: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
Bofill method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 5: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
TS-BFGS method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 6: Figure S3: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s
using the Bofill method implemented using the “TSup” approach. All calculations used 50 images
for RPH construction.
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Figure 7: Calculated frequencies for reaction R1 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
Bofill method implemented using the “TSdown” approach. All calculations used 50 images for
RPH construction.
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Figure 8: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
standard calculation method with analytical Hessian matrices All calculations used 50 images for
RPH construction.
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Figure 9: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
SR1 method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 10: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
PSB method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 11: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
Bofill method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 12: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
TS-BFGS method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 13: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
TS-BFGS method implemented using the “TSup” approach. All calculations used 50 images for
RPH construction.
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Figure 14: Calculated frequencies for reaction R2 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
TS-BFGS method implemented using the “TSdown” approach. All calculations used 50 images
for RPH construction.
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Figure 15: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
standard calculation method with analytical Hessian matrices All calculations used 50 images for
RPH construction.
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Figure 16: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
SR1 method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 17: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
PSB method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 18: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
Bofill method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 19: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
TS-BFGS method. All calculations used 50 images for RPH construction.
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Figure 20: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
PSB method implemented using the “TSup” approach. All calculations used 50 images for RPH
construction.
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Figure 21: Calculated frequencies for reaction R3 as a function of reaction coordinate s using the
PSB method implemented using the “TSdown” approach. All calculations used 50 images for RPH
construction.
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Figure 22: MEP for R1 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in gas-phase.
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Figure 23: MEP for R2 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in gas-phase.
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Figure 24: MEP for R3 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in gas-phase.
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Figure 25: MEP for R4 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in gas-phase.
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Figure 26: MEP for R5 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in gas-phase.
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Figure 27: MEP for R6 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in gas-phase.
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Figure 28: MEP for R1 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in solvent-phase.
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Figure 29: MEP for R2 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in solvent-phase.
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Figure 30: MEP for R3 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in solvent-phase.
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Figure 31: MEP for R4 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in solvent-phase.
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Figure 32: MEP for R5 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in solvent-phase.
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Figure 33: MEP for R6 in the reactions investigated for the Heck–Breslow mechanism for alkene
hydroformylation using a cobalt catalyst in solvent-phase.
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